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Volume 1 Munber I

Teaching Resources Center Update
Paul CY Hann

The idea of a TRC is moving along steadily. Com-

mune members, as well as several faculty, are working on

its design and implementation In the meanwhile, to "jump

start" the TRC, several faculty areperforming tasks that the

TRC will later assume.

Beth Scott has completed the design of a survey of

available resources that faculty would be willing to share
with the TRC. Watch for the survey in the mail in the near

future.

Dick Stoner is contacting deansand deparunent chair-

persons to find out how each division and department can

help.

Jim Gormley coordinated a very successful new fac-

ulty orientation, and followed that up by coordinating a new

faculty mentor program.

Tom Rossi is working on the space requirements for

the center and aordinating the refurbishing of the TRC's

temporary location on the second floor of the library.

Alice McNeely and Lynda Spickard are drafting the

job specifications for theTRC staff posifions, and designing

(continued on page 5)
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Self-Reflectiveness in Teaching
Bryan K. Blanchard

[The following essay is adapted fror in introductior

to the New Faculty Otientation held on August 24, 1990.)

Some twenty years ago Neil Postman, ordinarily a

canny observer of classroom activities, took to task one

William O'Connor, a member of the Boston School Com-

mittee, for a remark Mr. O'Connor offered in defense of

Boston's educational system: "We have ao inferior educa-

tion in our schools. What we have been getting lately is an

inferior type of student."

Mr. Postman judged this to be semantic ronsense
because he assumed that the quality of education had

nothing to do with the quality of students. Indeed, thought

Mr. Postman, the remark was analogous to the feeble

defense of a tailor faced with a fall-off in business: "Our

pant lengths are just fine," the tailor might say, "What we

have been getting is too many short people."

... students do play a major role in

the classroom process.

Years later, in another book, Mr- Postman publicly

apologized to Mr. O'Connor because he eventuallydecided

that students do play a mejor role in the classroom process.

In effect, they influence the quality of teaching because the

prxess is actually an intoaclion, a two-way street, and an

exchange which obligates both partits to certain responsi-

bilities. In this context, it is worth reflecting for a moment

before you consider the strategies and techniquesof teach-

ing on the beneficiaries of your efforts, your students.

Competent observers - some who even join us and the

network anchors in our very living rooms - tell us that the

current generation of students was brought up in a world of

instantaneous, non-historical, non-lineal visual imagery.

They may be right. The implications of this assertion are

several:

1. Your students may have perspectives which differ

radically from yours.
2. Their attention spans may be greatly abbreviated.

3. Your attempts at influencing them may have to

(continued on page 2)
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New Faculty Orientation
Jim Gormley

On Thursday afternoon, August 24, 1990, before the
fall semester's classes began, a number of seasoned faculty
gathered in the Learning Resources Center to present an
orientation program to this year's group of new faculty. Drs.
Dellow and Blanchard kicked off the orientation with some
inspiring words, then withdrew to let the heavy hitters take
over.

The veterans spoke on a number of topics designed to
introduce the new faculty to the campus and to ease them
into the first few days of classes. Presenters included:
Margherita Rossi and Rachel Hinton (What It's Like To Be
A New Faculty Member), Mike Costello (A Slide Show Of
Prominent Campus People And Sights), Karen Goodman
and Howie Herzog (How To Compose Tests), Joanne Maniago
(How To Write A Syllabus), Debbie Spanfelner (How To
Incorporate The Library Into Your Classes), Jim Gormley
How To Deal With Problem Students), Fran Bauisti (What
To Do On The First Day Of Class), Steve Node (What is the
Learning Skills Center?), Margaret Days (How to Incorpo-
rate Writing Into Your Class), and Paul O'Heron (The
Teaching Center).

Representatives of the Faculty Association filled the
newcomers in on contractual matters. Greta Wingate and Ed
Dougherty spoke on the evaluation system and Duane
Whittaker spoke on the benefits of membership.

At 5:00 p.m. all repaired to Hatters for music, food
and the camaraderie of many other faculty members and ad-
MilliStratOrs. All in all not a bad way to begin a new
semester.

The first major group to offer a mathematical
plan of nature was the Pythagoreans, a school led by
Pythagoras (c.585-c.500B.C.) and rooted in southern
Italy. Kline, Morris. Mathematics, the Loss of
Certainty. Oxford University Press, 1980.

James Hutton (1726-1797), a Scottish physician
and gentleman farmer, is often called the father of
modern Geology. He published 'Theory of the Earth"
circa 1785. Tarbuck, Edward and Lutgens, Freder-
ick. The Earth, an Intorduction to Physical Geology.
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1984.

A recent national poll shows that 52% of Ameri-
cans believe our schools do an adequate job teaching
basic facts and skills, but only 39% are satisfied with
their results in welling students to think and reason.

Magnet). Robert 147 practical tips for teaching
professors. Magna Pubfic...tions, Inc., 1989.

Self-Reflectiveness (from page 1)

compete with their conception of bow media personanties
deliver information. It's you versus Torn Brokaw.

Imagine for a moment a student whose thinking is
channeled in entirely predictable ways by terms such as
liberalism, conservatism, free enterprise, communism, ter-
rorism, morality. Inasmuch as great effort has been spent in
attempts at conditioning standard responses to such terms,
finding a student who responds in expected ways should not
be at all surprising.

So what, you might say, would be the problem?
Besides the obvious communications difficulties which this
stimulus-response situation implies, there is another, deeper
problem: This student is living under the direction of other
people's ideas. Such terms have become so clouded that
they actually mask the truth fee all but the most intrepid truth
seekers. Thus the terms themselves have become barriers to
understanding, barriers to learning and to freedom. As
Francis Bacon put it almost four centuries ago,"There arises
from a bad or inapt formation of words a wonderful obstruc-
tion to the mind".

Self-reflectiveness about teaching
and learning is not strongly encouraged
in American academic culture.

You must confront such students and, through interac-
tion, seek to be influential. In what ways will you choose to
do it? All of us answer this question either consciously or
unconsciously by the classroom practices and teaching
strategies we adopt. Recognition of the role students play -
here a message delivered by Postman - is a good beginning.

But as we make our choices, it is essential that we be
mindful of all of the major elements of the process: 1)
ourselves as teachers and our methods, 2) our students as
unique individuals together with their learning capacities
and strategies, and 3) the interaction we initiate and guide.
Considering all these elements in light of observed out-
comes is what I term self-reflectiveness in teaching.

Self-reflectiveners about teaching and learning is not
strongly encouraged in American academic culture. This is
puzzling because most of us are highly self-conscious of the
methods used in our own disciplines. In fact, if you listen to
academics debate their issues, most of the talk centers not on
fmdings of fact but on the methods used to produce the facts
and on the relationships between conclusions and observa-
tions. This contrasts sharply with the situation where in
their teaching faculty focus mainly on communicating facts
found by others, and hardly anyone studies the process,

(continued on page 4)
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Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Robert Klingensmith

Summarize4 by Margaret Days

In response to questions about faculty rights and
responsibilities, the BCC Faculty Association in conjunc-
tion with the BCC Administration, invited Robert Klingens-
mith, NYEA Legal Counsel, to the first faculty meeting of
the semester. Mr. Klingensmith emphasized that there are
often no clear answers to these questions: however, faculty

can protect themselves through contractual negotiations.
The entire meeting was videotaped and some of the issues
addressed are excerpted below:

LAWS AND CONTRACTS

Faculty do not have a contract with students. Instead
their rights and responsibilities are defined by law and the

contract with the college, their employer. Even though the
college catalog may be interpreted as a contractbetween the
student and the college, this does not legally impact faculty.
The course outline is also not considered a contmctbetween
instructor and student but is more a statement of how the
services are to be delivered. It can be a tool for keeping
classroom expectations regarding attendance and class-
room decorum up front for the students and warding off
problems. Some faculty even have students sign a form at

the beginning of the semester, declaring their knowledge
about classroom expectations. This is up to the individual
instructm. In issues involving dangemus students or threats

to the integrity of academic processes, faculty are advised to

prevent problems from occurring through contractual nego-
tiations. Society has changed its orientation from a "teacher
is always right" stand to a consumer orientation where the
"customer (student) is always right." This has changed the
expectations of both faculty and students. Faculty cannot
use grades as a power weapon concerning nonacademic
matters. A student's redress is the grievance procedure.

PERB

The Public Employment Relations Board mediates
discrepancies between faculty and the college. PERS
defines what conuacts address: mandatory topics. those

that must be addressed, and nonmandatory topics, those that

may be but don't have to be addressed in die contract. Non-
mandatory iopics could include issues of classroom safety,
student discipline and maintenance of academic integrity.
However, these issues must clearly arise from the relation-
ship between the college and faculty. For example, if the
mission of the college is open admissions, and this includes
dangerous students in the classroom, then safety measures
are negotiable issues.

COLLEGE PRACTICES

Practices are the fill in the blank actions that occur

over time and cover issues not spelled out in the contract.

The student handbook spells out expected student conduct.

This can be built in as part of practice. Theoretically,

faculty can't be disciplined for following through on some-

thing that is expected practice. If administration doesn't
follow through with spelled out practices, a complaint can

be filed with PERB to make them follow through. Practical

advise is to foresee problems and ward them off ahead of

time through negotiations and shifting the decision making

problems to the administration or Board of Trustees.

LIABILITY

Questions about liability to students are difficult to

answer and depend a lot on the individual circumstances.

Often the only way to find out is to test through the courts.

It seems clear that faculty are not obligated to physically

protect students and are not acting in loco paremis, as
elementary and secondary teachers are. If a faculty mem-

ber physically intervened between students, the employer

could be held liable. Faculty can sue or be sued for libel and

slander. Certain terminology needs to be couched or used

only in professional contexts in order to be safe. Faculty

can always file criminal charges against students or file

civil suits. However, these procedures are the same as for

any other citizen and are time-consuming and costly. In

terms of classroom obligations. instructors probably do not
have the tight to refuse to teach classes with disruptive
students, but do have the right to leave and call security for

assistance in removing dangerous individuals who may

refuse to leave. Liability of the internships is also unclear.

Jo Anne Maniago added that she uses a field trip form for

students who will be covered by the county insurance
policy and Mr. Klingensmith referred to this as a mecha-

nism already in place that could be used by others.

DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT
CHARGES

Faculty rights regarding student complaints about

racial discrimination or sexual harassment are also unclear

but may be negotiable issues. Questions about whether

faculty must be made aware of complaints or any paper-

work regarding these complaints need to be explored.
Faculty have no rights regardingthis under the law and non-

tenured faculty generally have less protection than tenured

under the contract. However, if the administration takes
disciplinary action, faculty must be made aware of the
charge. According to the contract,faculty have the right to

inspect their personnel files.

Ferry Mason turned. "Circumstantial evidence is the best evidence there is, Paul. You just have to interpret it

properly." -- Erie Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Queenly Contestant
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Self-Relectiveness (from page 2)

much less draws conclusions based on systematic observa-
tion.

AU of us get caught up in the teaching process. and
when we do, it is very difficult to step aside of it and examine
what is happening. Too, self-reflectiveness is discouraged
by a host of traditions, understandings, and habits:

our reliance on authority in our treatment of stu-
dents.

the amount of material we feel we must cover or
which others say we must cover.

the ritualized ways in which schools operate or in
which we believe they must operate.

the tendency of teachers like all professionals to
mystify what they do.

*the deep dependency of students who do not want to
assume responsibility for their own learning and who do not

want to challenge our authority.
sour development of testing methods which give the

appearance of student learning and which cover up student
deficiencies.

sthe reluctance of either of the parties to the teaching-
learning process to admit ignorance.

our acceptance of over-generalized learning theo-
ries and our habit of taking them at face value.

sour own reluctance to question ourselves or to ques-
tion the methods once used on us or now used by our
colleagues.

The list could actually be made much longer than
what is suggested hem. And it is complicated still further by
the fashion among faculty to disdain discussion of methods
as topics suitable only to educationists and grade school
tea:ters. Unfortunately, all this leaves the contemporary
college teacher quite alone whh his situation, with the only
real hope being that as solitary actors we can all become
effective critics of our approaches and that we can teach
ourselves how to teach.

The good news is that I think we can. Once we have
a useful model in mind, we can examine the elements
individually and assess their relative contributions to the
results, that is to how well students learn. The model which
relates teachers and methods to students and their capaci-
ties, through interaction, while quite simplistic and open to
numerous criticisms, is still sufficient to the task of improv-
ing indiv dual teaching efforts. It gives us a place to start
and the means for integrating our ideas and our observe-

; Again, am indebted to Neil Postman for suggesting this
approach and providing these examples. It is his opinion
that, "In a fundamental sense, all arguments about how
educaunn ought to be conducted are arguments about the
validity of competing metaphors."

4111

dons.
For starters, you might begin self-reflection by

considering metaphors' because whether we ... are aware of
their influence or not, they often affect how we think of our-
selves as teachers and how we treat students. What is your
rwtaphorical conception of the human mind and does it
affect your teaching? Do you believe the mind is a dark
cavern (to be lit), an empty vessel (to be filled), a muscle (to
be exercised)? Is it a clock similar to the machines which

once modeled the universe? Is the mind a computer (to be
programmed)? A garden (to be tended)? A lun p ofclay (to

be molded)? Do people learn the way rats learn? And what
metaphors do you apply to schools? Prisons? Armies?
Hospitals? Courts? Churches? Extensions of the home or
family? Fraternities and sororities? Each of these meta-
phors has its implications and often they are visible in the
treaunent of students as sons or daughters. as troops, as
inmates, as patients. There really are teachers who are
toughening up students, making smivors of students, or
helping students find some son of salvation.

But self-reflectiveness only begins with the identi-
fication of metaphors. As noted, productive analysis de-
pends on clear reeognition of each of the elements of the

process and full appreciation of the meaning of the rich
interaction between teacher and students. It also presup-
poses faculty willingness toquestion their own roles and to
seek information on the results of the process. Indeed,

whetting further the professoriate's appetite forevidence on

its effectiveness ought to be the primary challenge of
everyone concerned with professional development.

We need to be conscious of what contrib-

utes to effeciive teaching and learning.
=1.11M1011. nmm.1.

What is really needed in American highereduca-

tion is a new ethic - or perhaps a renewed ethic - congruent
with recent emphases in other areas of ournational life and

based on our deep desire to be of utmost service to students.

We need to be conscious of what contributes to effective
teaching and learning, and we need toconstantly test our
understandings against the results of our efforts. In this way,
colleges and universities may enlist in the national Excel-
lence Movement begun by visionaries such as W. Edwards

Deming and strive to constantly improve the quality of the
service they provide. Almost a century ago. john Dewey
issued this same call under the rubric "action resarch."
Today, his message is being echoed by K. Patricia Cross and

her encouragement of "classroom research". I believe Our
campus should heed the call and be energized by IL

The idea of classroom research is not that teachers

will all become educational researchers and produce a
mammoth new literature on effective teaching. No one
would rule that out, of course, but the aim is not so grandi-

(continued on page 5)
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Self-Reflectiveness (from page 4)

ose. Rather, the idea is to enable teachers to keep close track
of how well their own students are doing so that fresh
feedback can be used to improve their own teaching efforts.
Why this is impartant goes back to the observation that our
academic culture leaves us each pretty much alone in
beaming how to teach. As Cross says,

Teaching as art or science or voodoo is in
an essentially primitive state of development. We
are not standing on the shoulders of giants in ad-
vancing knowledge and improving practice with
each generation of teachers. It is a fairly good
guess that teachers coming out of graduate schools
today are not doing any better job of teaching than
those graduating 50 years ago. That is not to say
that their field of study hasn't made advances: it is
simply to recognize that each young teacher starts
from the beginning to learn how to teach. It is time
to make college teaching a profession - a profes-
sion that is growing and improving over the dec.
ades as well as one that has the potential for con-
tinuous self-renewal for individual teachers.

Arid the way to do that is to show teachers how to
devise their own means of studying the impact of their
methods on their students. The questions they need to ad-
dress, says Cross, are these:

How does what I do as a teacher affect what my
students learn?

How can I monitor, throughout the semester, ;low
effectively students are learning what I am trying to teach?

How can I get the kind of feedback about my
teaching that will help me grow and develop as a teacher?

How can I become a more systematic and sensi-
tive observer of the learning process?

How can I get the kind of feedback
about my teaching that will help me
grow and develop as a teacher?

In a curious way, then, teaching methods become
more imponant to the teaching-learning process after you
adopt them. Cross' questions point this up: Once methods
are selected, they become not only our vehicles for encour-
aging and enhancing learning but they become candidates
for research themselves. They cease to be abstract and static

and they become dynamic. Do they work? Can they be
made to work better? These questions are key to self-
reflectiveness in teaching. They lead teachers to modify. to
tinker, or to junk. But informal choice depends on feed-
back, as well as on knowing as much as possible about
yourself and your students.

References:

I . Cross, K. Patricia. Making Teaching More Effective.
Journal of the Freshman Year Experience, Vol. 2, No. 2,

1990
2. Coss, K. Patricia and Thomas A. Angelo. Faculty
Members as Classroom Researchers: Progress Report
Community, Technical, and Junior Coll4e Journal. April-

May 1989.
3. Postman, Neil. Teaching as a Conserving Activity. New

York: Delacorte Press. 1979.

Teaching Resources Center (from page 1)

a process for selecting the people to 1111 those positions.

Francis BaWgi, Paul O'Hemn and Jim Antonakos are
discussing the way the TRC will fit into the current college

governance structure.

Other committe members are: Mary Dickson, Pat
Franks, Aggie Vallone, Jim Baker, Margaret Deys, Margh-

erita Rossi, and Denise Abrams. More information will be
forthcoming in the next issue. If you'd like to comment or
ask questions, contact one of the people mentioned above.

Paddieball at BCC
Paul 011eran

I was playing paddleball with a friend of mine
when our game was intermpted by her two children.
While my friend discussed "secrets" u ith her five year
old son, I chatted with her seven year old daughter.

"We learned how to add in school today", she
offered.

"Oh, yeah?", I replied. " How big were your
answers?"

"Not too big."

"How high can you count?", I asked.
"I can count to infmity", she boasted.

"You canT' I was amazed. "How long does it take
for you to count to infinity? Doesn't that take a long
time?"

"Yes", she answered seriously, "All the way from
Endicott to Johne..n City."

"But," she continued, NI Can count even higher."

"Even higher?", I gasped.
"I can count to infmity plus twenty," she hesitated,

"but that takes all the way from Endicou to BCC."



One of the policies of Center Stage will be to
present articles on teaching and teaching style. We do
not wish to be didactic, but instead we hope each article
gives you something to discuss. We welcome your opin-
ions (pro or con) of the articles we select.

The following article is excerpted from The Craft of
Teaching, by Kenneth E. Eb le, Jossey-Bass Publishers.

1988.

Lecturing Well

How does one lecture well? I have not often let myself

be pinned down on this question. both became I distrust the

lecture as a generally effective form of instruction and I dis-

til= myself whenever I am tempted to say, "ibis is the way

to do it." Nevertheless, lecturing well is cenainly preferable
to lecturing poorly, and there are some teachers who may be

served by undisguised "how-to" advice. Aski:kg only that

the reader recognize the limitations of simple, direct an-
swers, the following points are the ones most important to
lecturing well.

Fa% In the material to the time at your disposal.
Restrict your aim to less than a handful ofprimary topics and

ccesider specific ways of engaging the audience in each

one. Do not elaborateoverly numb nor introduce important
matters that leave the audience gasping for particulars.
Conduct your scholarly arguments and pursue yourpeculiar
obsessions in places other than the lecture.

Second, seek hard and unrelentingly for precise ex-
amples and illustrations and for ways ofbreaking up a single

presemational mode. Take advantageof physical presence

and movement, and employ the blackboard and other su,:b

devices.

Third, begin by stimulating the interest of the audi-

ence. Alluding to the personal or to the world outside.

arousing curiosity, providing surprise, and using casual
humor are some of the ways ofenhancing beginnings. What

might work for an opening day of class may not work the day

after a tough exam. Sensitivity to the mood of the class and

a variety of ways of responding to that mood increase the

chance of involving an audience day ailer day.

Fourth, in folkiwing the sketch that comes from
advance paparation, develop an ability to improvise and to

sustain an improvisational quality even in carefully struc-

tured presentations.

Fifth, provide the audience with frequent breathing

spaces and opportunities for questions. Beuer to talk too
little and stop short than to go on too long.

Sixth, provide an ending for every lecture btu main-

tain a continuity with what has gone before and what lies

ahead.

Seventh, develop and use a range of voice, gestures,

and physical movement that is appropriate to your style, to

the material, and to the occasionand that reinforces content,

fixes attention, and stimulates an audience. Listen to

yourself and mot out mannerionsand affectation&

Eighth, be guided by the livingaudience and the most

pressing need of striking up discourse with as many ts
possible. You are both host and guest.

Hello, World.

Welcome to the first issue of Center Stage, a fontm for

the presentation and discussion of the effective teaching
methods practiced, ideas held, and storim lived by the
faculty at Broome Community College.

The editors and reviewers of Center Stage hope that

this issue and further issues lead to a healthy discussion of
what good teaching is all about, and how we all trY to
practice it. In that spirit, Center Stage encourages all its
readers to submit for publication: ideas for anicles, enter-
taining classroom experiences, responses to primed articles

and/or personal beliefs on what good teachers do. This
newsletter will be as good as the input t nzeives from its
readers. And with the enthusiasm put out by the faculty at

BCC, we envision a very successful, long term existence.
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Moral Reasoning
Paul Chambers

One of Moliere's characters, Le Bourgeois Gentil-
homme, was delighted to discover, upon taking up learning
at an advanced age, that he had been speaking "prose" all
his life. What prose was to Moliere's character, moral
reasoning should be to our students. "Ethics." or "moral
reascsing," is systematic thinking about right and wrong,
good and evil. Ethical presuppositions are built into any
decision humans make about the right thing to do, or the
right judgement on someone else's action.

Seven outcomes to our general education program are
stated in the catalog. Two of these are:

a) think clearly and critically, and
b) become sensitive to the ethical dilemmas of

daily life and experienced in moral reasoning and dis-
course.

Every graduate is expected to have these two abilities
after being educated at BCC. Those two abiities are related.
Moral reasoning is a specific type of critical thinking.
Critical thinking requires recognizing conclusions and pro-
viding the evidence on which these conclusions are based;

( Continued on page 4 )
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1+1 Months and Not Counting
Greg Shwa

Late last year. for a number of reasons, I was becom-

ing increasingly dissatisfied with myjob as a mathematical
statistician for the Bureau of the Census in suburban Wash-

ington, D.C. So, after 15 years of gove,ne ent service, I

decided it was time to look I'm another job.

I had recently taught a statistical methods course at

the Census Bureau to a group of mid-level managers from
statistical agencies of various developing countries in Af-

rica and Asia. That was my rust formal class since my
graduate school days as a teaching assistant. I thoroughly
enjoyed the experience and it rekindled my interest in
teaching. Over the years, I had also tutored individuals in
elementary statistics and mathematics courses. In panicu-

lar, I recently tutored one girl inCalculus. Although I hadn't
taken Citiculus in over 20 years and had no exposure to it at

the Bureau, I managed to get the girl through the course.

With that impetus, I found the courage to apply for

positions in Mathematics departments at community col-

leges and small 4-year colleges. After numezous letters and

applications, I accepted a position at BCC and on August 17

I unofficially resigned from the Census Bureau. 'The next

day my family and I, with the help of a cousin and friends,

loaded all our belongings onto a rental truck, drove from

Washington to uwego and unloaded everything into a home

we hadn't yet gone to senlement on. Less than 30 hours
later, I began my life at Broome.

Moday..AuguaL2Q
I am sitting behind a table in the Baldwin Gym, a new

teacher, trying to learn the ropes of registration. Tally
sheets, placement test results, catalogueprerequisites, drop/

add forms, on-line registration. The Math department is

moving and exactly where my office will be has not been
decided. In the afternoon, I find an open classroom and stan

preparing for my classes next week

Uner that day, we settle on our new home in Owego

and celebrate by going out for a nice dinner. Phew! I made

it through the first day.

larcsday..Augma21
New personnel orientation indowntown Binghamton.

How long is this thing going to take? Isn't there anywhere
( Continued on page 2 )
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T+1 and Counting (from page 1)
to park ntur the county building? I earow a few quarters in
the meter and park down and over a couple rreets. Typical
personnel meeting: Forms, forms, forms, pictures! I'm out
of here.

Still no office at school. I do a little work in an open
class and decide to go home and cut the grass.

Weduesday.August 22
No office! No mailbox! Why does the Math depart-

ment have to move? I think the AT building is just fine.

It's getting to be a pain lugging all my textbooks,
solutions manuals, course booklets and other materials
everywhere I go on campus, using any open class as an
office. Initially, I'm trying to do things my own way, in so
far as preparing for my classes, but time is getting short, and
I'm not getting much done. I decide to follow the course
policies, objectives and assignment sheets of others who
recently taught the courses I've been assigned.

In the afternoon I'm told be teaching Basic Col-
lege Math instead of Introductory Algebra. I don't need this
kind of change right now.

I help two faculty members pack for their move into
their new offices.

Thursday. August 23
Faculty meeting - the talk by the NEA lawyer is an

eye-opener. I'm really unprepared to tackle such problems.
The faculty luncheon that follows is very enjoyable. I meet
some people from other depare: -ins Everybody's ex-
tremely nice.

Still no office! New faculty orientation that after-
noon. The talks on dealing with moblem students are some-
what unexpected.

Friday. August 24
No office, no desk! I'm assured that everything will

be OK'd and ready this afternoon. I help another faculty
member pack. With all the packing at school and unpacking
at home, I feel more qualified to be a mover than a teacher.

Division meeting, department meeting, meeting with
other faculty teaching Basic Math.

Finally at 2:00 pm, an office in Titchener 2151 a desk,
and yes, even a chair! I do a little work, look at my schedule,
anti deeide to check out my classrooms before I leave. I
can't fmd my Brsic Math class in the Business building. No
such room exists. I ask a secretary. Oops! I misread my
schedule. !Cs section 17 in room 45, not section 45 in room
II. I'm embarrassed. I'm sure glad this week is almostover!

The campus personnel office called earlier in the af-
ternoon. Seems there is a problem with the picture for my
ID, and I'll have to return at my own convenience for
another. On my may home I decide to stop, but the
photographer left early.

Did I make the right move - leaving the security of my
Census position? Things will settle down on Monday once
class start. I think.

Moday...Auguan
I can't wait for classes to start. My first class is Basic

Math in the Business building at 8;00. I'm in the office at
7:00, doing some last minute preparations. A little nervous
and excited, I need to stop by the rest room in Titchener. Our
secretary tells me it's downstairs. I race into the first rest
room I see. On my way out. I meet another person coming
in; she points at the sign. I shrug my shouldersand make
some lame excuse. I hope she's not one of my students.

I go to my first class and fmd she isn't. God is with me

on this one.

I was reading semething recently (Innovation Ab-

stracts, Volume XII, Number 17 - ed.) that suggested using
a scavenger hunt as a means of introducing new faculty
members to their campus. Should Broome adopt such a
policy, I'd recommend placing rest rooms at the topof the

list.

When I arrive at my first class the room is locked. Ten

minutes later, after two master keys fail, we're in. The head

of the Business division had a key.

At my first meeting with my evening algebra class,

one student is particularly boisterous. During the break, I
can sense many of the students talking and wondering how
I will handle the situation. I decide to wait and talk with my
colleagues. Things have to get better. I hope.

Turailax.Augusall
My mentor (an assigned faculty member in the Math

department) suggests that I speak to the loud student in
algebra during break if the behavior persists.

One student in my afternoon statistics class walks off

with my text. Nobody in our departmentcould ever recall
such an incident. I really must be looking foolish.

Wednesday, August 29
That person in evening algebra class calms down

somewhat. I decide not to confront the individual.

Thursday. August 30
Locked out of Basic Math, again! Luckily , achairper-

( Continued on page 4 )
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The Bio-Bargain
Rick Fut=

"Learn from your mistakes." As educators we often
extol this virtue, but with equal frequency this extolation is
but meaningless lip-service. In many classes students are
given very little opportunity and virtually no incentive to
actually learn from the mistakes they have made on exams.

I'm sure as educator; we all agree that exams should
be a learning device as well as an evaivatory tool. But how
best to accomplish this goal in today 's assembly line educa-
tional institution?

The fact is, most seasoned instructors have long ago
given up the pedagogical tool of reviewing exams after they
have been returned to the student. Mostly they ham. ne so
for good reasons. When done in the typical classroom
situation it is, for the most pan, educationally useless.
Students benefit little, if at all, and precious instnictional
time is wasted.

What makes this type of review a usekss endeavor are
two basic realities which stare those of us involved in
teaching square in the face.

First and foremost, the student is neither being re-
warded nor learning anything concrete from this impersonal
review. What's in it for them? Oh, sure they will now know
the answer to question six was B not C, but what good does
that do them now? Do they really understand the concept
any better? Do they really care? No! Let's face it, most
students are interested in "Wadjaget". not "Wadjalearn".

Second, we may not like or agree with it, but the mat
motivating factors for many of our students are alcohol, sex,
money and grades (not necessarily in (hat order). For us to
use the first would be illegal, the second immoral, and the
third out of the question (most of our salaries are far too low
to pay our students to learn). The fourth however is neither
illegal, immoral or expensive. In fact, if used properly, it
can be an enticing method to motivate students to learn
important conceptual ideas using Higher Order Thinking
Skills (HOTS).

In an effort to reward students with grades while
"forcing" them to think critically, I have developed what
may be one of my most successful pedagogical tools: THE
B1O-BARGAIN.

What follows is a brief explanation of this device
including some of the rationale for its use.

Exam papers are graded and returned within mro days.
Let's keep in mind all educational research indicates the
importance of prompt feulback. The mildew ;s given one

week to review his/her exam, discover the errors, correct
them and most importantly ungragand them. The student is
wanted and will learn very quickly that memorization in the
BIO-BARGAIN situation is quite useless. They will then
sign up for a 30 minute block of time to come to my office
or my home to "review" theirexam. During this session the
student must demonstrate by means of an oral mini-exam
that they have a tnie understanding of the material they have
faulted on. If they indeed demonstrate this ability I will split
the difference between their present grade and the highest
score achieved on the exam.

Example:
Original Grade = 60

Highest Grade Achieved = 96

Possible BIO-BARGAIN Points =

Possible New Grade = 78

Few students achieve a perfect BIO-BARGAIN and
of course partial credit is given. No student ever walked out
of the session feeling it was an easy way to raise their grade.
But virtually all students feel it was a worthwhile learning
experience.

As I see it the BIO-BARGAIN has several pedagogi-
cal ad vamages:

First it no: only allows the students to learn from their
mistakes, it actually ream& them for doing so. The exam
becomes a learning experience not a punitive one. This in
itself greatly enhances their true comprehension of the
subject matter. This can be partially illustrated by the fact
that students who participate in BIO-BARGAIN sessions
average 22% higher scores on comprehensive final exams
than those who choose to forego this opportunity.

Second, it allows me to get to know my students on a
more personal level. I begin to appreciate their individual
strengths, weaknesses and apprehensions. I discover details
about their life which allows me to show more concern for
them as a human being as well as a student.

Third. it allows my students to get to know me on a
more personal level. I am no longer the "didactic dude"
who shows up three times a week to tell them what life is all
about (remember! teach Biology). They find in me a human
being who shares strengths, weaknesses and apprehensions,
many of them the same as their own. Students begin to feel
more comfortable both in and out of the classroom situation.
The number of "in class" questions increases dramatically
after the BIO-BARGAINS begin (320% on average). The
number of "at home" telephone calls from students in-

creases 417%.

In short both student-instructor and student-institu-

( Continued on page 4 )
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Morality (from page 1)

moral reasoning requires conclusions about human actions
being tight or wrong and the evidence to support those
conclusions. When an educated person judges an action to
be wrong, one should be able to explain both to oneself and
to others the 'remises (i.e.. reasons or evidence) for those
conclusions. The premises support the conclusion in a valid
logical argument.

While moral lessoning is formally taught in PHI 201
Ethics, E N G 2 2 0 Communicating A b o u t V a l u e s , SOS I I I

Public Affairs, SOS 120 Science, Technology and Society.
SOS 130 Man, Technology and Environment and PHI 208
Humanities and Technology, we all have the oppornmity to
teach moral reasoning in our classes. As we distribute our
course outlines, we state our policy on make-up examina-
tions. If we also take time to explain why we have this
policy, we are doing moral reasoning. Our policy is our
conclusion about what is right; our explanation for it suites
the premises.

Teachers everywhere should teach moral
reasoning.

!irt addition to course policies, in most courses it is
possible to discuss moral reasoning about the subject mat-
ter

In the health science progiams, moral reasoning is
such a part of the practices in the medical field that it is easy
to infuse moral reasoning. "Right to Die" and "Do Not

Resuscitate" laws force professionals to make ethical deci-
sions.

In business law, laws are the product of a consensus in
moral reasoning by legislators, so ethics produces laws.
Thus, it would be easy to discuss moral reasoning in that
course.

Love Canal gave us an example of ethics in Chemis-

uy. The officials of Hooker Chemical knew the chemicals
were toxic, even if law did not prohibit their actions at the
time.

With creativity I am sure faculty could infuse moral
reasoniag in all courses on campus. This is the goal. It is
hoped, nequested, and urged that all faculty infuse moral
reasoning into their courses as occasions permit.

Our students need moral reasoning in their personal
and professional lives. Completing tax forms honestly, not

cheating in the classroom, and assuming responsibilities as

a citizen are all personal ethical decisions. Likewise, most
professions have a formal statement of ethics that present
the expectations of behavior in that occ upation. As thinking
adults our students should be able to explain moral
conclusions that life forces them to make.

Teachers everywhere should teach moral reasoning.
As faculty at BCC we can help satisfy this educational goal
that has been accepted as one of the educational outcomes
for students in all curricula, and simultaneously enrich our
students' lives with our efforts. Ea

Bio-Bargain (from page 3)

lion bonding Is greatly enhanced. We just feel more
comfortable with each other.

BIO-BARGAINS are both time consuming and de-
manding. They are at times both emotionally and physi-
cally draining. But I'm sure for those who use them now
(the English Dept has of coarse been doing this from day
one - remember rough drafts?) or those who will try them in
the future, the realization will be ......... they are more than
worth the time and the effort. Coupled with the BIO-
PHONE it can be a strong educational tool to encourage our
students to think about and analyze the subject at hand.

What's that?? What's a BIO-PHONE? HOLY
PEDAGOGY PROF!! That's a story for another column.

Editor's note: This is a summary of a major article
being submitted to NABT Journal. For further details please
see Mr. Fuenze, Biology Department, office - F109,phone
771-5067. ran

4

T+1 and Counting (from page 2)

son in the next office is in and has a key.

I recover my stat text that afternoon.

friday. August 31.
Lock out number three in Basic Math. No division

dean, no chairpersons. Call security. call maintenance. 15

minutes later, were in.

Thank goodness this week is over! I need a rest. It's
off to relatives in Western New York for the Labor Day

weekend.

The next three weeks are quite uneventful. The noisy

person in my evening algebra was never seen again. I return

to the county building for the retake of my ID picture and am

told that nothing is wrong with the original, the only thing
needed was my signautre. It is comforting to see that the

bureaucracy of government works similarly at the county

level as at the federal level.
( Continued on page 6)
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Delivering My Metaphor
Margaret Dey

Something VIVA Bryan Blanchard said at the begin-
ning of the semester during new faculty orientation stuck in
my mind, something about the metaphors we use todescribe
teaching and learning. I have tried to think about my own
metaphor from time to time, while driving to campus in the
morning, or between classes while watching the leaves
change. But, I was stuck.

I pushed harder when I read the wtitten version of Dr.
Blanchard's message, "Self-Reflectiveness in Teaching"
in the October 15 issue of CenterStagc. I found that I could
focus better on the written version, so I spent an office hour
pondering some of the essay's suggested metaphors for the
human brain. I knew right off that I rejected the notion of the
human mind as an empty vessel to be filled. Although part
of learning is acquiring information, students' heads are not
empty, and a mind poured full of facts and infonnation does
not ensure thinking. What about the mind as a muscle?
Maybe in some ways it needs to be exercised; at least it
implies action and minds do need to be used. But, that's not
it. Though exercise may sometimes be healthy, I smell the
residue of repetitive frontal lobe curls. Likewise, metaphors
about clocks and computers afe too mechanistic for my
tastc; no magic. A dark cavern to be litsounds interesting,
like an awakening, a mvelation. But I can hear an echo and
it's the teacher's voice and it sounds like the teacher is
building the fire. How about a garden to be tended, with a
teacher pruning and supplying the necessary nutrients for
growth? Well, it keeps the gardener busy, but what is the
plant doing besides developing from its seed, hanging out
waiting for the bees and flowering? I grew weary waiting
for my metaphor, the one that really felt right.

A week or so later, Rebecca Bennett mentioned the
metaphor concept to me again at the end of our day together
in the office. This time, while I stopped typing to listen to
her, I didn't even try, and finally it hit me!

"A birth metaphor!" I rudely blurted out in the
middle of Rebecca's sentence.

"What?"
"I'm sony. I've been trying to discover my metaphor

for weeks! It's like giving birth!"
"That's intemsting. Is the mind the baby or the

mother?"
"The mother."

That felt right. And so our collaboration began. I was
in labor and she was helping me.

"The human mind as mother giving birth. The
birthing process like the learning process as exhilarating,
painful, rewarding and frightening. Requiring collabora-
tion. The process as unpredictable and full of surprises.
Requiring collabonuion, at least forconception. Binhing as

a natural and universal process though unique to each
individual. Knowledge as a baby, a creation. The human
mind creating knowledge. And oncethe ideachild is born,
the miraculous potential for its own growth and reproduc-

tion. A nurtured, well-developed adult idea able to stand on

its own in the world of ideas. Real life."

I felt satisfied.

The more I think about this birth meta-
phor, the more I like its implications about
the roles of the learner and the teacher.

The more I think about this birth metaphor, the more

I like its implications about the roles of the learner and the

teacher. The learner is primary, at center stage, fully

engaged in the creative process. The teacher is off to the

side, acting as collaborator, guide and coach. I guess that

likens the teacher to a midwife.

I now realize that I owe the conception of this meta-

phor to a freshman composition student from a couple of

semesters ago. She was a student who seriously applied
herself to her studies. Not only did she want to earn good

grades, she also wanted to team. She approached me one

day at the beginning of class, distraught because she had
somehow lost a file containing her paper on a computer disk

while finishing her editing. I advised her not to give up
hope, but to contact someone in the computer lab who could

sometimes find lost files. She did and when she recovered

her essay, she told me something I will never forget She
was not distraught because she famed the extra work in

rewriting her paper or the ramifications of handing it in late.

She said she felt as if she had lefther baby at daycare, and
when she returned to retrieve him, he was gene- When she
lost her essay, she felt as if she had lost her baby. This
student felt she had truly created something important and

special in her paper.

I want to thank this special student for the conception.

and I want to thank Rebecca and Bryan for helping me
deliver my metaphor. ED

The first community college teaching resources center in

California, and possibly the nation, at American River

College is celebrating its tenth anniversary. Commu-

nity College Week, October 29. 1990.
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The following article was excerpted from Do you teach?
views on collese teaching . Hugh H. Skilling. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston Inc., 1969.

5. Show him the real world of fact for interest and th
world of theory for understanding, each illuminating the
other.

Eleven Commandments For Teachers

The good teacher likes his students and enjoys helping
them, understanding their thoughts and feelings. You
should:

1. Remember the students whom you teach, for they alone
are the measure of your success.

2. Forget yourself, for your own excellence is good only as
it helps your studencs.

3. Consider the purpose of your teaching, and show the
student a goal as far ahead as you both can see.

4. Accept him as he is and improve him as you can; the
student is guided by intellect but driven by emotion - to
complain is futile, and to ignore his motivation is to fail.

6. Relate new thoughts to what the student knows, for this
is how he learns; lead him from the know.: ,o the unknown.

7. Repeat and repeat, yet never the same; let each idea be

seen three times in different lights.

S. Let the student work, for work is remembered long after
words are forgotten. Hearing is weak, seeing is better,doing

is best.

9. Let the student seek, lead him to discoveries of his own
and these will be his choicest jewels of knowledge.

10. Provide light and air and quiet, for all your work is lost

if attention fails.

11. Know thoroughly the subject that you teach, and where
it leads; present it with interest and enthusiasm. m

T+1 and Counting (from page 2)

Could things be changing for the baler? Those first
two weeks were just a tost. and I Passed. I hoPeu hoPe!

friday. September 21
It's time to give my day algebra class their first exam.

I sche4ule it the day I have to be back in Washington to
officially resign my government post. Another fac
member has agreed to proctor the exam, and Saturday on m.
way back from D.C., I'll stop by the office to pick up I.' c

papers. I'll plan to grade it on Sunday.

Saturday. September 22
Late, after driving 5+ hours, I pull into Broome to pick

up the exam. My two young boys pile out, eagerly awaiting
their first look at Daddy's new office. I open the outside
door to Titchener, and my key becomes stuck in the door.
One hour later (I won't go into the details), someone from
Security breaks the key off in the door. I pick up my exams
and head home to Owego. Halfway borne, I realize that I
have left the answers to the exam in my office. No way am
I returning to get them. I'll simply spend an extra half hour
on Sunday re-working them.

As things turn out, I end up giving half the exam
(similar but not the same questions) ova to most of the
class. The original exam was on the front and back of one
sheet of paper. I never thought of having the proctor
meation that to the class. Four students only worked the

front page.

Did I make the right decision coming to Broome? I
realize now that I'll probably have many more experiences
like the one I've described. Hopefully, they won't occur in
such a compressed time scale, but its experiences hie these
that add variety to teaching and life that make both interest-
ing. I certainly did make the right decision, and I'm happy

with ii

P.S. If anyone's planning on moving to the D.C. area.

I still have a beautiful home for sale. al
:=7,;:sc'..k :. ;...'s.s::. :_., s..k. - ,

The next issue will be devoted to testing philosophy. Mi-

chael Costello, Karen Goodman. Bea Kasper, Margaret
LoGalbo, Margherita Rossi, Fran ShortandJanet Wright

will be our guest writers.

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with

the Professional Development Committee.

Send all correspondence to the editor.

Paul O'Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5128
E-Mail : OHERON P (All-in-One)
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Testing Philosophy

I was sitting in my office a few weeks ago wondering
how I fit into my students' concept of college. How do my
students view me as "the teacher*? I decided that my
students sec me and my fellow teachers as having two
major roles in the educational setting. One Ls to be a
channel through which they can gain some of the knowl-
edge, insight, and critical thinking necessary for a success-
ful life. The other is to be the assessor of how well they are
receiving and utilizing this knowledge. Both are ripe for
discussions on how we can best perform in each role. For
this issue, dated just before final exams, I decided to focus
on testing. As you will read in this single topic issue, the
methods we choose for testing are varied, yet common;
the motivations, however, are quite disparate personal
decisions.

I thank each of our contributors for their time and
willingness to share this peek into their thoughts on what
we mean by "testing". In the process of reading the
articles and discussing millions with some of the writers,
I have learned a lot. I also have a lot more questions than
two weeks ago. I hope you can use the philosophies pre-
sented here as a basis for self-reflection on your own
philosophy, and as a starting point for discussion in what
a good testing philosophy should be. ed.

Contents :

Testing Philosophy

-- Michael Costello, page 1

-- Karen Goodman, page 2

-- Ben Kasper, page 2

-- Margaret LoGalbo, page 3

Margherita Rossi, page 4

-- Francis Short, page 5

-- Janet Wright, page 6
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Michael Costello
chemistry Department

In responding to the question "How do you tat?",
I am reminded of the old adage by A.S. Neill, "Why Test?"
This generally crosses my mind whenever I prepare an
^yam. However, because of the requirements (or is it re-
sponsibilities) of Academia, I begin the task Format is the
first issue addressed by this "tester". In an effort to allow
my students the ability to illustrate their comprehension
of the material covered, I vary the format throughout the
exam.

Each exam consists of three typa of questions:

I) Multiple Choice - difficult to create, easy to
grade. Prepares students for future formalized testing.
(Remember those ORB, MCA'11, LSAU, etc.?). I usu-
ally make my own, but may borrow from American Chemi-
cal Society Sources.

2) True-False - difficult to create (is there ever a
truism?), easy to grade and gives students a fifty-fifty
chance per question.

3) Essay (yes, even in scientific disciplines) and/
or open ended problems with a variety of choices that
allow students time to illustrate their creativity. Obvi-
ously, more difficult to grade but presents the tester an
opportunity to reward effort for th ...correct thought proc-
ess even if the correct answer is not attained. In terms of
grading, these questions are akin toyour worst nightmare,
but at times, student's presentations provide you with
some levity. When they have no conceivable answer, their
"modus operandr turns to creating/developing a scien-
tific fact that can be attested to through their own con-
trived experiments (Remember Cold Fusion?).

If a questions is missed by 90% of the re-
spondents, I have failed miserably.

Second, in assessing the degree of difticulty of the
exam (as well as the individual questions), this is gauged
by not my prognostication, but by how the students re-
spond. This is the ultimate dichotomy. I believe at this
stage the students are not really being tested but the
"tester" becomes the "testee". If a question is missed by

( Continued on page 2 )



Costello (from page 1)
90% of the respondents, I have failed miserably. If the
average of the exam is horrible (difficult to define numeri-
cally due to varying perceptions of my colleagues aswell

as myself), then the tester has failed either in exam prepa-
ration or in cognitive development of the students with
respect to material covered. One thing is certain from the
final analysis of a particular exam (or question) and that
is we must accept the responsibility of a poor exam (or
question) by never allowing it to occur again (toss the
question) and appease the students somehow (Did some-
one say cutve?) ED

Karen Goodman
Engineering Science and Physics

In the physical science and physics courses I teach, I

test to determine the extent ofstudents' knowledge, not
their lack of it. Test questions are based on what I think
students should have learned or on how I think they
should be able to apply what they have learned, not on an
attempt to achieve a certain grade distribution for the
exam.

I test to determine the extent of students'
knowledge, not their lack of it.

In composing a physical science (e.g. geology, as-
tronomy, energy and environment) test, I use a list of
objectives distributed to students at least one full week
before the test date. This list spells out in behavioral
terms (list, state, identify, diagram, distinguish, descae,
name, etc.) what students are expected to know from
lectures, class discussions, and text readings. Test ques-
tions are not taken word-for-word from the list; rather,
the objectives focus my thinking on definite instructional
goals to remind me of what I considered to be the impor-
tant points of a particular unit and avoid questions which
arc merely statements lifted from the text or from my
lecture notes. Students' guessing about what is important
is minimized. The oNectives are not outlines of the
material; the information required by the objectives must
be obtained from reviewing the text, lecture notes and

perh3ps even laboratory exercises.

My physical science exams consist of approximately
60% objective questions: mainly multiple choice, some-
times matching, never true/false. Multiple choice ques-
tions offer the greatest flexibility in designing questions
for different levels of learning, from pure facts to analysis,
while providing simple, fast, objective grading. I try to
make the very first question on the exam so easy that any
student with even a minimal understanding of the mate-
rial can answer correctly. This is a good confidence-
builder and morale-booster for the rest of the exam.
Questions of increasing difficulty require knowledge of

more complex felationships or application of knowledge
to a novel situation, not memorization of more obscure
facts.

The remaining 40% consists of several relatively
short, more open-ended questions, where students must
supply all of the required information, rather than pick
the correct answer from a list. I may ask students to draw
or label a diagram, make a list, define terms, describe
differences and/or similarities, read a graph, describe
cause-effect relationships or explain how a processworks.
I try to design these questions so that they can be graded
efffciently on a consistent basis for all students. I assign
credit for correct information, rather than lookfor deduc-
tions. (There isn't always a distinction; even when there
is, this method doesn't always work.)

This test design allows me to grade exams reasona-
bly quickly, thoroughly, and reliably and to returnthem as

soon as possible after the test date for maximum student
feedback. I It

Ben Kasper
Business Department

A recent newspaper story reported that one woman
lost an eye and a down others were treatedfor serious eye
infections after using bacteria-contaminated drops made
by a pharmacy. General Motors is recalling 520,000
model year 1989 and 1990 mid-sized cars to repair cruise
control and brake lights. As we drive across the Chenango
River we assume the bridge has been designed, built and
maintained safely; perhaps a dubious assumption. What
do these examples all have in common? Some college was
responsible for testing and certifying that individuals
were competent in all of the above. Clearly, testing and
assessment is a major component ofhigher education and
is designed to demonstrate competency in some body of

knowledge.

Can testing and assessment measure how effective
we are in achieving our objectives? Are effective tests a
screening device, and is our responsibility to aid in the
"cooling out" process? Or, should the examination en-
courage students to fulfill their potential? Testing is one

I suspect we are more capable as teachers
than we are at designing tests that are reli-
able and valid.

AM/

of the most important responsibilities of educators, yet
one which demands reflection and analysis. I suspect we
are more capable as teachers than we are at designing tests
that are reliable and valid. The test objective represents
only the tip of the philosophical iceberg.

( Continued on page 3 )
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Kasper (from page 2)
A related question is, why has the relationship be-

tween grades and student achievement been severed? The
task force report in 1983, "A Nation at Risk," called
national attention to our deteriorating educational sys-
tem. Some educators allege that this may well be the first
generation that knows less than previous generations.
The tests that we give in our classes are supposed to be
valid and reliable; they ought to be relatively accurate
indicators of student learning. But in some instances we
may place excessive emphasis on memorizing theories,
models, concepts and data. The format and content of the
test as well as the body of knowledge that students are
expected to understand raises some legitimate questions.

In engineering science it has been olleged that what
a student learns today may be obsolete in five years. In
computer science the technology may be changing in
nanoseconds. In business we all recognize that we now
have a global economic system. Genetic engineering is
creating revolutionary breakthroughs in the health sci-
ences.

When we focus on narrow course objective% the
learning may very well he transitory rather than perma-
nent. What might be more productive would be a dia-
logue within departments in terms of what knowledge,
skills, a nei values our graduates ought to possess. Such an
educational reflection and re-evaluation is vital for both
the institution and our students.

I do not mean to imply that content is irrelevant.
The effective education that we endeavor to provide relies
heavily upon the assumption we make about the level 3f
prior knowledge and understanding that our students
have. We need to supplement our multiple-choice exams
with other forms of evaluation which measure our stu-
dents' ability to think and reason.

The writing assignments are a good indica-
tor of the students' critical thinking skills.

I have used the traditional test bank and have also
struggled to construct good test questions. Effective test
should discriminate. If the results of one of my exams
shows a normal or near normal distribution, then I as-
sume the test is a valid discriminator. In addition to the
usual muie:ple choice test I require my students to com-
plete a substantial writing component. The writing as-
signments are a good indicator of the students' critical
thinking skills.

In my Economia class I assign three 3-page papers
that require correlating critical thinking and economic
concepts. For example: 'Did Ford Motor Comp;
maximize profits when they chose to go to court rather
than modify the Pinto gas tank?* In Public Policy class I

have them do three 5-page book reports.

While we test current knowledge, it is more impor-
tant to note that what we teach in the classroom should be
of lasting value. We all recognize the need for life-long
learning. Many individuals will have three or four differ-
ent careers during their lifetimes. Students should be
equipped with effective communication and computa-
don& skills. We hope that students are also capable at
problem-solving and critical thinking. We expect that our
graduates will be competent at their jobs, and we hope
they will be valuable members of their community. In

short, the college mission should be to equip our gradu-
ates with the skills vital for their careers and toparticipate
as effective citizens in our society.

Margang LoGralbo
English Department

Testing seems to be one of those necessary evils. My
main purposes for testing are: to measure the student's
level of knowledge prior to instruction, to measure how
much has been learned after instruction, to discover if the
student can discuss what has been learned, and to moti-
vate in fulfilling reading assignments.

Throughout the semester I administer diagnostic
tests to ascertain what students know and don't know so I

can teach accordingly. I use various types of tests: self-
made tats (like a pre-bibliography quiz before teaching
research techniques), prepackaged tests (used to test for
weaknesses/strengths in grammar), and more formally, an
achievement test such as the Whimbey (for members of
my Critical Thinking class.) I do not count the grades on
these tests when averaging, but instead analyze what
occurs during the test taking.

I hope to have students express what they
have learned not only through the discuss-
ing of key concepts and definitions, but also
through the interpreting, applying and
evaluating of their knowledge in new situ-
ations.

To assess what content and concepts have been
mastered, I resort to more difficult types of questioning on
mid-terms, finals, and their equivalents. In addition to
summary and/or memory types of questioning, I also
incorporate analytical and evaluative questioning. I hope
to have students express what they have learned not only
through the discussing of key concepts and definitions,
but also through the interpreting, applying and evaluating
of their knowledge in new situations.

For example, in a Critical Thinking class, I might

( Continued on page 4 )
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LoGaibo (from page 3)
assign a persuasive essay to be read and then pose such
questions as:

-What is the thesis?
-Is this thesis expressed as a policy claim or value
claim? Explain.
Provide three examples each of logical appeals,
emotional appeals, and wit utilized within this es-
say.
-Can you pose objectionsfrebuttals to any of these?
For example: Can you cite any fallacies and respond
to these?
-Evaluate this essay.

In a literature class, however, I might give ten quotes
from various readings asking students to identify the au-
thor and title, then to explain the relevancy of each quote
to a story's plot or major theme. On a midterm exam in a
freshman composition course, I have asked the students
to compare and contrast between two drawings in order to
test mastery of previously taught forms of writing like
description and analysis.

Also helpful are quizzes or tests - usually short
answer types - that are meant to encourage students to
read assignments. Questions on these types of quizzes
and tests aren't meant to be difficult, but rather incentives
to prepare for more difficult discussion and/or exams. For
example. a question on a literature quiz_ alight, read:
'Describe the setting in a 'The Clsk of Amontillado," or
'Cite the dramatic climax." In another type of course, I
might request the main idea of the previous night's assign-
ment, or a definition of a key concept. Often these
questions turn serve as springboards into the day's lec-
ture.

Some instructors don't believe in formal testing,
while others don't believe in testing at all. For me, the
question isn't "to test, or not to test", but how to test well,
analyze the results, and motivate the students through
teeting.

Margberita Rossi
History and Social Science

"The obvious method of discovering whether the
class has studied its work, and of prodding them on to
study in the future, is to ask them questions" (Highet,
1950). Hence...Mie EXAMINATION is scheduled for...".
Cut to heads bent over the same paper, brows wrinkled
and nails being bitten over those druded questions.

I should begin with a confession. I don't enjoy
making a class squirm, showing them up or proving them
wrong. Conversely, I invest (well spent) time explaining
to students my rationale and motivation for testing; that
is, to positively and creatively choose and formulate ques-

lions which will strengthen their understanding of con-
cepts and help them interate the scattered facts and
enormous amount of detail underlying the theories in
psychology.

ess a behaviorist who extols the power of "positive
reinforcement", I go so far as informing students that I
COMM* tests with this motivational effect in mind LOOkitig
like confused deer in headlights, they invariably query,"A
helpful aoamination?" "A fun test?" Needless to say, a
strong history of "aversive conditioning" has succeeded in
"extinguishing" healthy test-taking attitudes and a great
deal of "desensitization" is necessary.

... a strong history of "aversive condition-
ing" has succeeded in "extinguishing" healthy
test-taking attitudes ...

The psychological expectancy that is set by my tests
is foremost in my mind as I make other routine decisions.
First, I decide what material is going to be covered on the
test. One option I used to rely on was to test students only
on the material in the text, however, students caught on
quickly and some of them lost interest in attending class.
A solution which has worked for me is to balance the tests,
with half the questions based on the text and half based on
the lecture; obviously there is an overlap between the two.

Whether the material is from text or lecture, I have
found that my tests are more successful when I incorpo-
rate a few basic organizational principla. I refer to these
principles as my "soap opera approach". First, when I am
testing on a particular concept or theory, I use examples
that students will want to relate to. For instance, when
testing (and lecturing) about sensation and perception, I
use contemporary situations such as music or depth per-
ception in catching a football. When I test on whether
students understand the concept of classical condition-
ing, I don't dwell on the slobbering dog, but rather on
people's emotional responses to evocative stimuli.

Mother technique is to maintain a cast of charac-
ters and refer to them across tests. Students seem to enjoy
the reappearance of familiar characters and relate to the
learning principles inherent in their adventures. While
these techniques may appear simplistic, they have a power-
ful ability to connect students to the material I want them
to understand because (like soap operas) the questions
and examples inherently intrigue them.

A second decision has to do with the format of the
tests. In an introductory psychology course (particularly
when teaching multiple sections) the objective exam is the
easiest to grade and assemble (given test banks and cons-
put zr software). Essay exams, in my opinion, are pre-
cluded due to the time needed to grade them. I am

( Continued on page 5 )
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Rossi (from page 4)
comfortable using multiple choice tests because I believe

that a well chosen or constructedquestion can distinguish

if students understand the nuances of difference between

concepts, for example.

Since I am a novice at test construction, I admit to
using "calmed" and "sure-fire" testbank questions, however,

I am also confident that I know mysubject matter and take

pride (and great pains) in creating myownquestions. This

allows me to develop myquestion-formulating skills and

aids in the construction of a knowledge base for students.
The questions I create are intimately linked to factual
material as well as beliefs and attitudez expressed in class

by s tudoits. Students are impremed when they encounter

their comments or attitudes Incorporated into a test to
support or refute a concept or theory. I want students to
appreciate that their way of knowing and viewing the
world is just as important as the knowledge they have

learned from me (and others). And if tests are the place

where things of "importance" can be found, then it is
important that the student's frame of reference be woven

in somehow.

I have also found humor and novelty
enormously helpful in fostering learning
and, of course, in reducing test anxiety.

I have also found humor and novelty enormously
helpful in fostering learning and, of course, in reducing

test anxiety. I incorporate psychologically-related car-
toons into my exams in two ways, both aimed at reinforc-

ing student learning at a simple, unthreatening but memo-

rable level. In the more traditional manner, I construct a

multiple choice or short-answer essay question pertain-
ing to one or more related cartoons. In the less traditional

manner, I distribute the samecanoons to all students and
ask them to formulate questions that they think are con-

noted by each cartoon. (On occasion, I have students
formulate questions sans cartoons). Again, my aim is to

engage students in the construction of their own knowl-
edge and I always share with them a quote: "To under-
stand," Jean Piaget said, "is to invent." (As I review ques-

tions, I am able to diagnose individual levels of under-
standing by the type and depth ofquestion generated by
each student and can follow-up as indicated).

My last decision concerns the number of tests that I

will offer during a semester. I have found that students
tend to recall material better and are able to interact with

it to a greater extent (in class) when I test frequently. In
introductory courses, I give five tests inaddition to weekly

quizzes. Again, the multiple choice format allows me 4 I

maintain this rigorous schedule. In upper level cours

where I prefer to incorporate essay tests, this ideal needs

to be balanced against the time to prepare, administer and

grade this type of exam.

Although there is an old saying which suggests that
"familiarity breeds contempt", in myview of testing and
evaluation, for both student and teacher, "familiarity
breeds success." 0:1

Francis Short
Special Careers

My testing philosophy encompasses three elements:

I like to keep all tests in line somehow with the course
objectives, I try to reduce anxiety as much as possible, and

I use tests early and often (a quiz every week) giving
immediate feedback by announcing answers right away.

Questions about why something is incorrect are also dealt

with immediately.

I try to stress to rtudents that tests are an op-
portunity to respond to a challenge and
show how well they understand the mate-
nal.

I try to stress to students that tests are an opportu-

nity to rapond to a challenge and show how utll they
understand the material. I also offer them the chance to

come to my office to discuss any aspects of the test or its

administration. Since few of them volunteer to do this, I

randomly select people and have conferences with them

about how they feel towards the tests. A good deal of
informative help can be generated this way.

To sum up, a song/poem is offered.

ThSTING PHILOSOPHY
Sung to the tune of "The Long Run"

The Eagles, 1978

I used to test only twice.
I tried to be very nice.
They didn't deserve too much pain.

But now I feel differently:
Test often and early,
Because I think it will result in more gain.

Refrain:
Do I test them for skills?
Do I test something crazy?
Do I test only the book
'Cause I'm a little lazy?

They try and keep on booking.
For me CU keep on looking
For the best test. Oh, I think I'll find it.

Yes, the best test.

Continued on page 6
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I Short (from page 5)
My testing philosophy
Keeps down the anxiety
That some of the students must feel

Just how hard should it be?
Sufficient difficulty
to challenge, but still be quite real.

Refrain.

When I decide what kind,
Put course objectives in mind
And I want to make sure that they read.

Multiple choice is all right,
But fill-ins they don't like
Pm the one who must take the lead.

Refrain.

Encourage them to take heart.
Tell them they all can be smart.
Make sure that they believe its true.

If they prepare for the test,
Things will turn out for the best,
Then they won't start out feeling so blue.

Refrain, and fade. CEI

Janet Wright
Nursing Department

Many years ago the nursing department decided to
administer only multiple choice examinations. Although
we realize the educational value of a wide variety of testing
techniques, the decision was made for two reasons:

a) We have found the multiple choice format allows
u.s to test student knowledge of nursing theory in a com-
prehensive manner, and

b) The national licensing examination for regis-
tered nurses is in the multiple choice format, and we are
able to familiarize the students with, and desensitize them
to, this method of testing. They take the national exam
with much experience in reading and understanding the
questions.

As a faculty we utilize the data supplied in the
computer printout for item analysis. We are able to
analyze each question and the exam asa whole for reliabil-
ity, discrimination and degree of difficulty. We have build
a test bank of items that are statistically sound.

We have concerns regarding our ability to write
multiple choice questions that test beyond knowledge
(simple recall). At issue is our ability to write items that
test the higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy, cOrni-re-
hension and application. We continue to work to develop
this expertise. We primarily test Blooms' highest levels of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation in the clinical area
through patient care and development of patient care
plans.

At issue is our ability to write items that test
the higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy, i.e.,
comprehension and application.

An exam is developed tit illuing the instructional ob-
jectives for the course. Ideally, a student can use the ob-
jectives as a study guide. We also incorporate the nursing
process, a universally accepted method of critical thinking
for nurses, into the exam. We then develop a test blue
print as a planning device. The blue print helps to ensure
that all important content to be measured is included; the
proper weight is given to the content; and within each
content area, the different levels of Bloom's taxonomy
and the four gaga of the nursing process are applied.

Although each faculty member has ascribed to the
value of multiple choice exams, there are variations as to
exam length and scheduling. T lr example, a course might
have three - 75 item exams, five 16 - item quizzes that equal
one exam, and a 100 - item comprehensive final. Another
course might have four 75 item cams and a 100 - item
comprehensive final. If a course has quizzes, a quiz is
scheduled for the class period just before an exam. This
provides the students with an opportunity to review their
strengths and weaknesses. One of our courses allocates
10% of the final grade to a student teaching project that
rzquires the student to apply class theory in a formalized
clinical setting.

Coming Neat Issue

Next month's topic will be the start of Spring semester
classes including articles from Francis Battisti, Bryan
Blanchard, Cathy Collins, Rick Firenze, Joanne Mani-
ago, and Steve Natale.

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with
the Professional Development Committee.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor:

Paul O'Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5128
E-Mail : OHERON2 (All-in-One)
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BOC's New Teaching Resources Center
Alice McNeely

Thanks to the combined efforts of President Del-
low, Dr. Blanchard and the Professional Development
Committee's Ad Hoc Committee for the Teaching Re-
source Center, Broome Community College's Teaching
Resource Center (TRC) is a reality. The 'MC is the result
of the support of people who are dedicated to the high
quality of teaching offered on this campus. I ant pleased
that the latC committee also selected me to be its fust
coordinator.

The underlying goal of the TRC is to improve the
quality of education at BCC. The TRC will be a place
faculty can go to relax and recharge, help each other with
pedagogical problems, and discover ways to improve their
effectiveness as an educator. The TRC will help faculty

The underlying goil of the TRC is to im-
prove the quality of education at BCC.

access and utilize existing resources, while at the same

MItCfltS

BCCs New Teaching Resources Center
Alice McNeely, page 1

The Freshman Experience : BCCs Oallege 101
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Aside
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time serving as a catalyst for new teaching experiences.
The center will also offer faculty a place to communicate
about the art and science of teaching, and a place toshare
and learn from each other. We want to provide faculty
with the stimulation, support, and opportunity to im-
prove their skills in teaching.

When you drop in to the TRC you may find faculty
discussir g classroom issues and teaching methods with a
new faculty member, or a faculty member experimenting
with some software on the TRCs computer. The TRC's
library/lounge will offer hot coffee, conversation, and the
opportunity to browse through current periodicals and
books on display. The bulletin board will announce
upcoming workshops the center is sponsoring. For ex-
ample: a guest speaker from another campus, a seminar
from the Computer Center on making the most of the
VAX terminal in your office, or a faculty member sharing
some insights and techniques on grading. I will be avail-
able to answer or research questions such as: "Is there a
place on campus to make multi-colored overheads?",
"What video tapes are available on campus?", and "How
can I access programs from the campussatellite hookup?"

The core of any succasful teaching center is the
faculty who support it. I will be speaki ngbriefly duringthe
faculty meeting scheduled for Friday, January 18. I wel-

come any ideas or suggestions on how the TRC can
benefit you as an individual, as a department member, or
as a BCC faculty member. Also, if yo u have sorneth ing you
think would benefit your colleagues, be it a teaching
methodology, a video tape collection, software expertise,
or whatever else, let me know and we'll arrange the
appropriate forum. I look fotward to talking with each of
you during the upcoming semester, and introducing you
to the benefits of a strong TRC.

The TRC is located on the 2nd floor of the Learning
Resources Center, in fhe old Professional Development
Resource Room, overlooking the "A" lot. To be more
specific, go through the double doors into the library

proper and take the staitway on your right to t he 2 nd floor.
Walk straight across the room and the door to the TRC is

located on the back wall.

We are currently reorganizing the room to make it
comfortable and functional (a phone, a computer, chairs,
etc.). Stop by now for informal chats if you wish, or watch
for an announcement soon about our grand open ing,.1 11 11
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The Freshman Experience: BCC's College 101
Bryan 13Ianchard

This semester two Broome Community College
instructors, Lynn Balunas and Ann Sova, will conduct
seminars for newstudents. The classes, under the heading
College 101, "The College Experience", wW be modeled
on the University of South Carolina's Rahman Experi-
ence Seminars. Both of the instructors havebeenstudying
that model for over ayear and participated in an intensive
summer seminar for faculty interested in new approaches
in teaching. The claws they will offer have been fash-
ioned by faculty frrm many different departments on
campus and are intended to introduce students not just to
BCC but to the culture of higher education as welL

The Freshman Seminar Movement, as a national
phenomenon, is about a decade old. Its leading propo-
nents have been John Gardner and Jerome Jewler, both of
the University of South Carolina. These two spokesmen
have written extensively on the importance of the initial
experiences studans have in college and have urged fac-
ulty to re-think the ways freshmen are treated. The
Freshman Seminar model has three main benefits for
students: it enables students to cope with new expecta-
tion; it offers a previewof the main messages of thecollege
experiences; it serves to induct students into intense
interaction with peers and faculty and, hence, into the
campus culture. Ultimately the point of the seminar is to
improve student lemming and raise persistence levels.
But there are many more features of the experience which
=benefit students and enhance their chances of success.

Ultimately the point of the seminar is to
improve student learning and raise persis-
tence levels.

Of course, interest in the needs of freshmen goes
back a long way in higher education. There were dormi-
tories set aside for them in earlier periods, as well as
special advising and tutoring arrangements. There were
even freshman orientation courses as early as 1888 - not
1988 - at Boston University and a course on the thinking
process at Johns Hopkins in the 1920's. But for most of
the recent history of higher education, the needs of fresh-
men were addressed mainly through orientation pro-
grams. When those efforts were neglected during the
seventies and eighties, the need for some new approach
became apparent To a great extent, disenchantment with
traditional methods underlies the current popularity of
the new model.

If there is a single reason that so many campuses
have adopted the Freshman Seminar, it is that the move-
ment is eclectic. Rather then being a single theme, it is a
congeries of ideas and currents in higher education. In-

' eluded within it are the "Writing to Learn" and "Writing

Across the Curricultm'e initiatives, the movements on
Critical Thinking, Values and Clarification, Global Per-
spective, Diversity Education and Outcomes Assessment
Also included are personality/interest inventories, career
aplortion, attattion to learning styles, study dais, stress
and time management, communication and interaction
exercises, and elements designed to enhance the advise-
ment and orientation processes. Indeed, the list can grow
so long some campuses include health and wellness,
character development, library skills, coping with criti-
cism, and special focuses on segments of the student
population and it can easily become unmanageable.
That is one reason why the BCC committees which have
studied the seminars have both suiveyed the variety of
ways in which our individual programs serve student
needs and recommended limits to the variety of purposa
our seminars will save.

The evidence that students do benefit from
Freshman Seminars is becoming clearer.

The evidence that students do benefit front Fresh-
man Seminats is becoming clearer. For exurf.e., sevaal
studies report that such classes have a positive influence
on retention. This is probably due to the fact that the
quality of the relationship between student and instruaor
is important to student satisfaction with instruction; and
to the equally important issue of student integration into
campus soda! systems. Since the Freshman Seminar Ls
designed to help students make the transition to theirnew
environments, it is not surprising that increased retention
results. Indeed, in recent yews courses have been devel-
oped which aim at invoking all of these strategies. For
example, a single course may be designed to maximize
student-faculty interaction and to introduce students to
the whole panoply of support services which are available
to them (financial aid, counseling, tutoring, career devel-
opment, supplemental instruction, organized study groups,
self-paced or mastery learning resources, advisement).

If there is any criticism of Freshman Seminars, it is
that some faculty believe they emphasize affective out-
comes over more substantive cognitive outcomes. This is
a debate which has continued throughout the life of the
movement_ It must be acknowledged that the potential
for overemphasizing one variety of outcomes over an-
other certainly does exist, but so dots the possibility that
any course's outcomes could be distorted, even by the
well-intentioned. At BCC, the course objectives have
been carefully balanced to include both a heavy emphasis
on social issues looked at from a variety of perspectives
and an innovative introduction to our General Education
Program. To do this, incidentally, all of the General
Education subcommittees have been asked to further
refine the criteria of their individual general education
principle, and to submit model exercises and experiences

( Continued on page 6)



TEACHING THE DEVELOPMENTAL
STUDENT

Stcven Nata 1c

It is always risky to generalize about any group of
students, and those we call developmental stuZwts are no
aception. At BCC, developmental has traditionally meant
that a student was lacking in one or more a: the aitical
basicskills areas: reading writing, or mathematics. But in
the last several years, many of the students we see in our
classrooms have educational deficits which go beyond a
simple lack of skills. Carmen De Vita, Coordinator of
Reading at BCC, has noted that students with a GED
diploma, for example, may not be convetsant with the
most basic concepts in social studies or science, which we
hope the majority of our students learn in high schooL

Math this type of educational background, it is almost
trite to say that these students lack study skills. Their
problems usually go much deeper. Developmental stu-
dents usually have little awareness of what learning is or
how it happens. They often esp. te learning with memo-
rizing, andview a competent learner as a sort of alien with
a special genetic endowment. Their response to the
classroom is one of "learned helplessness," a response
learned in part from the relatively passive high school
classroom, where most of the material is related to the
students by the teacher. Itis clear that a semester or two
of remediation will not remake them anew in time for
credit comes.

Confronting this passivity, or in some cases muted
hostility, in the classroom is difficult, since most of us have
not been trained specifically to work with the under-
prepared student, and since the lethargy and inertia which
dev tlopmental students often display does nothing to

r
n-. if there is to be any significant change in
the student's academic performance, we

eed to adapt our approach...

enhance Our love of teaching. Yet, if there is to be any
significant change in the student's academic performance,
we need to adapt our approach and materials to deal with
these attitudes.

The best way to effect this change, I believe, is to
begin with clear course expectations. Simply handing out
a course outline is not sufficient for students who have
little sense of procedure. In discussing your class, share
with students the rationale for the ass:gnments and the
type of tests you give. Why is a term paper an important
part of your course? Why do you choose to give multiple
choice tests? it is also important to stress due dates and
consequences of late assignments. And be firm with your
expectations for assignments; if a paper is not done in an
acceptable way, tell the student specifically what must be

done to make it acceptable. If necessary, refer the student
for assistance. If longer assignments can be done in stages,
so much the better for developmental students. Long
range goals and projects are not easy for them, particu-
larly when they have to work without dose teacher super-
vision.

In addition to discussing the course outline., give
students the benefit of your expertise in the subject area.
As a succenful student in the field, you are well-qualified
to tell them how to study for your course. You probably
had a hand in choosingyour textbook for the coursq what
is the most effective way to read it? If ou can share
difficult expeziences in your own schooling as well as the
successful ones,your students will genuinely appreciate it.
They need to know that learning does not always come
easy, even in the case of their instructor. Being real with
your students like this breaks down barriers which devel-
opmental studenz feel toward educational authority, and
it may make it easier for them to approach you with a
question about the course later.

Once the course is underway, remember that under-
prepared students, like all of us, need feedback as soon as
possible. Waiting until midsemater to evaluate may be
disastrous for this type of student, since they often bury
their head in the sand and hope that their counework Is
going all right. Evaluation in the second or third week,
whether by a formal test or some informal means, allows
the student to obtain help from you or from the Learning
Assistance Center in time. If you are making a referral,
tral the Center's faculty as much as you can about the
student's problems, so they can better individualize the
assistance.

In planning your classes, remember that develop-
mental students, like most others in the community col-
lege, enjoy learning in groups. But apart from enjoyment,
group activity works well for these students in a number of
ways. They often lack confidence and may be shy about
participating in class, and a student group can be a rela-
tively safe setting in which they can express themselves.
Collaborative activity also exposes them to the ideas and
opinions of others and allows them to begin to think in
shades of gray instead of black and white. Exchanging
ideas in this setting reinforces critical thinking and gives
developmental students a sense of commu nity and a sense
of shared struggle in their learning. And there may be
practical benefits as well. Don Dunham, who has taught
developmental English here for several years, reports that
having his students write collaborative research papers
has produced positive results and !las substantially re-
duced his end-of-term reading.

With all of the problems that developmental stu-
dents have, remember that they also have strengths. Simply

( Continued on page 7)
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The First Day
Francis Banisti

"First Days" happen! The essence of the "First
Day" is to establish a foundation for a fifteen-week work-
ing relationship betweea student and professor. The
quality of this relationship is pivotal to the sumess of the
student and to your success as an educator.

In this context, certain approaches are pe,. Linent:

A) Establish a degree of freedom of communication
within the clam by using a number of avenues to help
students get acquainted. One useful technique is toask all
class members, as well as yourself, to introduce them-
selves, tell where they are from, indicate their major con-
centration and goals for the course.

B) Learn students' names and something about
them as quickly as possible. Ask students to complete an
information sheet containing prerequisite courses, tele-
phone number and address, their expectations of the
course and what knowledge they plan to advance in the
next fifteen weeks. I have found it useful to collect this
information at the end of the first class and review it again
with the studests at the end of the semmter, thus putting
a sense of closure on the semester.

C) Share with students your expectations of Mem,
e.g, the level of preparedness which students will need to
do well in the course.

D) Distribute a complete, jargon-free syllabus so
that die students can undeistand the substance of your
course.

E) Be prepared. According to Joyce Povlacs, Uni-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln, raearch indicates that stu-
dents typically decide in the first fifteen minutes what Idnd
of teacher you are, and what kind of experience they will
have being in your class. Carefully structure how you will
begin class. Provide the information about you and your

course which the student'. :iced.

F) Stress your availability to students. Express your
sincerity in their coming to your office. Outline your
office hours, office telephone number and departmental/
divisional office number. Welcomirg home telephone
calls is a personal prefereace. It is als o helgui to mention
other professional commitments, wfr a make you un-
available at certain times, i.e. meetings, individual advise-
ment, and similar responsibilities. This also gives them a
more focused snapshot of your integrity.

0) Exudeenthusiasm! McKeadrie notes, inTeacb-
ing'IWA Guidebook for the Belinnint College 'NIEL
tith Edition, that the instructors who make dm most
lasting impressions on students are those who possess and
generate enthusiasm. Cousequently, let the excitement
that you feel for your field flow to your students. Use
humor! As Victor Borge states, "Laughter is the shortest
distance between two people".

One of the rare benefits of being educators
is that students give us the unique opportu-
nity to be the instructor who we always
wanted to have.

One of the rare benefits of being educators is that
students give us the unique opportunity to be the instruc-
tor who we always wanted to have. The experience of
being creative can be shared with our students when we
take an innovative attitude toward what we are doing.
Consequently, students can become participants in their
own learning and be inspired by our sense of awe and
mystery. The potential to have an effective relationship
with our students is the dynamic opportunity which we
take to the "Fust Day'.

Natale, A. Steven. "First Class Meeting", Unpub-
lished article.

Wadsworth, Emily C, Professional & Organiza-
tional Development in Higher Education - A Handbook
for New Practitioner. Da

The MO-PHONE
Richard Firenze

During the summer of 1985 1 had the pleasure of
representing the college at the Master Teachers Confer-
ence held in Greenfield, Massachusetts. The objective of
this annual seminar is to foster the enhancement of teach-
ing by allowing college faculty to exchange pedological
ideas, techniques and concerns of undergraduate instruc-
tion.

On the last day of the seminar we were gathered
together by our facilitators and aske4 one question and
given fifteen seconds to write down a single word/short

4

sentence response.

"If you could give one piece of advice to a nascent
college teacher, what would it be?" Four words appeared
on my paper: SHOW THEM YOU CARE!!

Them refers to that group of individuals we face for
the better part of a year. That group that pays our salaries,
and can give us our grw test joys along with some monu-
mental frustrations: our students. Show your students
you care!! Certainly not novel, not brilliant, not creative,
but the more I thought about it, the more our group

(Continued on page 6)



1I do not promise that you will sail through
your semester trauma free, but ...

Tips to Adjunct Faculty
Kathy Coffins

The first few weeks of any semester are filkd with
the unexpected. Since the Fa111990 semester was notonly
my first at BCC,but was also rnyfirst teaching assignment,
encountered the uneapected every day. The most valu-

able tool I had in dealing with the snags and surprises was

humor.

One day I was nabbed by the "eye" at theexit of the
libraq while carrying a videotape which I had checked
out, but had not been desensitized. As the alarm rang and
my face grew redder, my era met those of a student who
was smirking in delight at mypredicament. On my way out
after having the tape desensitized, I passed close by the
student and said out of the corner of my mouth, "Cover
me, John, while I make a breakfor it" An incident like
this can serve as an effective ice breaker and set the tone
for the rest of the semester.

You, however, need not suffer the same embarrass-
ment and stress. I do not promise that you will sail
through your semester trauma free, but I am surethat the
following tips will help you to avoid some of the rough
spots. Maybe next semester you can evenwrite an article
listing thinp that I've left out.

1. Find your office and, if ponible, obtain a key to
the building in which your office is located. If you do this
early on and want to work on a weekend, you will be

prepared.

2. Obtain a current campus directory (contact John
Scaturro, W205, ext. 5199). It lists not onlyindividual and
departmental offices and phone numbers, but also the
abbreviations for all the buildings on campus. You will
discover the value of this as you dash to a meeting in B204.

It's less embarrassing to ask directions to the Business
Building than to "B". Note: a campus map is located on
the inside back cover of the college catalogue.

3. Find out if secretarial services are available to
type your handouts and to take phone messages. Intro-
duce yourself to the secretary so she can put a face t.o your

name. Secretaries are valuable sourcesof information.

4. Find out if you have a mailbox. If so, find where
t is. If not, find out where your postal and campus mail

would be delivered.

5. Make sure you have a copy of the correct textbook
for each course. Check with the bookstore to make sure
there are sufficient copies for your students. If there isn't

you would rather know in advance so you can prepare any
necessary materials for your class.

6. Cars parked on campus must be registered with
security. Be sure you know where your assigned lot is
located. If there is a posibility of driving a second car to

campus, inquire about obtaining a second parking decal.
Unregistered vehicles parked in faculty lots are ticketed
and fined $5.00.

7. Fmd out how to use the overhead projectors, and

how to make the transparencies. Leira Santiago-Velesr,
an adjunct who just completed her first semester at BCC,
found the projectors easy to use and an indispensable
teething tool. According to Leira, the transparencies
themselves can be prepared quickly and easily. Audio-
visual equipment is also available. Contact the AV De-
partment in 14 ext. 5004.

& Copying on campus is done at a central location.
The C47py Center is in SA113, ext. 5113. Items to be
copied may be sent via inter-office mail in red envelopes
marked specifically for that purpose, or presented in
person. Your copies will be processed while you wait
(about 15 minutes), or will be mailed to you by a date you

specify. Items to be copied must be accompanied by an

offtdal form available at the Copy Center. Collect and
keep a few forms and red envelopes handy to save time.

9. The Testing Center, located inT113, is available
for students who must take a make-up exam. Bring the
tsst, with the studJat's name, your name, and any instruc-
tions (time limit, open book, etc.) to the Learning Assis-

tance Center desk (ext. 5038) located in the Library to the
left of the circulation desk. The Centerwill administer the
test and you pick it up there.

10. You will be invited to workshops whkh focus on,

for example, addressing the needs of students, increasing
student motivation, and achieving test excellence. Make

a point of attending these workshops. You will meet
fellow faculty members and make valuable contacts, which

helps to dispel the feeling of isolation. At the same time
you will find a forum for particular questions you have
regarding difficult classroom situations. Many of these
workshops are arranged by t he Co u nseli ngCenter (W200,

ext. 5210).

11. While on that note, if you think a student is in

need of counseling (career or personal), feel free to call
the Counseling Center to discuss your concerns.

12. Your most valuable source of information can
be your students. The students at BCC are friendly,
generous, and helpful. Don't hesitate to gain a rapport
with them, and let them share their expertise with you.

VI
5
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Firenze (from page 4)
discussed it, the more I liked it. Certainly when asked to
differentiate "good" instructors front "poor" instructors
the sense of being cared for and cared about is a true
delineator used by most students.

But the more difficult part was how can we, in fact,
show them? Not just tell them, but actuallyshow them we,
in fact, care.

One technique I have used for several years with a
good deal of sue= is simple, cheap, atremely useful,
and more than anything illustrates that you do indeed awe
not just for each student's academic success, but Gie4 for
the student as a developing human bein& That technique

. and more than anything illustrates that
you do indeed care not just for each stu-
dent's academic success, but care for the
student as a developing human being.

is the BIO-PHONE. It works as follows: On that all
important first day of class, I specifically point out and
emphasize to my students that the courseoutline contains
a plethora of information which will help them do well in
the course, not the least of which is my home telephone
number. Then with the fanfare ci a Barnum & Bailey
introduction I point out to them that through the miracle
of modern technolov all they have to do, if the need
arises, is to dial (push) that number and with a high degree
of probabilfty either myself or someone related to me will
magically "appear" on the other end. I 1:11 them that this
futuristic concept is technically called the BIO-PHONE
It's open 24 hours a day, seven days a week a kind of
auditory Wegman's. At this point I make it perfectly clew
that I would appreciate ft if they used this device prior to
the hour of II:00pm if at all possible.

Why would someone need to use this device? Needs
can range from attempting to find out if there is a quiz on
Monday, to informing me of an illness, to discussing a
recent episode of Nova in which data was presented that
was contradictory to one of my recent lectures. (What me
wrong?? Never!!) By far the most frequent use of the
BIO-PHONE is "exam eve". Here I encourage the stu-
dents to call if they have any questions on the objectives
for the exam. I also guarantee I will be there from 7:00pm
to 11:00pm, barring illness or emergency.

How often is the BIO-PHONE used?? During an
average semester 80% of the students will call a' least
once. Unfortunately most only on the "exam-eve" spe-
cial, but sfill 80% is signi flea n t. There are, of course, those
students who will never call for one reason or another
despite your urging, and there are those students who will
always call. They seem to feel obligated to let you hear
their voices at least twice a week. But that's truly a small

price to pay.

Das it work?? Emphatically yes!! Fust of all,
students no longer feel frustrated if they are stuck on a
particular objective, or if they can't seem to find some-
thing in their notes or if they don't understand something
in the text. They can call immediately and "strike while
the iron is hot". No waiting, no lines, immediate feedback.

More importantly it works by showing the student
you care enough about them to do just a little bit more.
That you are willing to open your life to them beyond
Thchener Hall, beyond 4:00pm. You show them they are
an important part ofyour life not just nameless faces that
allow you to collect a paycheck every two weeks.

My student evaluations indicate that next to the
810-BARGAIN (see Center Stage, Von No.2) the BIO-
PHONE is the most appredated part of the course. Stu-
dents know I care and many respond to caring by wing
about themselves and their education. Some for the first
time. [0]

Blanchard (frrm page 2)

for inclusion in the Freshman Seminars. In effPri, then,
the entire General Education committee struct4re (ap-
proximately 55 faculty) has been enlisted into the effort as
an Ad Hoc Steering Committee and this is in addition to
the two faculty committees which have been leading the
Freshman Seminar initiative, another 25 faculty. There
are certainly going to be a large number of people think-
ing about the initial experiences of these two sections of
students.

During the semester, the two instructors hope to
develop information on how the course is affecting stu-
dents. The office of Institutional Research will be serving
as a resource to them and helping to incorporate "class-
room research" into the effort. This information, in turn,
will be share4 with our various faculty committees as they
try to draw together their conclusions and make recom-
mendations on the future of Freshman Seminars at BCC.

One certainly has to admit .L Lynn and Ann for
agreeing to such extensive collaboration. They are or-
chestrating a signifiamt experiment in teaching and in
collegiality. 1111

Quoted

As the saying goes -- we see in terms of our education.
We look at the world and see what we have lenned to
believe in there. We have been conditioned to expect.
Aaron Siskind,*Minicam Photography", 1945.

6
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Doing a Course Outline
Joanne Maniago

Due to the wide variety of skills and abilities in
students at community colleges, the syllabus or course
outline is vay important. Go over it the Est day of class
to make sure they have been exposed to the information
on IL Here are a few little bits of awareness I have gained
through a number of years of teaching.

I. Remember to make rules regarding individual
student responsibility dear and stick by them.

Remember to make rules regarding indi-
vidual student responsibility clear and stick
by them.

2. Set a time limit for make-up exams if you allow
them. Otherwise you will have one or two who will want
to takes!! the =wand hand ins!' projects the day after
the semester is over.

3. Also, if you are going tc.,. give the make-ups
yourself, set specific times or else they will be dribbling in
all day.

4. Be sure your office hours are clear, as well as the
location of your office. This will cover you from the accu-
sation "I came by and you weren't there." There are stu-
dents who feel if they wander by your office at their con-
venience and you aren't there, they have fulfilled their
raponsibility. At the end of the semester it is wm fault
hcy muldn't get help.

Specifically, the course outline or syllabus should
always contain the following basic information:

L HEADING
Course Tltle and Number
Instructor's Name
Date of the latest revision

IL OBJECTIVES
Should contain two or three statemerus of what

you are going to try and achieve in the course. Will of
necessity be hou Id give some idea where you
intend to go.

III. ACHIEVING THESE OBJECTIVES
A. Policy on attendance (if you downgrade for

poor attendance, make sure the student understands this
from the beginning).

B. Instructor's policy on examinations, whether
or not make-ups are allowed, if so, explain procedure.
There is a testing center run by the Learning Assistance
Center (ext. 5083). The teacher leaves the exam with the

secretary in LAC. The student makes an appointment
with the seamaty to take the test and the teacher picks it
up within a reasonable time. That way you can also avoid
the amuse oil came by, but your weren't in your office."
You should also note in this section whether or not you
penalize for taking an calm late, for example, deduct 5
points for any late exam.

C. 74ow grades are determined, quizzes, exams, fi-
nals, papers and rroject. Either, (I) the percentageof the
final glade for each exam, paper, or project, or (2) points
assigned to each part of final total. Be sure and mention
any credit given for class participation and whether you
drop the lowest grade in the final average.

D. Instructor's office hours and office location.

E Specificassignments -Listofassignedbooksand/
or reading. May be constructed in any fashion you think
clear, but you need to be sure the students have informa-
tion about, (1) what material will be required on eachquiz
or exam, (2) dates of major exams, and (3) when projects
or papers are due. You may find that this needs to be
supplemented with study guida for each major exam. If
you give "pop" quizza alert them to that tact although
exact times are not listed.

W. ADDMONAL ASSIGNMENTS: Informa-
tion or required work other than classroom assignments.

A. Research Papers
B. Meaty Assignments
C. Reports or group work
D. Other

Be sure this information is explicit with a reminder
ofdatesdueeven ifyou've included it in Part III. Mention
your policy on work submitted late. 001

Natale (from page 3)
making a decision to return to school after so many years
of mediocre performance shows that they have courage
and the desire to better their situation. As Mina Shaugh-
nessy put it, they have "survived their secondary educa-
tion, but have not thrived on if." Most of them have
substantial experience in life and arc usually eager to
share those experiences. Capitalize on this. If you can
apply the concepts learned in class to the world they know,

you will be amazed at their grasp of ideas.

Developmental students will usually r .ed constant
support throughout their academic caret . But with
concerned instructors and the various supp. .t services
available to them, they can succeed. If you would like
more information on working with developmental stu-
dents, please contact the Learning Assistance Center,
Libraty, Room 101, ext. 5038. EDI

7
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Aside N.

The following is excerpted from 147 practical tips
r tefr_112, compiled and edited by Bob Magma'',

Magna Publications, Inc.

Teachers have six different identities, according to
the expectation of their students. decide how you want to
accept each of these identities then act accordingly.

Be the even
You are in the classroom because of your knowl-

edge of the subject matter, you experience and wisdom.
that does not imply you know it all, only that you know
more than your students. Students expect expertise. But
theyare also realisticand perceptive. Ifyou can't answer
a question, admit it, then find out.

Be the formal authority.
Structure the course. Set the standards, goals and

deadlines. Control classroom procedure and behavior.
The balance of power is not equally distributed in the
teacher-student relationship. You have to provide form
and structure for the learning experience.

Be a socializing agent.
You are a representative of your field, and espe-

cially of thewilues, assumptions and intellectual style that
characterize that particular "micro-society." "Sodalize"
your students to the norms, standards, procedures, activi-
ties and interests of your field. Sometima we become so
immersed in academe we forget we represent the non-
academic world. Our students see us as more than just
teachers we're biochemists, anthropologists, busi-
nesspeople, architects, lawyers, linguists, engineers...

Be a facilitator.
Listen to your students. Question them. Pay atten-

Editor's Box

Hii I am coming to you from the back page this issue
because BCCs new Teaching Resources Center is im-
portant enough news to claim the entire front page. 1
think this is great news to begin a new semester!

In addition, this entire issue is devoted to the first few
days of class. There are articles on both concept and
implementation; hopefully enough of a mix so that the
veterans will nod knowingly while finding a few new
ideas, and the newcomers will r,et a feel for what ve are
about.

Note: this is issue 4 of center Stage. If you missed any
of the previous issues, contact VPAA Bryan Blan-
chaffs office at 5138.

lion to their needs and interests. Sometimes we suffer
from tunnel vision: our students eater our courses with-
out appropriate preparation and skifis. They can't use
the libraty properly. They can't organize adequately.
They write poorly. They're weak in reading. They can't
analyze. We think, "It's not my job." Think rather,
"They're my students." Help them, direct them to
resources, give them suggestions and guidance, chal-
lenge them to develop. That's our job as facilitators.

Be an ego ideal.
Students consider teachers as role models, for bet-

ter or for worse. We may not accept M.% identity will-
ingly, but since teaching is fundamentally a personal
activity, our personality has a direct and sometimes
crucial influence on the outcome. Stereotypes abound:
absent-minded professors, mad scientists, litigious law-
yers, airhead philosophers, bottorn-line businesspeople
... These are images, not people. And they're negative,
not positive. We aren't all like that, arc we? Let your
character, your individuality show through your teach-
ing.

Be a r-7Pson.
Students expect teachers to be human. Although

we function as teachers and students, we are not "teach-
ing machLnes" and "learning machines" we all have
feelings and experiences. Be human in class and out-
side. Inspire trust in your students. Encourage them to
(=press their ideas and opinions and feelings freely.
Sure, sometimes being human is not as efficient as being
a machine. But then, sometimes a moment "off the
track" can enhanc .t learning more effectively thane long
lecture. 0:11

Coming Next Issue

In next month's issue the question "What is a good
teacher?" will be addressed by Denton Covert, Kai
Heffernan, Sue Maier, Michael O'Kane, Patrick O'Neil,
Karen Sherwood, Jo VanWely, and Duane Whittaker.
If you'd like to give your opinion as well, we'd love to
have it. Contact the editor to reserve your space.

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with
the Professional Development Committee.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor:

Paul O'Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5232
E-Mail : OHERON (M-in-One)
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Center Stage
A Platfonn for the Dircussion of TeachinglLearning Ideas
Bmorne Community College Binghamton, New York 13902

Volume 1 Number 5 February 15, 1991

"What do you think makes a good teacher?" When
I asked that question to the people whose names are
below, neither I nor they had any clear idea what the
answer was. They did, however, volunteer to explain a
characteristic or view ofwitat they believeda good teacher
to be. I think they each did a wonderful job.

I think a large part of being a good teacher is to
steadily grow as an individual. This means, among innu-
merable other things, learning a new method, learning a
new student, learning a new story, or learning from one's
mistakes. At times it also means exposing newly formed
pie= of oneself to peers and classes. Occasionally that's
a little uneomfortable, but more often it is a wondesfully
enervating and synergetic experience. And, even though
I teach Mathematics on a day to day basis, that's the one
lesson I'd like my students to learn. Enjoy the issue. ed.

Contents :

What Makes a Good Teacher?
Brian Blair, page I

An Invitation
Demon Covert, page 2

Teacher as Coach
Kell Heffernan, page 3

A Foundation for Good Teaching
Suzanue M. Maier, page 4

A Good Teacher is Not Robin Williams
-- Michael OXane, page 5

Ethics and Good Teaching
Patrick O'Neil, page 5

Learning Teaching
-- Jo VanWely, page 6

Make Your Lesson Important
-- Duane Whittaker, page 7

What Is a Good Teacher?
-- Jack Williams, page 7

Aside, Presentations Plus
-- Claire Ligeikis-Clayton, page 8

What Makes A Good Teacher?
Brian Blair. Student

You do, if you radiate a passion for the subject
matter and an equally strong thirst for enlightening your
students.

Get to know their names, mostly their first names,
and their levels of development. Use adeptfavid students
to relay data on a separate level. Early in the semester it
might be a good idea to spur active class socialization and
volunteer tutors to support any student having difficulty.

The atmosphere you choose to ovate depends on
the material to be taught, but no matter what atmosphere
you decide is right for the classroom, you are the profes-
sional. As a prokssional, you are not only an authority

1 you are not only an authority figure, but a
role model.

figure, but a role model. Radiate confidence and watch
each student tan in your glow. Exude a commanding
presence in your spe.ech and knowledge of the material.
However, outside of adhering to the course outline, this
should be the extent of your inflexibility as a mentor. Be
prepared to discard your calculated lesson plan at the
spark of a relevant deviation that has spurred class partici-
pation.

Be aware of the main level on which you relate the
subject to the class. In this fragile tutor/tutee relation-
ship, proper communication and the style in which you
choose to communicate will make or break you as a
successful teacher. Generate feedback, both positive and
negative. What are your students saying about the class?
What are they saying about you? Many times negative
eri.tiques brought about by an imposition of your
personal beliefs on the students'. Set aside your personal
differences and open communications. Everyone's the
next James Dean in college - so be a teacher and not a
preacher. Talk tc the students and not at them! Make eye
contact with each student. The eyes are the window to the
soul; let them know you have some.

Incorporate humor whenever possible. It's not too
hard. You have a captive audience, most likely strung out
on coffee and cigarettes. It's safe to say they could use a

( Continued on page 2 )
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Blair (from page 1)
tension breaker periodically. Humor is a motivator and a
stimulant for feedback, and the amount of feedback you
get determines the pace at which your class is ready to
pre -Tess.

If you aren't stimulated by the way you
teach, chances are they're not going to be.

'INventy out of twenty-Etve students have shown up

for your lecture today. Eighteen brougAt pen and paper.
Sixteen are still awake. Fifteen are not in an altered state.
Ten have been in a college classroom before. Five have
successfully completed a semester ofcollege in the past.
Three have your subject as a major.

Which group do you teach to?

Reach twenty-five of them by teaching fifteen with
originality. Regardless of prerequisite skill, fifteen are
capable of learning today. As I mentioned before, class
socialization and participation are key elements in em-
ploying an etkctive and enjoyable clam. The ten stu4ents
"out ofyour reach" might be coaxed into learning by their

peer group.

Stimulate them as much as possible by squeezbg in
information with a side order of common sense and
personal experience. Nowhere is it written in concrete
that you are only allowed to instruct IgneousRocks 101 or

whatever. The subject is college life, adulthood, teaching,
learning, and success. Shed insight on current eventsthat
affect all of us. Remind them of the importance of a

college education.

If you aren't stimulated by the way you teach, chances

are they're not going to be. Your attitude will influence
theirs. Keep your ear to the ground in and outside of class

for this feedback

To get beyond the obstacles of generation gapsand

personal difference, interact attentively and gently. Let
your students know you are interested in their progress
and efforts by taking the time for one-on-one discussion.

Deal with each as an adult and they will treat you with
respect. You may have common interests with the prob-

lem students. Remove yourself from the structured at-
mosphere of the classroom and interact with these stu-
dents during your free time. Go forcoffee, shoot hoops;
transcend the formalities of instruction into collabora-

tion.

What price can you put on the joy of seeing that
"light-bulb click on" for the fiat time? Man, that's what
you're there for. Help them to help themselves. Keep'em
smiling and keerem thinking. But mostof all, above and

beyond the academic learning - teach them to learn.

An Invitation
Denton Coven, Eneisit Department

One of my professors in college was particularly
tough. I was not one of her star students and struggled for
every 'B' grade. Nevertheless her knowledge and enthu-
siasm seemed endless, and although she taught COWTSCS

which were not in my major, I took every course she
offered. She seemed to pay little attention to me, except
for to single me out for unusual criticism on my essays.
Once, when I indulged in a particularly maudlin senti-
ment, she wrote in the margin, " Shall I shed a tearr

I was embarrassed.

One day near the end of my senioryear sheasked me

to stop after class. As I did she pulled acouple ofdog eared
boob from her bag and handed them to mit: with a simple,
"I thought you might like these." I wasastonished. These
were books from her personal library. With this simple
gesture she had recognized me not only as au individual,
but as a worthy fellow learner with a shared interest. Her
kindness and encouragement will neverbe forgotten; her
influence remains incalculable.

As I reflect on the question, "What is a good teacher?",

I ponder my experience ()lover twenty years as a student
and twenty more years as a teacher. It is difficult to
identify the specific characteristics of the good teacher
from such a varied array of personalities, styles, and
disciplines. Neverthelees certain general characteristics
of the good teacher do emerge.

The most obvious characteristic of good teachers is

that they possess a vast knowledge about their disciplina.
In fact their involvement in theirdisciplines is raised to
the level of a passion. This is notwithout its drawbacks.
The student can easily become ovetwhelmed and intimi-

dated by such knowledge. The classroom can become a
tedium of trivia and disparate pieces of information. So,
as basic as this characteristic is, it is not enough. What
affects students the most is not just theamount of knowl-
edge. but the enthusiasm about the subject that teachers
Noject. That enthusiasm itself can be contagious, invit-
ing students to join in the learning enterprise.

That enthusiasm itself can be contagious,
inviting students to join in the learning en-
terprise.

That brings us to the second characteristic of good
teachers which has to do with method (how they teach or

how they manage the learningenviromnent). Perhaps we

do a disservice by distinguishing too carefully between
content (what we teach) and method (how we teach.) Our
workshops and conferences promoteand proliferate new

( Continued on page 3 )
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techniques at an astounding rate. We've all seen the fads
come and go. So it is difficult, ifnot imposible, to identify
one technique or another as characteristic of the good
teacher. To the observer of the learning enterprise, the
good teacher's method may not be immediately percep-
tible. This is because such methods are not separable
from the two primary sources that generate them. These
are the content or discipline itself and the teacher's per-
sonality. First, each discipline itself is a wq of knowing
and as such has within itself inherent methods. Secondly,
teachers themselves are learners with their own idiosyn-
cratic styles. Of course, teachers are life long learners and
as such are reflective and self-conscious about the learn-
ing process. Hence each teacher's "method" is a unique
blend that is generated from the twin poles of their
discipline and their pemonality. Methods are not grafted
on to content and secondary to it, but rather are insepa-
rable from content, flowing as a natural outgrowth hus-
banded by the personality of the teacher. So the methods
of the good teacher are natural and organic, inviting the
student to participate as a fellow learner. The good
teacher is an authority, but not an authoritarian. As
Vincent Ruggiero rectally said, the good teacher =hews
stuffing students with facts and information in favor of
inviting them into a self-motivated inquiry.

... the good teacher eschews stuffmg stu-
dents with facts and information in favor of
inviting them into a self-motivated inquiry.

The third quality of good teachers is that they are
role models of the educated person. Some of my col-
leagues may object to this as too grandiose or that it puts
too much strain on the cunduct of their lives. After all,
they may say, the teacher's job is to teach a certain subject
and that's all. But teachers stand inescapably in the spot-
light as examples of the educated person. Good teachers
recognize this special feature of their vocation. If we can
say about teaching methods in relationship to content
that the "medium is the message," then by extension we
might be able to say that the teacher is the curriculum.
Not only s at we know, but how we conduct ourselves in
the classroom, how we treat our colleagues, and how we
interact with students are all carefully observed by our
students. Our impromptu stories and our off-handed
remarks at unguarded moments all have an impact. They
may learn that teachers have foibles and weaknesses.
They may learn that we share certain fears and anxieties
about the world. But most of all they will glean from the
good teachers that they have a faith in students' abilities
to grow in intellect and to exercise intelligent choices.
The good teacher projects a faith in meg nd his abilities.

So good teachen are more than the sum of their
knowledge about a subject and their strategies and abili-
ties to convey that knowledge to students. Good teachers

possess and convey a faith, no matter howcontradictory,
in the whole enterprise of learning, a faith in the mindand
intellect as it informs the life of man and the crucial
choices we face.

Teacher As Coach
Kai Heffernan, Civil Teanolov Depailment

[n

Few, if any, enginming faculty members atcolleges
and univasities nationwide are trained to be educators.
Most find themselves standing in front of classroomswith
little guidance in instructional methods. Mike manywho
came from industry to their first teaching job, found
myself with the same dilemma: how to teach?

In examining teaching goals and techniques, I found
it best to use something that I was familiar with. Icoached
youth ice hockey for a few years and found that the speed
at which your players learn theskills you teach them, and
the likelihood that they will perform them well in a game,

is highly depeudent upon the coaches skill at interacting
with the players. Through various hockey clinks that I
attended, I learned that coaching activities can be divided
into the coach's action as (1) friend, (2) model,(3)leader
and (4) teacher. I have employed what I learned in these
clinks to my teaching at BCC over the last four yeam.
Since each of the roles can be extremely complex, I offer

a few guidelines:

Teacher as Friend
Much of your ability to influence your students

depends on the respect and liking that they have for you.
M a model, leader or teacher, the mutual respectbetween
student and teacher forms the basis for all interactions.

... the mutual respect between student and
teacher forms the basis for all interactions.

Friendship does not mean letting your students runwild
in the classroom; it means executing yourresponsibilities
in an atmosphere of mutual respect.

Teacher as Model
Many successful people provide us with models of

how to act if we expect to be successful and accepted. As

a teacher, you become that successful personand through
your actions showyour students bow to dress, talk and act.
You teach appropriate actions not just through your
lectures, but by your day ta day behavior. Unfortunately,
you can teach some rather bad behavior too. For example,
a teacher who stresses timely completion of assignments,
yet comes late or unprepared to class, teaches by example
that it is okay to break rules. Your students are more
likely to do what you do than what you say. Some of the
best and worst teaching is by example.

( Continued on page 4 )
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Teacher as Leader
Progress as a leader will depend on your ability to

organize, promote a positive learning atmosphere and
motivate students. More specifically, always be prepared.
Always compliment more than you criticize whether iden-
tifying mistakes or recognizing accomplishments. In
addition, remember to continually encourage your stu-
dents to strive to achieve their best.

Teacher as Teacher
The major task of teaching is to teach. This should

not conflict with the previous objectives, because per-
sonal development and skill development occur together.
A teacher's interaction as a friend, model, and leader
should teach a student basic respect for himself, his class-
mates, and his teacher, thereby forming the ideal atmos-
phere for you to teach and for learning to take place.

In summary, I would like to remind all of u: at the
community college level, that many of our students are
making a last ditch effort to improve the quality of their
lives. Many are changing careers or finally getting that
first chance at succeeding in the world. Our job as teacher
is to prepare our students for future challenges by teach-
ing them how to succeed at the highest level they can, how

Our job as teacher is to prepare our stu-
dents for future challenges by teaching them
how to succeed at the highest level they can.

to appreciate themselves, and how to work with others. I

don't believe in the traditional views that fashion the role
of a teacher as distant and unemotional. Rather, I believe
that good teachers become involved not only during class
time and office hours, but at any time. Let your students
know that you care about their success and that you are
there to help them fulfill their needs in the real world. We
are all coaches in a sense; we help to develop the skills and
knowledge necessary to succeed in the game of life.

A Foundation for Good Teaching
Suzanne M. Maier, Dental Hygiene Department

II

Although the concept of good teaching is complex
and multi-faceted, there are some very basic and easily
mastered axioms an instructor can apply to assure good
teaching occurs in a classroom or lab. These axioms form
the foundation upon which we can build all aspects of
teaching.

First and foremost is to teach the way you would like
to be taught. You must comey to the students that you are
interested in and care about the material being taught.
The students must also derive a strong sense of concern,
excitement, and importance from the delivery of the infor-
mation and your contact with them. Chancellor Boyer

echoes this by writing "If faculty and students do not see
themselves as having important business to do together,
prospects for effective learning are diminished. If stu-
dents view teachers as distant and their material as irrele-
vant, what could be a time of exciting exploration is
redueed to a series of uninspired routines." (Boyer, 1987).

Beyond this, good teaching requires extensive prepa-
ration and meticulous organization to optimize the af-
fordable teaching time usually given to present compre-
hensive subject matter. Preparation is necessary to ex-
tract the important points so that they may be presented
ina logical, undostandable manner. Organization allows
for a smooth and constant flow of material while keeping
the students focused on the inues at hand. It also assures
that most surprises are planned.

Organization allows for a smooth and con-
stant flow of material while keeping the stu-
dents focused on the issues at hand.

Each lecture presentation must be practiced, be-
cause the lecturer, in addition to teaching, is also to some
extent performing. This practice allows for changes and
refinements to diagrams used to demonstrate concepts,
on anticipating questions students might pose, and on
finalizing thought processes used to present material. It
is easential that this thorough preparation take place, so
that delivery is of high quality, stimulating, challenging,
and yet concise. An additional benefit is the self satisfac-
tion of being prepared and in total control of the learning
environment, and confident of the results.

Additionally, good teaching encourages students to
participate in the task of thinking, As K. E Eble notes,
thinking is hard! It is rather easy for a student to write or
propose a list of facts, characteristics, or qualities during
a lecture or lab presentation. However,the challenge is to
stimulate thinking and elevate each student's thought
processes to the point where helshe is able toconceptual-
ize and apply the information when appropriate. Boyer
argues the same point by saying, "All genuine learning is
active, not passive. It involves the use of the mind, not just
memory." (Boyer, 1987).

Finally, good teaching is more easily accomplished
when raudent and instructor communicate openly and
freely, without confrontation, ridicule, or embarrassment.
Each and emly comment made by a student must be
carefully considered and appropriately addressed. They
must also feel that the instructor i s a champion of their
position and feel free to voice their academic understand-
ings and misunderstandings. Without this exchange, the
instructor will never have a clear notion of how effectively
their carefully constructed instructional plan is being
assimilated by the students.

( Continued on page 5 )
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A Good Teacher Is Not Robin Williams

Michael O'llane, Computer Studies Department

Half-way through my second year in this profession,
and stal very much in the lemming stage, I find it hard to
subscribe to the "Seize the day!" teacher-hero model as
played by Robin Williams in the film "Dead Poets Soci-
ety." In my mind, a good teacher is essentially afacilitator,
not a dazzling performer.

The primary role of a teacher is not, after all, to
impress, but to help the students learn. When things are
going well, a teacher should be transparent, a clear lens
between the student and the subject. In this sense, it isthe
teacher's job to provide a teaming environment ofSTRUC-
TURE, FOCUS, and SUPPORT.

1

... a teacher should be transparent, a clear
lens between the student and the subject.

S'IRUCTURE is provided by careful organization
and planning, with a realistic consideration of the appro-
priate student workload. Provide a course policy that is
clear and simple to understand, with a course schedule
planned to provide a steady learning curve. A good teacher
is not careless with the student's time, and taka care that
the course work is meaningful, relevant and engaging
(everything else should be scrapped!). The course con-
tents should engage the teacher as much as the students,
and student assignments should be designed for efficient
grading. A hard-working but burnt-out teacher is not
much use to anyone!

FOCUS is provided in the day-to-day interaction
between students and teacher. A good teacher is most of
all present in the classroom. That means being alert,
awake and prepared, but not over-prepared! Something
gets lost when a lecture is so tight that there is no room for
Lpontaneity. Focus also means concentrating on the
important: lectures should not be too "clever", too com-
plex, or too long. Agood teacher takes time to explore and
explain each new concept before moving on. Forced-
feeding does not promote understanding.

SUPPORT most of all means being available to the
students as individuals. Support means projecting an
image of fairness. It means monitoring the progress and
mood of the class as a whole, getting and giving plenty of
feedback, and adjusting the pace as necessary. And sup-

port means keeping one's personal life and any personal I
problems well clear of students and classroom!

However, support also means self-support. A good
teacher is alert to hisiher own needs and well-being, and
has been known to (often) take a stroll instead of grading
papers. A good teacher presumably enjoys teaching, as a
BCC student said to me recently, "a good teacher seems to

want to be there."

Ethics and Good Teaching
Psuick O'Neil, History/Philosophy Department

co

Modulate your voice, write key words on the black-

board, keep eye contact with your students,employ humor,
entertain questions frequently, repeat vital concepts, etc.

Which one of us could not create a cookbook list of
several hundred maxims for superior teaching?

Important as such techniques doubtlessly are, the
heart of good teaching, it seems to me, does not consist of

such like, but before ail else rests inn ethical orientation
which andresses such questions as: Why o 'a I to teach?
What ought I to teach? How ought I to teach?

We all recognize an ethical dimension to the teach-
ing profession, but too often we tend to see this in terms
only of avoiding some obvious misconduct such as solic-
iting sexual favors or monetary bribes from students.

the ethical sphere encompasses the artof
teaching in its entirety...

In fact, the ethical sphere encompasses the artof teaching
in its entirety, beginning, of course, with ones motivation
for entering the profession: Ego-gratification? Lack of

alternatives? Or, hopefully, a genuine desire to be of
service to others, combined with a sincerecommitment to
the life of the mind?

Moral considerations occur again as one selects the
material to be taught and the methods to be employed.
None of us, of course, front the lowliest instructor to the
most distinguished professor with tenurein an Ivy League
citadel, has complete say in the nature of the material
taught. Nevertheless, we all exercise a considerable de-
gree of choice in what we present and how we present it,
and it is here especially that ethical questions may be
hidden by the seemingly practical. However, tbt.tre is no

such thing as pragmatism until the ethical has set its
parameters.

We must choose what we teach not on account of
what we feel most comfortable with, orwhat is trendy in
the academic disciplines, nor even whatstudents can most

( Continued on page 6 )
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painlasly digest, but what is useful for the students -
useful not only in seeking employment and performing
tasks in the extramural world (as in our applied sciences
and career-oriented programs), but also what is useful for
the life of the mind, the development of reason and the
truly human life.

In selecting teaching methods, again, we cannot frll
back on the claims of a pseudo-pragmatism which pur-
ports to employ what "works". For in our definition of
"works" there will be enfolded the outlines of a holistic
philosophy of education.

Most systems of educational philosophy "work"
because they define success in accord with their own goals.
We must employ methods of instruction which respect
the autonomy of the student, stimutate his/her intellect,
and lead him or her to participate in a fuller sense of
community.

CS. Lewis, in his fascinating The Abolition of klm,
contrasted two types of education: One was that of the
parent bird which feeds, cares for, and trains its young to
be as it is itself - to share in the community of being with
its own Mud, to partake of the form of life which the adult
bird has itself followed. In contrast, there is the poultry
keeper. He feeds, and cares for, and even trains his birds
- but for purposes they know not of.

Learning Teaching
VanWely, Registrar

EU

The suggestion that I submit an article on "good
teaching" was intftaidating. About as intimidating as
walking into a BCC classroom five years ago and standing
at the front. That initial step was the result of a weak
moment at reestration a new section was needed and
surely I could teach the subject matter. That semester was
spent two chapters ahatd of the students. Now I have
taught often enough, if sporadically, that the butterflio
have been snugly ex)cooned and its time to redo material
and notes.

Registrars have two views of students. We think of
them en masse, 4000+ to be registered, reported, and
graded as efficiently as possible. We sigh with relief at the
end of the second week of class when all are hopefully in
their places and turn to planning the next semester. View
two is the student with a problem so unique they end upin
your office. We rarely get a chance to see the "normal"
student who has minor problems with reestration, achieves
the Dean's list, and graduates.

Why teach? There are personal and professional
benefits: (1) a real understanding of the culture of the
college; (2) greater sympathy with faculty's concern over_

rooms and teaching resources; (3) sharing the feeling of
worth when a semester is over; (4) talking to stvdents you
have taught on campus; at the grocery store, or app'sud-
ing them at gaduation; and, (5) a corresponding enthusi-
asm for my regular work which seems tohave a little more
meaning.

Although I've volunteered for an Anthro course or
science fiction, so far I've just taught one semester of
reporting writing and several of management behavior.
The three most useful skills I have learned are belief,
enthusiasm, and a smattering of drama. I'm blending
them with twenty-five years of work experience. As an
evening adjunct my clams have high number of adult
students and it is great fun to get them nodding their heads
and realizing they have just learned the "official" theory
or label for a real life work situation.

When I go into the classroom I take a lot of
other people with me.

When I go into the classroom I take a lot of other
people with me. The best and worst of various managers
and work experiences. The authors of books that have left
impressions. One person who always comes with me is
Jerry Harvey, author of the "nrip to Abilene" and profes-
sor of managemeut. I walked into his classroom 13 yam
ago when I started my Master's and discovered there was
a body of knowledge which supported half formed beliefs
I had about work and organizations. My objeaive is to
have my students feel as good about my course as I felt
about his!

I also start by using the most valuable resource on
campus, the faculty. I borrow material from Mid, talk
about "teaching" with Fran and John, take my woes and
successes to Rick, and even try outTom's jokes. Reading
the first issues of this publication has provided moments
ofdeja vu. Yup, clarity of goals at the beginning doss help.
(I tell my students I want them to walk out with a toolbax
of skills for use in later life.) My student and I spend the
first class period "unfreezing" and introducing each other
since we will be doing group work and this helps set the
gravitation process. Some "rwai-cases" are handed out
early in the term so they can have feedback.

As a finale, I use a version of Dr. Hatvey's final.
From the first day of class I tell my students there will be
a group final which I will discuss as the class program.
About midway through concern mounts what does this
mean? This is about the time we are hitting group
behavior so it serves to illustraw basic points of trust,
group dynamics, synergy versus social loafing (someone
else will do it). I offer an option take it by yourself or
band together as a group. Groups don't get to pick and
choose and are banded 10 randomly selected essay ques-

( Continued on page 7 )
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tions to respond to.

The class sorts themselves out. The risk-takers with

basic C status clump together, hoping the random selec-
tion and extra minds will help. The high acHevers form
specialized study groups to ensure they keep their "A's"

or upgrade their "B". They know who to pick because they

have watched performance for 14 weeks. And the stub-
born loner in each class !aka the ezam by herself, liking

personal challenges. Hopefully they leave with skills
which will be useful in the organizations they join.

So, these are the thoughts of a pan-time instructor.
By the way, while I have your attention, would any fun-
d= faculty like to don job exchangewith me for 6 months

so I could indulge myselfand learn more? How about next

Fall?

Make Your Lesson Important
Duane Whittaker, Physkal Education

What makes good teaching? Good learning, of
COWS& A well prepared teacher could hardly go wrong
with a roomful of highly motivated good learners. The
reality is, however, not all of ourstudents are interested in

our subject and that becomes our greatest challenge as
teachers. We must show all of our students WHY it is
important to learn what we are attempting to teach.

.- not all of our students arc interested in

our subject and that becomes our greatest
challenge as teachers.

Combine all the tipsyou have learned from educa-

tional methods courses, anrcies from professional jour-
nals, and ideas of your own or learned colleagues, and you

should be able to keep good learners proposing. But the
most expertly prepared, well presented, interesting, and
entertaining lesson will not necessarily be received by

those in your class who cannot connect your lawn to
their lives. You must make ft important to them.

Relevance is much easier to demonstrate when

teaching skills, rather than longer term concepts and

theories. For instance, Backpacking is a skills class with

a long term goal ofphysical fitness. I can get my students'
attention fairlyeasily when I want them to learn how to set

up the tent to keep out the rain, or light the camp stove
safely without blowing themselves up. This is relevant. It

is important for them to pay attention, to watch while I
demonstrate, and to question if they arestill unsure. They

want to learn because they don't want to sleep in a wet

tent, or hurt themselves when lighting the stove. Success
and reinforcement are both almost immediate.

The longer term lesson of lifetime fitness is a much

more difficult concept for a nineteen year old to grasp,
especially if they are athletic. It takes a great dzsl of
imagination and ingenuity to shake them out of their
smug, youthful, energeticbodies. Even the least fit youth

cannot picture being over 40, overweight, out of shape,
under stress, and perhaps prone Wheart disease. Thisjust
isn't in their scope of belief, so I get them to draw on theft

ewn resources. I have them recall a relative, dose family

friend, teacher, hero or any other person with the above

conditions. When they picture someone close to them

with some condition it tends to be more important to
them, and they find a connect an to the lesson.

If yon can face the challenge of motivating these
unmotivated students, ifyou canmake your lesson

tam, your students will do the rest.

What Is A Good Teacher?
Jut Williams, Student

My first reaction to Ibis question was to qualify my

response according to subject matter. I thought I might
say that a good math teacher is this or that, a good science

teacher is such and such, and soonand so forth. But after

those initial thoughts, I found that the subject matter
wasn't the 9ortant thing. The important thing was the

way in which the teacher did the teaching.

I have heard this questionbefore, and each time that

I heard it, I heard some respond, "Oh, that teacher is
easy." , while others say, "That teacher is hard." I find that

a student's perceptionofa teacher as being good orbad is,

in large part, dependent upon the grade which the student

may have received in the course. So, quite naturally, a
student may be led to believe that "easy" is good and
"hard" equals bad. This typeof reasoning, though, is not

a fair criterion on which to judge a teacher.

Each student, without regard to a teacher being easy

or hard, and with no emphasis based on the grade, has to

look at what heishe came awaywith from the course.

Each student ... has to look at what he/she
came away with from the course.

Did heishe come away with an understanding of the

subject matter and how it may relate to real life, and hist
her career? Did the teacherstimulate interest, or merely

write the answers on the board saying, 'This is it." An all

important part of getting a college education is learning

how to think for yourself. Some people go through an
entire lifetime never learning that. They need, ard want,

to be told what to do and how to think. A pod ieacher
teaches people how to think for themselves.

( Continued on page 8 )
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When I attend conferences, I usually have wonder-
ful inten Ions of sharing the pearls I have discovered. But,
so often we come back to our busy schedules and, unfor-
tunately, find the conference information shifts to the
bottom of the "things to do" pile. Eventually, if we wait
long enough, it finds itself filed away..

After attending the 12th annual International
Conference on Teaching Excellence in Austin, Texas in
May of 1990, I decided to share some of the pearLs before
filing my folders away. Maybe we've heard all these tips
before, but it sure helps to bring them to the forefront, so
that we can be better at our teaching.

Presentations PLUS

Planning your Lecture

+ Start on time.
+ Design an opening: State the objective of your

lecture. Students need to know - "What's in this for me?"
+ Outline the body of the lecture - don't read!
+ Design the dosF3g: Your entire presentation

is no better than your do dng statement Students will
remember last what you said last. Don't end with "That's
all any questions?"

Laming Through Audio Visuals

+ "I hear and forget, I see and remember, I do
and understand."

+ Knowledge comes 75% through seeing; 13%
through hearin& and 12% through smelling, tasting, and
touching.

+ Folks forget 75% of what they've heard within
24 hours.

+ AV's should be neat, anractive, well done;
"Made at home is okay."; Worst AV - black and white
typewritten page; Lettering on AV material should be 1"
tall for every 15 feet of distance; the blackboard is the
favorite AV at Harvard Business School - use colored
chalk

+ Don't misspell.

Williams (from page 7)

If this is not the case, you, as teacher, should re-
evaluate your method of sharing your knowledge. On the
other hand, if you are the kind of teacher that gives your
students the power to develop original thought, and keeps
them thinking long into the future - much like a good book
- then I say that you need not worry about being a good
teacher...you already are one.

Undesirables

+ Undesirable Characteristics of the Teacher
Sarcastic, has favorites, aloof, not friendly.

+ Desirable Characteristics of the Teacher
Cooperative, democratic kind, considerate, prais-

ing, interested in student problems, wide interests, can
explain or clarify.

+ Of all the above characteristics, only one had to
do with subject matter. People want to learn from teach-
ers who care.

Spice

+ Most people speak 150-200 words per minute.
The human mind can comprehend 600 words per minute.
This means there Ls idle time awl the mind will drift offand
wander.

+ Research has also shown the mind can concen-
trate for approximately 8 minutes at a time. To help your
students remember key points, and keep the mind from
wandering. Interject "spice" every 8 minutes.

+ If it's natural for you add humor, nal jokes relevant
to the subject matter, and tell stories ?About yourself.

PS - There were over 150 presentations to choose
form relating to teaching excellence, and I would highly
recommend this conference to any interested faculty
member.

If you would like further information please contact
me in the Nursing Department, F107, e.:ension 5060.
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Qnning Next Issue

Wieh academic advising just around the corner, next
month's issuewill explore howadvising is done at BCC.
The issue will also have articles written by some people
who get to know your students outside the clawroom:
club advisors. Writers will include: Alan Bennett, Tom
Caner, Ed Dougherty, Michael Kinney, Roger McVan-
nan, Kurt Nelson, Susan Ohrablo, and John Pierop.

Center Stage is published monthly in (*operatic:it with
the Professional Development Committee.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor:

Paul O'Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5232
E-Mail : OHERON_P (All-in-One)
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Center Stage
A Piatomsibr the Disclaim of Teachingileamin g ideas
Bmome Community Colk8e Binghamton, PAN Yolk 13902

Volume I Number 6 March 15; 1991

This month's articles center on how we, as a faculty
and as an institution, interact with our students. The
emphasis is not, however, on what we do inside the class-
room, but on how we deal with our students outside the
classroom. The articles are segregated into two catego-
ries, those dealing with academic advising, and those
dealing with club advising and helping students on a more
personal basis. Enjoy! ed.
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Edward Dougherty, Chairpenoa, OvU Technology

The office phone rings. The Admissions Office for
the Counseling Center is calling someone has dropped in
and wants to know some specifics about the Civil Engi-
neering Technology program. Other times it is a prospec-
tive student or the parent of a young scholar. Perhaps the
student has already selected the program and now wants
to know if Algebra will be a necessary math skill to solve
problems in the curriculum. All of these "calls to advise"
are taken seriously by this chair.

I have found that most prospective students are not
wondoring if they should choose Civil EngineesingUch-
nology for a major. Rather they are wondering if they
should go into engineering technology at all. Generally,
I address all these inquiries with an approach that begins
with a few generalizations. I state that the Civil curricu-
lum at BCC is a broad-based program, that our program
strengths exist in four areas or dusters: Sutveying, Archi-
tecture/CAD, Construction Support Courses, and Struc-
tural Design Concepts.

I frequently state, with emphasis, that if you are sure
you only want a program in Surveying, then don't come to
BCQ if you want a program in Architecture/CAD, then
don't come to BCC My immediate follow-up is a re-
minder that it can be a shattering experience to put in a

My immediate follow-up is a reminder that
it can be shattering experience to dis-
cover that you really don't like that disci-
pline.

few years of academic struggle, lose wages and pay tuition
for a single-dimensional program and then discover that
you really don't like that discipline. Thus a broad-based
Civil curriculum allows a student to consider associated
careers in four rather diverse areas. This versatilityshould
appeal to anyyoung adult who has 35 working years facing
her/him.

At this point, my approach is to offer some addi-
tional comments on the actual courses making up the four
dusters. A reminder is issued that it is mandatory to take
course work in all four areas. This is the bad news - good
news story line for some. The good-news viewpoint is that

( Continued on page 2 )
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Dougherty (from page 1)
even if the student dislikes the Surveying course duster,
they need not work in that phase of the business. All is not
lost. That body of knowledge (bearings, asimuths, topog-
raphy, mapping) is very useful to the Architectural/CAD
cluster and/or the Construction support duster. Likewise
the Structural concepts cluster supports the interests of
Architecture and Construction. The Architecture/CAD
cluster forces students to conceive and draw the details of
how things go together. That byes), useful orientation in
the Construction duster. 'Me dusters are supportive of
one another, and many times this exciting image did not
exist in the minds of the unacquainted.

When and if the moment requires a poignant, space-
age perspective, I remind the student that all space sta-
tions need to be structurally designed by Civil &pleas.
This same structural analysis is done on the launch vehicle
and on the foundation site used for launch. Computers
and CAD are part of the versatile Civil degree.

There is also another approach that I term
passive advisement.

There is also another approach that I term passive
advisement This is accomplished by other people and
techniques. Nevertheless, it is important and effective.
Passive approaches include the advisement efforts made
by parents and/or relatives, alumni efforts, neighbor influ-
ence, TV advertisements, and lastly, the high school in-
structor who encourages the technical career. I must
admit some exasperation with the inadequate informa-
tion provided by the high school guidance departments.
Couple that frustration with the lack of foresight on the
part of too many high school students to prepare them-
selves for a career that doesn't have a bouncing ball
associated With it.

In closing, this column was not written as a student
recruitment effort. I hope the specifics have some poten-
UM value in showing the importance of a unified approach
to advising. co

Academic Advisinip The Ideal and the Real
Roger Marannan. Assistant to tbe Dean LOS

When we are describing aspects of culture in the
author's introductory sociolog course, we consider what
some of the ideal cultural beliefs are and what people
actually do, i.e., "Thou shalt not..." while most of us have
done the opposite, at least, like Jimmy Carter, in our
minds.

In a similar manner, we can look at our academic
advising models gathered from seminars, courses, books,
in-service programs, or wherever, and come forth with
gxeat-sounding andyrobably very useful commandments

eout what, how, and 4?hen to do each in the process. For
example, here is a list of desired characteristics about the
type of academic advisor one should be. The list is from
American College Testing Program (ACI) Academic
Advising resource documents as presented at a confer-
ence this writer attended several years ago.

Characteristics of the Effective Advisor

-Interested in advising.
-Demonstrates a concerned and caring attitude

toward advisees.
-Exhibits effective interpersonal and communi-

cation skills.
Available to advisees.
-Frequent contact with advisees.
-Intrusive behavior with advisees.
-Knowledgeable of institutional regulations,

policies, offerings, and procedures.
Monitors student progress.
-Uses appropriate information sources.
-Refers when necessary.
-Supports advisor development programs.
-Engages in developmental advising versus sim-

ply course scheduling.

If we potsased the above characteristics, we seem-
ingly would be advisors ofthe highat level. And some are.
But for most of us, the reality falls anywhere from a tad
short of the ideal to very deficient in advising skills andlor
commitments. (Note: these observations relate to my
experiences with the academic advising process in the
Liberal and General Studies (LOS) Division, not college-
wide, although on occasion some questionable schedul-
ing for other divisions' students is noticed when all-
college data is looked all

Then what are some of the realities which fall short
of the commandments for good academic advising as seen
from the writer's LOS perspecdve? Fundamentally they

First, certain faculty fail to consider the ac-
tivity as the important task it is.

are two-sided. First, certain faculty fail to consider the
activfty as the important task it is. Second, the administra-
tive support needed to make the process as functional as
possible is not there. A brief look at each aspect is needed.

When a faculty member fails to make him/herself
familiar with the intricacies of the advisee's degree pro-
grams, including the changes which have been occurring
in these programs, errors will be - and are - made. We all
occasionally err in the process, but ignoring required
courses, whether they be degree core ones or pre-requi-
sites for others, makes a sham of the design which when set

( Continued on page 7 )
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A Brief Histosy of the Origin of "Student
Affairs"

John J. Piero& Vice President for Student Affairs

I was pleased to hear that this issue of "Center
Stage" would include information about various areas of
the Student Affairs Division. I would like to offer a brief
history of the evolution of Student Affairs in American
higher education.

I would venture to say that most of us probably went
to college under an old student affairs model where there
was a Dean of Men and a Dean of Women to handle
discipline concernswho would also double as a counselor.
(These were the times when the problematic nature be-
tween being a counselor and a disciplinarian was not fully
undmstood.) The proliferation of state and federal Fi-
nancial Aid programs had not yet begun so there were no
large Finandal Aid offices and the entire Placement
operation was limfted to a bulletin board where the dean's
secretary posted Job nod= that the college had received.
A mat deal has changed since then.

... and underscored the shared responsibil-
ity all members of the institution have in
educating the whole student.

Historically, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity is credited with development of the first formal pro-
gram of study in the Student Affairs area. They began this
new curriculum in :916 after recognizing the importance
of colleges having qualified and trained professionals to
provide services to students. 'Me American Council on
Education (ACE) recognized the increasing need for
qualified professional staff to assist students in areas
outside of the classroom. An ACE study resulted in the
development and publication of the 1937 document en-
titled "The Student Personnel Point of View". This
document discussed the function and role of Student

Affairs, emphasized the importance of coordination of
seniceswithin the institution and underscored theshared
responsibility all members of the institution have in edu-
cating the whole student. Essentially, with a few modifi-
cations to this document in 1949, it served as the philo-
sophical foundation, rationale and model for the Student
Affairs field.

In 1986, the National Association of Student Per-
sonae! Administrators commissioned a panel to reexam-
ine the ACE document and to develop a statementwhich
would set forth the assumptions and purposes of Student
Affairs work. With this task completed, Student Affairs
professionals have a document which further identifies
how their function and purpose is grounded to thoseof
the institution.

Though Student Affairs tasks are divided up into
functional areas of specialization (Financial Aid, Health
Services, Admissions) Student Albin professionals must
learn the specialty they are responsible for administering
and must also have the appropriate academic and experi-
ential background to serve their campuses as student
development specialists. They have a dual responsibility
for keeping up-to-datewith both their functional speciali-
zation and their generalist responsibilities.

In general, ours has been the responsibility of ar-
ticulating student needs and desires, their complex prob-
lems, their hopes and aspirations and in providing leader-
ship to a community of scholars in developing an appro-
priate environment to foster student development. Though
this can be, and often is, a complex and challenging role,
we are and must remain, full partners with our profes-
sional colleagues in the classroom who can help us achieve
our mission. For everything that occurs on our campus is,
or should be, aimed at moving students from one end of
their developmental axis to another.E0

BCC Intramurals
TOM Carter, intramural. Coordinator and Fitness Center Supervisor

The BCC Intramural Program is designed to offer a
variety of activities for the students at Broome Commu-
nity College.

The interests of the student come first and foremost.
The program offers any activity in which students show an
interest Those activities which attract a large number

1The interests of the student come first and
foremost.

of students have structured play in a league form. Basket-
ball has been the most popular by far, with over 100
students participating in the league each year since intra-
murals was revived in 1984. We run 5-on-5 full-court from

September to April, as well as the popular 3-point, slam-
dunk, and free throw shooting contests every March.
Championship teams are crowned at the end of a playoff
each semester. In May we bold the popular All-Star game,
where an intramural all-star team is selected, and plays
the BCC Varsity. Last season the level of play in intramu-
rats was high enough to allow the intramural team to win
in front of= spectators in the Baldwin Gym. Afterwards
a pizza and soda party was thrown for participants and
spectators alike.

Offend on, league play has been offered in football,
volleyball and soccer as well. And, occasionally, students
seek to play some other activities such as badminton,
bowling, golf, or tennis.

( Continued on page 4 )
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Carter (from page 3)
The program also provides an opportunity for free

play. The gras are open to simply shoot baskets. Foot-
balls, frisbees, hackeysacks, and tennis rackets are pro-
vided for unstructured use by the students. Again we
simply try to accommodate any interest the student mey
have and provide the opportunity to play.

Students also have au opportunity to work in the
program. Work study students check student ID's at the
fp!) doors and students are hired to referee and keep
score of intramural contests. This gives the student an
opportunity not only to earn money but to learn a sense of
responsibility in job petformance. This can be an enjoy-
able and worthwhile experience for them.

Unble in a class room situation, students
are there on a voluntary basis and you have
the opportunity to offer your influence and
guidance.

I, as director of intramurals, feel thatworking in the
progam brings you close to thestudents. Unlike Ina class
room situation, students are there On a voluntary basis
and you have the opportunity to offer your influence and
guidance. They are very receptive and I almost find myself
taking on the role of a guidance counselor in an effort to
steer students in a good direction. It seems to be very
beneficial as the students feed off those offerings.

We strive to provide a conducive atmosphere where
the student can receive a good all-aroundpositive experi-

ence. Extensive efforts havt 1-Aoen made in the last three

years to recruit student involvement in the program. It

seems to have paid off as more students have become
involved recently.

Although the activities have taken place mainly

daring the day, the program offers an opportunity for
evening participation in such activities as soccer, open
recreation, ard weight training. Free weights were just
recently provh. ' in the college weight room and fitness
center. Theweight room and fitness center are open until
7:30 every night to provide for after school use far those
students whose schedules won't allow for day-time par-

ticipation.

All in all, students seem to appreciate the program
and enjoy themselves. We try to run a program which

their interests and nab, and gives them thebene-
fits of a complete, all-around recreational, as well as,
educational experience. En

The Health and Wanes; ResourceCenter
Maly Ligottzi, Director ot Health Setvices

A typical day in the life of the Health & Wellness

Resource Center staff: The door opens...a student says "
I don't feel so good. I think I am going to be sick". The
student sits down next to the Nurse's dok and the Nurse
whips out the garbage can. The rest is history.

Following that episode, several foreign students

come in requesting information on required MIAR im-
munizations. The Secretary turns around and asks who

speaks Russian.

Several requests for blood pressure screening, strep
tests, Tylenol, health information on weight manage-
ment, high blood pressure, how to stop smoking, AIDS,
guest lecturer, when is the doctor in, etc. Jeff Stoughton,
Health Educator, prepares for a program on campus. The
phone rings and a voice on the other end says, "I have

chest pain...."

The Health and Wellness Resource Center (for-
merly known as Health Services) is a Department of the
Student Main Division and is located in Wales 103. As

a student support serviceoffice, Cour purpose and goals are

reflective of our "wellness" philosophy.

Wellness is an approach to health that aims to
reduce the risk of serious illness. Whywellness? Because
the way we live has a lot to do with our health. Unhealthy
lifestyles can cause life-threatening conditions such as
heart disease, cancer, stroke, and evendeath. Eighty per-
cent (80%) of "lifestyle diseasur can be prevented by
early identification of health risk facton and through
preventive education.

Health risk factors are habits or conditions that
increase one's chance of 1eveloping a lifestyle disease. A
single risk factor like smoking can be dangerous to your
acZth, but when combined with otherrisk factors such as
high blood pressure, alcohol abuse, drugs, stress, poor
nutrition, or lack of Stow:, your health risk rises. Preven-
tive education is one means to reduce such health risks.
To paraphrase an old cliche, "An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of protection."

We are committed to enhancing the stu-
dent's general well-being and knowledge of
health ...

Pmentise education is a major thrust of theH&WRC
through individual health counseling and educational
programs offered to the generalstudent population threnja-
out the academic year. During the past academic year, we
have provided preventive education programs on such
topics as AIDS, Substance Abuse, Stress Management,
Domestic Violence, Acquaintance Rape, Women's Health
Issues, and MIAR Immunizations to some 5700 students.

We are committed to enhancing the student's gen-
( Continued on page 5 )
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Ligouri (from page 4)
eral well-being and knowledge of health and to provide
clinical services as needed to enable the student to main-
tain their academic studies without disruption due to an
untimely illness.

In addition to preventive education, the H&WRC
serves the student's health-care needs on a one-to-one
basis in the clinic area, also located in Wales 103. This
year the health clinic processed 6500 healthrmimuniza-
tion records, gave 1100 MMR immunizations, and pro-
vide4 bands-on-care for an additional 3900 students in
our nurse/physician based clinic setting, including indi-
vidualized health-care programs for the International
Student population (ie., reviewing health status for
ftnmunizations).

The H&WRC is open Monday through Friday &Warn
- 5:00pm. Clinic services include treatment for illnesses
and injuries, medical emergency care, health screening,
lab testing including strep and pregnancy tests, referrals
to other health-care providers as needed, health educa-
tion and counseling, dispensing prescriptions as needed,
and immunizations. Physician's hours are lliesday and
Thursday mornings from 9:00am to Noon. There is a
Registered Nurse on duty during the open hours of the
clinic.

If you would like to know more about services
provided by the Health and Wellness Resource Center or
would like to have our Department develop a health-
related program for you please contact Mary Ligouri or
Jeff Stoughton at ext. 5181. 1:13

Advising Student Clubs
Alan Bennet*, Counseling Center

It was a cold, snowy Saturday morning in early
November when I left BCC with two rental vans full of
international students bound for a day trip to Ithaca and
a visit to Cornell Univenity. As the advisor to the Inter-
national Student Oro_nization, I bad arranged for a 1000
visit to Cornell starting with a tour er the campus, lunch
with Cornell international students, and a visit to the
bookstore and art museum. The afternoon was to be
spent in the downtown rammons and would end with a
visit to the state park anu a glimpse of the b vutiful gorges.
It was a great plan and the students were all eagerly
awaiting their first day trip of the semester.

Unit_ ,unately the day did not go as planned. We
were over a half an hour late in leaving the campus as the
other driver had left her driver's license at the van rental
place in Endwell. We had to go back to get the driver's
license, then back to get thevans, and then pick up the stu-
dents at the college. The next delay came in Whitney
Point when the van began bucking and red lights lit up on

5.

the dash board. Not being mechanically inclined, I was at
odds as to what to do with this mill" van. One student said
it was the fan belt, another thought it was the transmis-
sion, and yet anotherwas certain we were out of gas! Since

One student said it was the fan belt, another
thought it was the transmission ...

the transmission fluid level measured empty I bought
some transmission fluid, called my colleague at Cornell to
say we wen delayed, and set off to Cornell at 20 mph,
barely making ft up the hills for lack of power. (The
transmission fluid didn't solve the problem!)

We finally arrived at Cornell at 11:30 and met the
tour guides. I left the students with the Cornell club
advisor and beaded off downtown to find a qualified
mechanic to repair the van for its return trip home. The
howling wind and 15 degree temperature did not seem to
damper the students' spirit, but mine was beginning to
waiver. After an hour of combing Ithaca for a garage, I
finally found someone who identified the problem but
could not fix it given the hour and day of the week. He did
locate a van rental in Ithaca and I called the Endwell rental
agency and told them about their broken van and my
intention to rent another van to get the students home.
They told be that theywere not responsible for the broken
van and would not pay for another rentaL After regaining
my composure, I told them I would rent anothervan,leave
theirs in Ithaca and was coming home and brineng the
students with me. They finally agreed to drive one of their
vans (which, strangely enough, bad just become available)
to Ithaes so we would have a safe and functioning van to
get us home. They told me they would meet me at the
garage where I took their van.

I then headed back to Cornell to tell the students
what was going on but had difficulty locating them as it
was well after 2:00. My colleague at Cornell told me that
the students were in the infirmary waiting for one of our
students to be released. One of the girls had fainted while
having lunch and was taken to the infirmary. The nurse
said that the walking tour in the frigid weather and the
warmth of the lunch room could have brought on the
fainting spell. After some rest, our student was doing fine
and could leave.

I explained the van situation to the students and we
all waited for our replacement van to arrive. After waiting
scam time we were finally ready to go with the safe and
sound vans. None of these setbacks seemed to bother the
students and after some persuasion I agreed to stop off for
a short visit at the downtown commons. After some hot
cf.:, ;late at a downtown restaurant we set off for home.
Oh yes -we did stop at the state park and saw the gorge lit
up by the van headlights! Because we were off schedule by
about four hours at this point, when we finally arrived

( Continued on page 6 )



(Bennett from page 5)
back at BCC it was too late for the students to get the BC
transit so we dropped them off at their apartments. Then
we returned the vans to Endwell and I arrived home in
Montrose at about 10:00. It was not easy to answer my
wife's question - "How was the trip?"

When I was asked to write an article about being a
club advisor, explaining the benefits of how I got to know
students better and how they got to see me in a different
role, I had to think long and harm I came up with this
experience which I surely will not forget. The students
enjoyed the trip despite the setbacks. I know it was worse
for me than for them. The reality of club advising is that
it involves extra time, time away from home, and time
spent in late afternoon club meetings discussing fund-
raising events and off-campus outings.

Although at times it may seem frustrating
and time-consuming to advise student
groups, my experience tells me that it is well

worth the effort.

Although at times it may seem frustrating and time-
consuming to advise student groups, my experience tells
me that it is well worth the effort. Forthe students, taking
part in a club organization is an invaluable experience.
They learn how to organize, aeate committees, work
together, and take on responsibility. They also have a
good time doing it. Without a faculty advisor none of this
would be possible.

I believe that this part of the college experience is
just as important as time spent in a classroom. We have
a small campus and it seems that this aspect of college life

- the faculty advising of student dubs - is taken on by the
same small group of faculty. I hope other members of the
faculty find the time to advise a student dub in order to
enable students to experience this important aspect of
college life. Eig

Teaching Music: Sharing and Becoming
Michael Kinney, Musk Department

I have been involved in teaching music to students in
and outside of the formal classroom for nineteen years.
When asked to describe the positive benefits of these
types of experiences, I find it both an easy and difficult

task.

How do I begin to convey to someone the bonding
which takes place when a choir or band rc.ltearses music
for countless bouts during many months to perform it as
perfectly as possible? The preparation of music for a
concert requires the deepest commitment to excellence,
discipline, and the highest of possible standards. The
understanding that the end rep.: will be a product of a

synergism which can only be accomplished by each indi-
vidual's best effort places an incumbent responsibility on
evay person in the group and generates pride, compas-
sion, sentience, and an esprit de corps.

How can 1 relay the bonding which occurs between
myself and my students as I transport gouts of them to
The Syracuse Opera performanca, Ithaca College con-
certs, or to Lincoln Center to hear one ofthe world's finest
orchestras perform music by one of the world's greatest
composers? In these instances, I have extended the van-
tage points of my students' perspective on the riches life
has to offer. I have given them something which they will
forever cany with them as they reflect on their college
experienca. I !lave also bonded with them in ways which
are impossible to do in the classroom. Trips such as these
have allowed me to discuss, in a very informal and per-
sonal way, their familia, interests and future plans.

Music Ls a seductive art. In order to perform it (with
that spark of divinity), students and teachers alike must
discover a great deal of who they are. Many ego defense
mechanisms must be temporarily set aside. In some oases
set aside forever. I have seen the beauty of creating music
with my students as a way of what I call "soul-touching."
Anyone who has experienced the "highs" of musical per-

The real beauty is the fact that the music
mated is the result of a combined effort

between the teacher and the student.

formance%Munderstand what is implied by this. The real
beauty is the fact that the music created is the result of a
combined effort between the teacher and the student. The
mutual respect developed is evident in the smiles, hand-
shakes, and hugs shared after a performance.

I have found that creating musicwith my students,in

or out of the classroom, has been a vehicle kr th e. type of
creative apression that the humanist psychologists such
as Maslow, May, Rogers, Jung, Adler and Fromni agree
contributes to "self-actualization." I cannot think of a
more imponant role for a teacher than in helping students
discover who they are and what they might become. I have
witnessed the cleepat and most profound of human
emotions and creative expression manifest itself through
the performance of music.

Preparing music for concerts, taking trips to hear
performances, advising students on how to play or sing
better, writing out songs they are trying to compose,
locating recordings of the music we performed together,
and providing students ways to engender creative expres-
sion, are experiences which happen primarily outside of
the formal learning situation. I am unsure of exactly what
these experiences mean to students, but I knowthey have

( Continued on page 7 )
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affected me.

can recall the names and faces of virtually all of the
students with whom I have interacted outside of the
classroom. Some of them continue to writeand telephone

me and apprise me of their latest musical experiences as
well as recall any encouraging comments I made to them.

I feel very fortunate that the greaterpart of

my life's work has affected people in such
positive ways.

I feel very fortunate that the greater part of my life's work
has affected people in such positive ways. I try to bring
those successful feelings into the classroom. As I face
each new class -it the beginning of the semater, I know

that the students are not students at all, but rather people
needing encouragement, structure, discipline, respect,

and a developing sense ofself-worth. I have found that the
activities outside of the classroom have had a positive
effect on my students and have allowed me to appreciate
how wonderfully woven the fabric between a student and

teacher can become- co
Advng the Ski Club

Kurt Nelson, Audio-Visual Department

Since I graduated ftom BCC in 1987, my life has
improved with each passing year, the biggest improve-

ment being my employment with the Audio-Visual De-
penmen I believe that students should not be intimi-
dated by faculty or staff, so after workingwith students in
the AV TV Studio during the semester, I thought the am
step would be to volunteer to work with students outside

the clauroom.

Being a co-advisor for the ski club allows me to ski

down groomed trails both with friends and with students.
Volunteering during the holidays is a good way tospend
the vacation and maybe affect someone in a positive way.

There is a high level of responsibility, as skiing can be a

very dangerous sport and I tell my students, as in life, stress

safety first, then fun and learning. (Although I have found

that while safety has to be learned, fun comes as second

nature.)

I hope that all the students on our ski trips arrive
home safely, have fun skiing, and are ready to return to
your classrooms ready to team

I also hope that other faculty and staff with special
interests take the time to make a positive change in
student's lives. Students do appreciate your time out of
the classroom, and will talk about theexperience for years

to come. M

McVannan (from page 2)
forth was intended to academically benefit students. There
is sympathy toward advisors as we change mathematics
remedial courses, add writing emphasis requirements, set
forth a mandatory values course, mandate acivic educa-
tion subject, and say that half thephysical education credit

be of cardiovascular nature. Additionally, to be sure that
one's advisees have needed courses for tlansfer to some
specific college(s) makes the task even more demanding.

"Hey, this has become just too complicated.

I can't do it."

An advisor may wt'l be tempted to tell him/herself,

"Hey, this has become just toocomplicated. I can't do it:'
The advisee(s) then is sent to the division office because
"they" knowwhat to do. Acop-out? Maybe,but an under-
standable one, although the division office may have all it

can handle and does need faculty help in the job.

The college administration could commft itself more

strongly to improving theacademicadvising process. This

might then convince more faculty that this is a vital
concern and better advisement would result.

It is a year and a half since some of us went to
Rochester to learn about a process involving computer-
based auditing of student's degree requirements. It is a

very fine program, one which will greatly simplify advi-
sor's determintig of what courses are still needed for
completion of advhee's programs. But implementation
of this degree audit is iar from reality in the LGS Division

because the commitment of personnel time has not been
made, seemingly telling us it is not as high on the admin-
istrative priority list as might bewished tosignificantly aid

our advising tasks.

And as we in the LGS continue to have full-time
lines unfilled while student enrollthent climbs, we have
fewer and fewer advisors for more and more students.
Adjuncts don't advise; they are not hired for that. This
again says something about the college's commitment to
the academic advising function.

Academic Advising is the only structured
service on campus in which all students
have the opportunity for ongoing, one-to-
one interactionwith a concerned represen-
tative of the institution.

We close with this observation, which we would

have thosewhose attitudes and actionstoward the process

have created a reality further from theideal than might be

wished, consider Academic Advising is the only struc-
tured service on campus in which allstudents have the op-

portunity for ongoing, one-to-one interaction with a
concerned re resentative of the institution.
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Taw= Is Mere Consistent Advising
Tamara BM" Student

While standing in line to register for this semester
there was, of course, ample time to chat. The topic of
advisement came up and thosc of us in line together were
astonished at what disparate experiences each of us had
had.

One woman went to her advisor's office, was given
the forms, told to pick her courses, and return for the
advisor's signaturq no input or assistance whatsoever.
When she went to register for her courses, she found out
the courses she had chosen were at conflicting times. In
contrast, another person had au advisor who'd always
gone to great lengths to help him choose courses and
juggle his tight schedule. The advisor even contacted
chairpersons for approval of courses outside his curricu-
lum

The session I've had with my advisor fall some-
where betwen these two experiences. In the scheduled
fifteen minutes I told him about the courses I selected, and
he checked for der= requirements and scheduling con-
flicts. Overall adequate, if perfunctozi.

I realize that advising students ft probably more dif-
ficult in some curricula than others, but perhaps a greater
effort is called for to ensure uniformity in quality and an
acceptable level of cooperaion between the partia.

I have discussed this topic with a few faculty mem-
bets, and I gather that they are, for the most par, apprised
ofwhat forms to use, where to sign and send them, and are
then essentially abandoned to perform as best as theycan.
One professor expressed the view (not her own), that at
the community college level perhaps more thorough
advisement isn't important or necessary.

Coping with collegiate red tape is difficult, and at
times overwhelming to all students, adult and recent high
sch-.ol graduates, as well. Certainly ultimate responsibil-
ity rats with thestudent. But a good, friendly, knowledge-
able advisor would go a long way towards ensuring these
difficulties do not completely discourage the prospective
student. 0:1

If a Child Seems To Need Help, Seem To Help Him.°

the title of a book designed by a group of teachers at-
tending a less than effective summer institute that was
intending to make them more sensitive to children's
needs. From Jim Seymour's The Cotporate Micro , PC
Week February 25, 1991.

A Holistic Approach to Advising Students
with Developmental Needs

Susan Okrabio, Counseling Center

As academic advisor to the "modified program," I
am responsible for the advisement ofapproxhnately 250
students each year. These students have demonstrated,
through the placement tests, a need to build skilh, in the
area of college textbook reading.

Within this population, there is a great diversity.
There may be students who have completed an eighth-
grade education and have not been in school for twenty-
five years, as well as students fresh out of high school who
maintained "C" averages. Since there is such diversity, it
is essential to advise each student individually anti create
a schedule which will meet their needs and interests both
academically and personally.

I would like to outline a typical advisement
session, ... and explain the rationale ...

I would like to outline a typical advisement session,
which lasts an hour, and explain the rationale for its
structure.

1. Discuss with the student his/her choice of major
and/or career. What does the student have in mind? What
is our program designed to offer? Is there agreement?
Important here is discussion of transfer vemus career-
track programs and verification that the student is pursu-
ing the appropriate line of study. As a counselor, I listen
for indecision or uncestainty and offer career counseling
If neorasary. The student is informed that he/she has
options, and is not "locked-in" to a program of study.

2. "Nuts and Bolts" Explanation. Each student is
given a catalog. We work from the outline of the student's
chosen curriculum Before discussing courses, I break
down the components of the outline, including defini-
tions of "semester," "credit bous," and "two-year pro-
gram." This may seem elementary and unnecassary for
the general college population, but I have found that most
students possess limited or inaccurate knowledge of thme
terms which we consider a part of our native language.
For example, many students think "two-year program"
means that they have no option but to con. plete in two
years. Others are surprised to find that there are two
separate semesters in an academic year. Most students
have no idea how ciedits relate to hours invested. So, to
ask a student whether helshe intends to study full-time or
part-time without explaining the implications often leads
to confusion and frustration on the part of the student.

3. Piecement Test Results. I explain why the stu-
dent was gt vn these exams and what we are flying to

( Continued on page 9 )
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Ohrablo (from page 7)
ascertain with the results. I review each score and subse-
quent recommendation and ask the student if heishe
agrees with it. This is apecially helpful when discussing
the non-credit, developmental courses. The student is
given a voice in the decision-making process and enters
these courses enthusiastically, knowing how he/she can
benefit from each.

4. Developing a Schedule. Factors taken into
account are: Which is student's most difficult subject?
When is student most alert? Any history of sleeping
through morning classes? Skipping late affmnoon dames?
Have to get a child off to a sitter? The student chooses
which class times will bat meet hisiber needs, and this
maximizes the chance for successful attendance and per-
formance.

Overall, I stress student participation and
decision-making.

Overall, I stress student participation and decision-
making. I also want students to start considering options
and taldng responsibility for their chokes. Students and
advisom both must understand that academic advising is

not limited to filling out a data form. asj

Helping Students Outside The Classsoom
Steven Nage

"Why don't students c..ame to my office for help? I
tell them I'm available after class or during my office
hours, and I know by the looks on their faces that they
don't grasp all of the material, but they still don't come to
see mer

An article entitled "Help" in the February issue of
The Teaching Ptofessor addressa this frustration shared
by many tachers. According to Stuart A. Karabenkk,
the reasons students do not seek help are tied in with self-
image: theydo not want to appear "inadequate or intellec-
tually suspect." Karabenick also cites studies which show
that when students do go for help, they are trimly to look
for it in informal settings "before they turn to more formal
structures."

Informal settings where students can ob-
tain the academic help they need take sev-
eral shapes on BCC's campus.

Informal settings where students can obtain the
academic help they need take several shapes on BCC's
campus. Two of the newat versions come out of the TEC
Division. The Departments of Engineering SdenceRhysks
and Mathematics have established academic assistance
programs in which faculty come to the students. Over half
of the ES/P faculty, including some adjunct instructors,

donate one office hour a week to staff a 'help table' in the
Atrium of the AT Building. "We did this some yews ago,"
says Jack Foster, "and then in the middle of the Fall
semester, 1990, Joe Biegen resurrected the idea. We
chose the Atrium because we wanted to make it easily
accessible to the students."

Foster stresses that the table, which is staffed ap-
proximately 12 hours a week, is for academic help only;
students with questions on advisement or othes matters
are referred to the Department Office. Jack emphasizes
the informality of the setting where teachers feel no
pressure to help with unfamiliar subjects: "If a faculty
member can't help witn a particular course, we refer the
student to the appropriate instructor's schedule." Joe
Biegen reports that f ulty staffing the table have been
very busy and that students have reacted positively to the
idea. The fact that the 'Help' table is in the Atrium, a very
public place, helps to make it clew that gettingacademic
help is a normal thing. It also challenges thecultural norm
of individualism - another factor which helps to explain
students' reluctance to ask for help - which is represented
in the idea that it's always best to "do it yourself."

This Spring the Mathematics Department began a
similar program in the Math Lab in the Learning Assis-
tance Center 0.Aq. All the fulkime Math faculty membess,

and a few adjuncts, spend one office hour a week in the lab
during the busy hours of 9am - 2pm. Morton Goldberghas
alsoasked Math faculty to announce to their own students
the hours when they will be in the lab. In this way, Math
teachers can focus on helping their own students aswell as

Dave Michalak, Coordinator of the Math
Lab, hes noticed a significant increase in
student usage during the hours when fac-
ulty are there.

students in other classes. Dave Michalak, Coordinatorof
the Math lab, has noticed a significant increase instudent
usage during the hours when faculty are there. This
setting is also informal: students often work in pairs or
groups, and instructors circulate, answering questions or
explaining concepts to students. Watching students warldng
together in this lab, one is struck by the fact that students
are very relaxed; they appear not to feel the embarrass-
ment and anxietywhich Karabenick says can keep so many
of them from obtaining the assistance they need.

Other twes of programs have been set up around
specific courses Pad even certain assignments. The Sup-
plemental Instruction Program, for example, targets courses
which tend to be difficult for students. A well-trained
student leader conducts regularly scheduled study ses-
sions in which students apply appropriate study skills and
techniques to the material In another informal setting in

( Continued on page 10 )



The following is excerpted end summarized from
Total Quality Management In the Classroom: Listen to
Your Customers, Ronald Higgins, David Jenkins, and
Robert Lewis. Engineering Education, January/February
1991. A complete copy of the article is on file in the
Teaching Resources Center.

The U.S. Army School of Engineering and Logistics
has an on going instructor improvement program. As part
of that program the faculty are encouraged to maintain a
continual dialogue with their students. A list of the
student's top ten characteristics that define good instruc-
tion was distilled from the gathered information. Faculty
were also encourage to offer their opinion.

The ten most frequently occurring student and fac-
ulty definitions of good instruction are reproduced, in
order of importance, below.

According to students:
Organized and prepared
-Simple, straightforward instruction with

complete crimples
-Good communication/pronunciation
-Real-life applicadons/analogies
Sound knowledge of subject matter
Open to questions during and after class
'Goals clearly stated at the beginning
-Interested in subject
-Lots of crimples
-Logical order, avoids tangents

According to Faculty:
Organized and prepared
Sound keowledge of subject matter
-Fair and cc nsistent grading
-Enthusiastic
'Concern for all students
-Opals dearly stated at the beginning
Real-lifil applications/analogies
-Flexible
-Good communication/pronunciation
-Intertsted in subject

Many times we assume everyone knows what good
eductional practices are and follows them accordingly. A
most important and often forgotten part of the educa-
tional process is listening to the customer. Although fac-
ulty do not always have to respond to what their custom-
ers say, they should know what they consider important.
Without this knowledge we operate in our own little
world without adequate consideration for those we are
trying to educate or for those who will employ our
graduates. Hi

Natale (from page 9)
the LAC, students discuss their writing in individual tuto-
rials and small group meetings with Writing Center fac-
ulty and peer tutors. After coming to the LAC for more
structured activities - such as the Research Paper Work-
shop or small group workshops conducted in specific
Math and Social Science courses - students often feel
comfortable enough to form their own study groups in the
LAC, or explore the LAC's other services.

The potential exists for faculty and Mdents to engage
in a variety of infor mal, but effective, learning activfties. If
you're interested in such a possibility,and I on be of assis-
lance, contact the IAC at 771-5038. 111

Coming Next bsue

An Invitation
Paul ()Herm Editor

I have been asked recently, "How do you get the
writers for Center Stage?" Well, basically, I ask people
I deal with occasionally, or who are recommended to
me by the people I deal with. While this method
supplies me with writers, after a little thought I decided
it also leaves out that segment of the campus popula-
tion who I do not know, or is not known by my associ-
ate&

I'd like to change that procedure and invite ev-
mono to send in a response to the question that fol-
loaf& My only rules are: write no more than 400 words
(i.e., one side of a page typed single space; include a
title, your name, your phone number, and your depart-
ment; and have it to me no later than April 1, 1991. I
may suggest changes, and ask for your approval duriny
the ensuing week. If you have questions or comment.i,
please contact me at the location mentioned below.

Question:

We have heard, and we have often said, how im-
portant it is to have a college education. With that in
mind, other than courses in your own discipline, what
do you think is the most important course a student
should take while earning the college degree? Why?

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with
the Teaching Resources Center.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor:

Paul O'Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5232
E-Mail : OHERON J (All-in-One)

tu
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Center Stage
Platfonn for the Discussion ofTeachinglLeaming Ideas

Broome Community College Binghamton, New York 13902

Volume 1 Number 7

There are three things to note this month. First, five
writers have written on what is the one course each thinks
students should have before graduation. The opinions are
diverse, in two cases oddly symmetric, allowing that the
design of such a course is more of a personal statement
than a consensus. I suppose that is good.

Apri115, 1991

A Course For All Seasons
Dan Dodway, Mathematic;

While there may be no single course that can do all
things for all people, a course in speech comes asclose as

is possible. About 25 yeam ago the teacher in my speech
course remarked that one could get a liberal arts educa-
tion by taking nothing but speech courses.

The second thing is to notice the insert from the
Teaching Resources Center. The TRC is offering several For a remark to have that kind of staying power in

workshops on a variety of topics. Some are quite specific memory, there has to be something profound about it.

(e.g., Tom Grace's workshop on taking information from After giving it considerable thought, I'm inclined to agree

the VAX), while others are good forums for general with it to a large extent.

discussion (e.g., Paul Chamber's presentation on Moral
Reasoning). I encourage you to look through the listings Since the medium is 'he message in a speech come,

and make a mark on your calendar to attend those of the individual students are free to explore whatever con-

interest to you. tent they fmd interesting or useful. It is a course offering
a variety of speakers who are enthusiastic about their

If you have an klea for a presentation you'd like to
offer, or you'd like offered for you, contact AliceMcNeely
(ext.5113, AT-01 l).

The third thing is the Convocation Day on April 23,
which is devoted to cultural diversity. With everything
that happens in my life I know it is extremely easy to lose
perspective and adopt the parochial view that the world is

theworld around me. I see the convocation events as a way
of doing a reality check. I encourage all of you to partici-
pate in some or all of the events that day.

...the individual students are free to explore
whatever content they find interesting or
useful.

material. As suggested by a sage, the only thing more
contagious than enthusiasm is the lack ofenthusiasm.

Sparking interest in a subject may lead to the lis-

tener pursuing the matter in a self-motivated and self-
directed way. This is a goal for all teachers, and may
redeem a short speech from its forced limitation with

Enjoy the issue and the coming springweather. ed. respect to depth.

Contents :

A Course for All Seasons
-- Dan Dodway, page 1

Methods of Personal Success
-- Amy K. Friends, page 2

Literacy
-- Alice McNeely, page 2

College Degree: Summation of Courses or
Skills? Debbie Spanfelner, page 3

Lunch at a Greek Diner
Richard Stoner, page 3

More important than the variety of interesting content
in a speech course is its process for puttingstudents at ease

and giving them experiences in making presentations.
With understandable anxiety and sympathetic class mates,
they develop communication skills which willassist them
in job interviews, functioningon many tasks,and interact-
ing in many social circumstances.

Happily,we arc fortunate in having excellent speech
instructors on cam" as who not only offer regular courses,
but also mini mums. With video technology these courses

are better than ever. In a recent interview on television
Harold Sunshine represented the school very well, and
highlighted the BCC speech program. The interested
reader can obtain a videotaped copy of the program from

Harold (1-230, ext. 5105). a]
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Personal Success
Amy K. Friends, Student

In my opinion, the most important course a student
could take is one that has yet to be formulated. The course
would be called "Methods of Personal Success" and its
objectivewould be to assist students in defining a personal
concept of success that, hopefully, is not based on greed
and/or the conventional definition of success.

At the start of the semester each student would be
assigned several topics including such things as "How to
find a job", "Define value", and "What is success?". The
student would be required to research each topic using a
variety of methods such as library research, conducting
surveys, or interviewing people who have experience in
the appropriate field. The results would then be organ-
ized into a short presentation for the benefit of the class.
Presentations would be grouped by related topics, so talks
on values could precede talks on achieving success.

In specific, each class might begin with something
fun to break the ice and ease the anxiety associated with
giving a speech. Perhaps jokes could be told, casettes
played, or a game played that leads into the day's presen-
tation. This could be done "spontaneously" by the stu-
dents, or organized by the instructor.

Hopefully, the student would fmd that a
person becomes a success through personal
growth and self-actualization ...

Following the presentation, either the presenter or
the instructor could initiate discussion on the topic. The
discussion would enable each student to examine his or
her personal reactions to the material presented, and to
use that information remove personal misconceptions or
effect personal change.

Hopefully, the student would find that a person
becomes a success through personal growth and self-
actualization, not through the acquisition of material
wealth. 111

Literacy
Alice McNeely, Computer Studies

It annoys me when the clerk at the store looks
perplexed when I give him $5.04 for my $4.79 bill, and I
patiently grind my teeth as I wait for him to get out the
calculator and determine my change. I'm perplexed that
so many health care providers consume large quantities of
caffeine and nicotine. But it's not Math or Health that
really gets me, it's "English". I ant repeatedly shocked by
my students reluctance to read and inability to write.

Although I am a faculty member in the Computer

Studies Department and I think computer literacy is very
important, I think Literacy is more important.

I am aware that by making this choice I am by
default, not choosing $111the other subjects, and therefore
offending at least 80% of my colleagues. Let me state my
disclosure early. All of our courses are important, but I
have been restricted to choose one, just one.

As the editor of this publication can attest, I am not
a "writer", but I write. I've had jobs that required writing.
so I started writing more, and more, and more. For the
most part my writing has developed without formal train-
ing.

Perhaps I am biased by my own limitations. I am
embarrassed to admit that I remember nothing about my
undergraduate English class. (Well almost nothing, the
instructor was a handsome, cape wearing graduate stu-
dent. Was this small sown adolescent so overwhelmed by

Syracuse University, or her major, or impinging adult-
hood that she learned nothing in that class?

Writing is a tool. I write to remember things be-
cause I have found that once I commit pen to pap': or
finger to keyboard, I tend to have better recall. I to
clarify ideas because I find writing a vehicle for thinking.
!write to communicatewith others because I have a vested
interest in being understood. Occasionally I even write
for fun.

11111MMI

I write to communicate with others because
I have a vested interest in being under-
stood.

We are judged on how we communicate. Whether
it is "socially correct" or not, assumptions are made about
our background, education, intelligence and potential.
Fortunes are won and lost by how well we get our point
across.

It's hard to predict where life will take us. Mypath
has had several turns since college. I would like to see all
of our students acquire skills in oral and written commu-
nication. This ability will selve them well throughout
their lives, wherever life takes them. 11

Quote

The professors in the academy say, * Do not make
the model more beautiful than she is,* and my soul
whispers, V if you could only paint the model as
beautiful as she really is.* -- Excerpted from 'Cahill
Gibran's letter to Mary Haskell, November 8, 1908.

A
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ITeacing Resources Center Faculty Forums and Workshops

Week of April 15

Writing Objective Exam Questions
Karen Goodman

Wed 4117 @ 4pm B-208
Thurs 4/18 @ 4pm B-208

Copying Class Lists trom the VAX to your PC Grade
Sheet

Tom Grace
Mon 4/15 @ 12 noon AT-I06

Wed 4/17 @ 1 pm AT-106

Tom has developed a program which allows you to
copy names and social security numbers into a spread-
sheet for calculating final grades. BRING A 5.25 OR 3.5
DISKETTE FOR YOUR COPY OF THE PROGRAM.
(You might want to follow this up with Using the Com-
puter to calculate Final Grades, Week of April 22)

Week of Apn1 22

Convocation Day: Cultural Diversity in The Classroom
Maria Santos

Tue 4123 CI, 9-11 am B-224

Integrating Moral Reasoning into the Curricula
Paul Chambers

Wed 4124 @ 12 noon 8-211
Fri 4/26 Cce lOam B-224

A demonstration of how it can he done by hrief in class

experiences.

Using the Computer to Calculate Final Grades: Lotus
Spreadsheets for Beginners

Sandy Wright
Fri 4126 07 9 am AT-008

Innovative Teaching Strategies: Supplemental Instruc-
tion and Team Teaching.

Rebecca Bennett
Wed 4/24 a 3pm B-224

Thur 4125 @ I1am B-2I1

Week of Apn1 29

Using the Computer to Calculate Final Grades: Lotus
Spreadsheets for Beginners

Sandy Wright
Mon 4129 @ lOam AT-008

Coming in May

Video Disc Technology Applications for Liberal
Arts. Professor Nancy Kaplan from the Cornell Univer-
sity's Writing Workshop, will share innovative curricu-
lum opportunities available with video disc technology.
The Software applications she shares wilt he geared to
Liberal Arts but the presentation should be of interest to
faculty from all areas.

To Register

To register for the above workshops/presentations
(or to volunteer to present a workshop or presentation)
please contact Alice McNeely via phone 5111 or 5022,
E-Mail for McNeely_A, or via campus mail to AT-011.

The Teaching Resource Center is looking for addi-
tional faculty to give a workshop or presentation this
semester and/or in the fall. Please contactAlice McNeely
if you have something you would be willing to share with

your co/leagues.

NAME:

Teaching Resource Center Reg:stration Form

MAIL BOX LOCATION:

WORKSHOP TITLE:

DEPT: EXT:

DATE: TIME:

1
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College Degnze: Summation of Courses or
Skills?

Debbk Spanfehter, Library

Upon addressing the question pose for this issue of

Center Stage, I automatically thought in terms of the
important skills a student should leam while pursuing a
college degree. While these skills include written and
verbal communication, the skills which I have chosen to
focus on for this article are those involving the ability to
loatte information and being able to criticallyevaluate it

once it has been found. These skills come under the
broader term of information literacy. According to the
American Library Association:

To be information literate, a person must be able to
recognize when information is needed and have the
ability to locate, evaluate and use effectively the
needed information.... Ultimately, information lit-

erate people are those who have learned how to
learn. They know how to learn because they know
how knowledge is organized, how to fmd informa-
tion, and how to use information in such a way that
others can learn from them. They are people pre-
pared for lifelong learning, because they can always
find the information needed for any task ordecision
at hand. (Final Report, American Library Associa-
tion Presidential Committee on InformationLiter-
acy, Jaituary 1989, reprinted in Change, January/
February 1991: 40).

It seems that lifelong learning is one ofthe main ob-

jectives of a college education. Knowing how to retrieve
and use information, regardless of itsformat, is an invalu-

able tool which is useful at any age and transcends every

occupation.

The emphasis nowadays is on the integration of
library and information skills into the course content.
The New York State Board of Regents Action Plan has
mandated that libraq skills be incorporated into the
elementary and secondary school curricula. (Rein to
Secondaty Libraty Media and Information Skills Sylla-

bus, Grades 7-12.) Bibliographic instruction on the col-

lege level builds on the skills taught in the preceding
grades as well as introduces new skills taught within the
context of courses offered at the postsecondary institu-
tion. As Librarians ilWolVed in instruction at BCC, we
tailor the libraty skills to the classand the assignment.

111=...

Information literacy skills are not only re-
quired for survival in our information rich
society, but also serve to enhance the qual-
ity of life.

Information literacy skills are not only required for

survival in our information rich society, but also serve to

enhance the quality of life. This includes knowing how to
locate information on such matters as buying a car or a
major appliance, reading a good book and wanting to
locate reviews written about it, locating a review of a
Broadway play, learning more about a medical diagnosis,
gathering information on a prospective employer, nutri-
tion tips, and investment information. The list goes on ad

infinitum,

One of the greatest gifts we as educators can impart
to our students is the opportunity to be independent
learners and users of information.

Lunch a Greek Diner
Richard Stoner. English

D.S.: Now that you've finished school and are work-

ing, I'm curious about what courses you would rank as
most important for a student to take in college?

M.M. Why your composition coursewould be first,

naturally!

DS.: That's a good way to flatter me into picking up

the tab for this lur ch, but I'm serious. What course
besides composition do you think was most importa,.e?

M.M.: I'm serious too. There wasn't aday in college

that I didn't have to write and read something. Now at
work, that's all I do!

... but did you take a course that helped you
become aware of other important skills

critical thinking for example?

D.S. Certainly, those skills are invaluable for every-

one to learn, but did you take a course that helped you
become aware of other important skills critical thinking
for example? Did any course help you develop this skill?

M.M. I'm not sure if I can name one course that
taught ml critical thinking, or at least that said it did. I
know that some courses raised more questions than they
answered for me.

D.S. I would say that any course that raises ques-

tions or presents choices is teaching critical thinking.

M.M. : What course do you consider important for a

student to take?

D.S.: Introduction to computers!

M.M.: I knew you would say that. Ever since you got

a computer in your office and sat in on a couple of
computer courses, you think that computers can, and

( Continued on page 4 )
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Stoner (from page 3)

should, do everything. You had us edit our essays on them
in English, and I admit that editing on the computer
helped my writing a great deal even if it meant more work
with all that re-writing and re-thinking. Now, I use one at
work to write with all the time,. But how can you say that
a computer course is one of the most important courses to
Ike? Is it because computers are everywhere, and unless

you become a Buddhist monk in Shangri La, you're inevi-
tably going to use one somewhere, somehow, everyday?

D.S.: Yes, that's one reason, but I think that learning
how to use a computer helps you to think critically. When
you work with a computer, you become involved in a
process which permits you to test your ideas because the
computer allows you to change and experiment in almost
endless war. In other words, the computer creates choices
for you.

M.M.: I'm not sure I see what you're saying. How car,
a computer, which requires so much exact commands and
attention, create choices?

1

Flow a computer, which requires so
much exact commands and attention, cre-
ate choices?

D.S.: Take an example from your own work. When
you go to write an memo, you could just write it on paper
and send it in a Liv minutes with perhaps a quick proof-
read. But if you decide to write it on the computer, you
become involved in a process that asks you to make
choices in editing, saving, and printing your work. Even
the simplest program also offers functions that can affect
your writing. You have to decide if you wish to take
advantage of the program's aids such as on-line dictionary
and thesaurus, word counter, and search and replace and
block move functions. These tools invite you to edit and
re-think what you're writing in far more flexible ways on
screen than on paper, they give you the chance to think
about the readership and purpose. In the end, you may
choose to save two or more versions, each tailored to a
different reader. The computer invites you to refine your
work very easily.

M.M.: Yes, I can see how these functions help me
write better, but, honestly, the computer tends to compli-
cate my work rather than speed it up because of all these
choices.

D.S.: That's because the computer asks you to think
critically. Working on the computer makes you pay
attention to what you're doing. The computer prompts
you to make decisions on your work, but also allows you
to see many possible results before you decide on one.
These "What-ii" capabilities make thr.lcomputer a major

critical thinking tool in virtually all fields. Theater stu-
dents are using the computer to design sets and costumes.
Because Shakespeare's plays are now stored on ROM
disks, scholars are able to peruse them in minutes for key
phrases; they then can study patterns and relationships
among the texts that may not have been feasible before.
Historians can combine data on demographic and voting
patterns, and impose them on plotted maps to see gaphi-
catty what trends influenced elections. The amount of
ways that computers can help in critical thinking is limited

only by the user.

M.M.: O.K., enough already! You've made your
point. Computers are important in many ways. I still find
them unfriendly, though.

D.S.: This is another reason why students should
take an introduction to computers course in college where
they can get to know the computer in friendly surround-
ings.

KM.: Maybe I'll come back and take a computer
course just so I can bother you, but now I've got to go.
When I'm back in town to visit, please, let's go to a fast
food place. al

Coming Next Issue

May 15 will be the last issue of Center Stage for
this semester. As this periodical has developed, it has
been a goal to have a special topic for each issue. This

' has allowed each issue to represent a variety of opin-
ions on a well focused topic, and hopefully provided
the spark for discussion of those opinions.

I have been told, however, that the topics were
not always to evetyone's liking, and what about those
writers who want to share an idea not related to "the
theme of the month?" Well, this is an open invitation
to all to contribute an artide on whatever you believe
is important to improving teaching at BCC, important
to improving learning at BCC, or just important as a
good story we can cany with us through the summer.

Send your articleistory to the editor at the ad-
dress below by Friday, May 3 and we'll be in touch.

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with
the Teaching Resources Center.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor

Paul ()Heron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5232
E-Mail : OHERON ..P (All-in-One)

,
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I hope you've enjoyed this publication :Ls much as I
have. Thank you all for reading.

The following is an excerpt from "The Tao of Pooh",
by Benjamin Hoff, Penguin Books, 1982. I recommend it
for you and your children. ed.

Hui-tse said to Chuang-tse, "I have a large tree
which no carpenter can cut into Imnber. Its branches and
trunk are meked and tone, with bumps and
depressions. No builder would turn his head to look at it.
Your teachings are the same, useless, without value.
Therefore, no one pays attention to them."

"As you know," Chuang-tse replied, "a cat is very
skilled at capturing its prey. Crouching low, ft can leap in
any direction, pursuing whatever it is after. But when its
attention is focused on such things, it cn be easily caught
with a net. On the other hand, a hur yak is not easily
caught or overcome. It stands like a stone, or a cloud in the
sky. But for all its strength, it cannot catch a mouse.

"You complain that your tree is not value' "ge as
lumber. But you could make use of the shade it provides,
rest under its sheltering branches, and stroll beneath it,
admiring its character and appearance. Since it would not
be endangered by an axe, what could threaten its ads-
team? It is useless to you only because you want to make
it into something else and do not use ft in its proper way."
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Improving Teaching and Learning: BCC's
Interrelated Initiatives

Bryan I( Blanchard, VPAA

From their inception, bo.i Center Stage and the
Teaching Center have attempted to become forums for
the presentation of ideas on teaching and learning. To-
gether they add an important dimension to BCCs aca-
demic culture. As their first year of life closes, exactly how
they fit in and how they contribute is becoming more
evideni

An effectiw model for improving teaching and learn-
ing necessarily embraces a variety of activities, just as it
easily rests on the optimistic assumption that our best
efforts lie ahead of us. One model which has been sug-
gested by a number of observers includes three compo-
nents: personal development, instructional development,
and organizational development At BCC, efforts occur
in these three separate categories, as well as through the
trad itional ways in which institutions oversee educational
practice. Since effective instruction embraces so many

An effective model for improving teaching
and learning necessarily embraces a variety
of activities ...

dements - attitudes, strategies, motivations, and values
to name but a few and these are the topics which draw
the attention of department chairs, deans, peers, and
students both in the evaluation process and in ceaseless
conversation, it is likely that some improvement is always
occuffing in any healthy institution. But at BCC, some-
thing more is afoot and that is issueoriented, interrelated
development springing from gioups of individuals within
the college and their attention to a range of aspects of
instruction.

This last year has seen many faculty contribute
articles and opinions to Center Stale. indeed, at one
point the publication had a three-month waiting list of
contributors wishing to share their ideas. The initiation of
the Teaching Center has meant even more act ivi ty with its
sponsorship of workshops on topics such as designing
exams, supplemental instruction, team teaching, video
disc technology and cultural diversity. All of these activi-
ties need to be seen in the context of an even wider effort,
a context that expands the model for improving teaching

( Continued on page 2 )
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Blanchard (from page 1)
and learning through the addition of a fourth component,
community development.

An institution's assurance of quality, be-
yond taking traditional roles and responsi-
bilities seriously, ought to include concern
for improvement of individuals ...

An institution's assurance of quality, beyond taking
traditional roles and responsibilities seriously, ought to
include concern for improvement of individuals, the
processes used, and the organizational structure. Adding
the concept of community development only makes things
more systematicand interrelated through increased indi-
vidual involvement and expanded communications. On
the BCC campus, community development has been greatly
furthered through the efforts of the General Education
Committee. As linkages among programs grow and per-
ceptions of universal goals increase, their efforts are
impacting more and more oa teachingand lassoing. What
has really been happening is that the ideal of a learning
amuuunity has found renewal through the discovery of
common academic purpose. Community building has
followed on the establishment of issue-based interest
groups such as the GenerAt Education sub-committees
and the intergroup comviunications and negotiations
which such a structure encourage:).

Coinciding with the initiation of Center Stage and
the Teaching Center have been General Education initia-
tives on critical thinkingand the extra-curriculum. Work-
shops on infusingcritioal thinking into individual courses
followon the model oldie Writing Across the Curriculum
Committee's continuing efforts cm behalf of the Effective
Communication goal. Meanwhile the idea of using a
theme each semester to build community and enhance
relevancy seems firmly embedded in our campus culture.
Adding to the mix are the Freshman Seminar pilots in
Liberal Arts and Business and the Chancellor's initiative
on Outcomes Assessment, which we have chosen to incor-
porate into both our instructional and professional devel-
opment components through the link we see between
assessment and the development tool of classroom re-
search. This particular approach was recently recognized
by SUNY Provost Joseph Burke, who praised the BO.;
Outcomes Assessment Plan as "one of the best plans
submitted from any of the community colleges in State
University." What he was noting was that our plan fit into
our total development model. It was not an isolated
effort, and this is what makes our Center Stage and the
Teaching Center so vital. With improvement efforts
emanating from so many quarters of the institution and a
renewed appnxiation for the value of a learning commu-
nity, it would seem logical for an agency like the Teaching
Center and its voice to draw things together and provide
coordination.

The First Steps of Success
Alice McNeely, TRC Coordinator

We all want to be effective teachers. I bel: Je there
are two crucial factors that impede this at the college level:
lack of a formal education in pedagou and limited peer
interaction.

At the college level, teachers frequently lack any
formal education in the art and science of teaching. Many
of us do not know how adults learn and how best to assist
them in this process. No competency test or statelicenses
are required. It is expected that we will just KNOW how
to teach. We often teach the way we were taught. Every-
one knows what teachers do, we've had years of experi-
ence being students. For many of us that modelling has
been our only tutelage as educators.

Remember your first semester teaching? Maybe
you were fortunate enough to have a colleaguewith whom
to share your apprehension, insights and successes; but
the feedback I've had from faculty tells me that doesn't
happen enough. We seldom get to see our colleagues in
action. Our days are Ned with planning, grading, in-
structing, advising and administrating. There is little
opportunity for peer interaction, and what dots exist, is
usually within our own departments. It's hard to find out
about the innovative things going on in the class next
door.

The Teaching Resource Center (rytc) has been
created by faculty for faculty. It offers teachers an oppor-
tunity to share their knowledge and skills and become
involved in their own professional growth and develop-
ment Participation in TRC activities is on a voluntary
basis.

The purpose behind the development of the TRC is
to enhance the quality of the learning experience of stu-
dents by strengthening teaching effectiveness. The TRC
promotes excellence in instruction by providing opportu-
nities for self-initiated learning to all faculty. We do this
by providing a vehicle for faculty to help each other.

The TRC promotes excellence in instruc-
tion by providing opportunities for self-ini-
tiated learning to all faculty.

In the November 1990 proposal for the develop-
ment of a Teaching Resource Center at BCC, eleven
objectives were established for the 1990-91 awdemic
year. The TRC board and I have been given the task of
implementing these objectives. As the semester comes to
a close I have been reviewing them to see where we've
been and where we need to go. It was a lot to take on for
one semester and I think we're off to a good start. (A

( Continued on page 4 )



The CAlege Experience
Ann Sawa, English & Lynn Ba tunas, Counsding

"So how's the . uh ... the new course going?" Since
COL 101 began in the Liberal &General Studies division
in January, we have each fielded that question several
times a week. Many faculty, both in and out of Liberal
Arts, seem to have been aware that we were piloting two
sections of The College Experience (even if they weren't
sure what it was called).

Our answer to the question varied depending on
what day it was and the degree to which our expectations
had been met in the previous class. We both felt the
pressure, not only of our own goals, but of the needsof our
students and, not least, the sense that the whole college
was watching us. "The president Ls going to want proof
that this course is successful," we were told repeatedly.

COL 101 is the most recent manifestation at BCC o f
a national movement called "Freshman Seminar," an
effort designed to ease the transition of first year students

COL 101 is ... an effort designed to ease the
transition of first year students into the
academie environment.

into the academic environment. Such courses typically
take one of two forms: orientation/college sulvival COurSeS
which deal with negotiating the system, study skills, group
dynamics, advisement, etc.; and academiccontent courses
where students =mine a common theme throughout the
semester, using collaborative learning in a seminar set-
ting. Business faculty implemented a course of the rust
type several years ago. A Liberal and General Studies task
force designed a course last year that attempts to combine
both types, building in not only academic survival skills,
but thematic content as well.

The primary study topic for this semester was in-
tended to be the ecological aisis, and we did gisv consid-
erable attention to that issue. Through reading, discus-
sion an individual research, students have considered
the impact of human activity on the planet. Such issues as
global warming, world hunger, energy use, pollution,
recycling, and the environmental effects of a meat-cen-
tered diet have been studied. Cultural diversity provided
another theme. Students read several articles on racism,
at vied the video "On Being Gay" and the speeches on

ocation Day, and wrote about and discussed how
cultuk al diversity has affected society and their own lives.

The major theme of the course, however, turned out
to be what we are calling "Active Learning." Classroom
activities from the very beginning encouraged (even co-
erced) students into becoming personally involved in and
excited about their learning processes. We tried--and in

some casc. succePA- -to get them to view learning not as
something detached from the self, which one swallows
without chewing, but rather as an engagement with ideas.
"Active Learning," then, became not only a method but a
subject of study.

Much research has been done on the learning proc-
ess in recent years, and some of it can be made accessible
tostudents. For example, all students can understand and
respond to Paulo Freire's theories about educat inn as a
means of social control. They can recall many times when
teachers have used this "Banking Model," attempting to
"deposit" knowledge in their heads and then "withdraw"
it at exam time, as if their role were that of passive
container for a body of information. They know what it
means to be passive students, and while they recognize
that what has happened to them in those environments
was not really learning, they tend to blame themselvesfor
the deficit and have come to college expecting to sit more
quietly and accept even more "deposits" than they did in
high school.

Actually engaging with ideas, chewing them over,
considering their implications, relating them to other
ideas, even challenging them was a new concept, pro-
foundly unsettling to some of our students, because it .
seemed as if we were breaking the rulesasking them to
think, to react, to respond, to change not only their
behavior but their image of themselves as students. In
short, we asked them to realize that education is some-
thing you do, not something that is done to you by others.

While most faculty would agree that the objectives
for COL 101 are noble ones, the jury is still out on the
degree to which they have been achieved in this first
semester. Frankly, the course has not gone as smoothly as
we liked, partly because our expectations were so high,
and partly because the course went into ihe schedule late,
so that enrollment pretty much depended on the luck of
the draw. Som k. students, for example, signed up for the
class only because they registered at the last minute and
were desperate to take a classany classthat fit their
schedules. Theycame in with little idea ofwhat the course
was about and las motivation. The demographic profile
was another surprise: we had hoped for heterogeneous
classes with a balance ofage, gender and ability. What we
got was one section of predominantly older female stu-
dents with a few young males, and another which was
overwhelmingly young males with a scattering of older
females. In each class the under-represented group felt
for awhile as if they had nothing in common with the
majority of the group; that made it difficult to generate
class discussions which included everyone. And in the
predominantly male class, no one wanted to talk anyway.
In retrospect those early problems seem funny, but at the
time we felt as if we were rolling a heavy rock up a steep
hill. ( Continued on page 4 )



Soya, Balunas (from page 3)
Both sections experienced significant attrition, dis-

heartening in a course geared toward improving reten-
tion; yet much of the attrition seemed beyond the control
of COL 101 or of the college. It would have been conven-
ient if our students could have checked their personal
problems at the door, but they didn't seem able to do so,
and were overwhelmed by divorces, sick and hospitalized
children, being thrown out of the house, even getting
arrested.

Among our remaining students, however, the con-
sensus about the course is positive. They feel COL 101
helped them adjust to college not only intellectually but
emotionally. The small sections, with an emphasis on
acceptance and collaboration, afforded students the
opportunity to vent frustrations and solve difficult prob-
lems ranging from strategies for combating test anxiety to
getting rid of an abusive boyfriend. Class sessions were
often intellectuary stimulating, particularly when stu-
dents suddenly made connections between the material
they were studying and their own lives.

Claw sessions were often intellectually stimu-
lating, particularly when students s..idenly
made connections between the material
they were studying and their own lives.

Our College Experience course was vastly enriched
by a number of facultywho not only expressed interest and
advice, but who actually attended our classes and worked
with students. DougGarner gave up a vacation day to take
students through a fascinating simulation game on the
nature of power. Duane Whittaker introduoed them to
the Fitneu Lab and the linportance of a healthy life-style.
Stew Natale and Maria Santos worked with students on
lime-management and test-taking strategiesvery seri-
ous concerns with these students. Alice McNeely and the
Committee on Science and Technology introduced them
to the concept of scientific literacy and its importance in
a liberal education. Elsie Wager and Rick Firenze pro-
vided quantities of support and advice in planning clas3
activities and in adjusting our expectations.

College facultycan seem to bean alien breed to first-
semester students; through these visitations and through
their part! Ipation in the Gulf Talks and Convocation
Day, COL 101 students got a chance to observe and
interact with the species in a relatively risk-free environ-
ment. We fed the "close encounters" helped to make
college professors and academia seem more accessible as
well as more exciting.

So the first semester was a bit shaky. Next semester
will be smoother and more effective- Five sections of The
College Experience are planned for the fall. Dave Sterling

and Rick Firenze are joining us as faculty. We will he
working together over the summer and throughout next
semester to coordinate objectives, lesson plans, and out-
of-class activities. "Experts" from the faculty at large will
be available to deal with special issues. The course is
being advertised to entering freshmen so that those en-
rolling will know what they are getting into and what they
can expect to gain. By the end of the fall semester we
should have a much dearer sense of the possibilities of
COL 101 for BCC students.

McNeely (from page 2)
complete report of the 1990-91 objectives is available.)

I have been pleased with the tremendous bacidg
theTRC is receiving. I have encountered cooperation and
support in almost all areas of the campus - Audio Visual,
Computer Center, CAD center, Purchasing, Publications,
Duplicating, Learning Resource Center, Institutional
Advancement, Faculty Association, Maintenance and
Administration. The college, especially the Academic
Affsits office, has been supponive of the TRC A full
time, release time coordinatcr position was established
which will rotate among faculty. The division deans
allocated funds from their budgets to equip the center.
When one considers the overaowding we are (vedette-
ing on this campus, the budget constraints and the dosing
of public school teaching centers, this support becomes
even more significant.

The TRC was allocated space on the second floor of
the Learning Re$011fCC Center in rooms 2111213, the
former conference room and professional development
library. The room has been painted and equipment or-
dered in March and is beginning to arrive. We have a
telephone (x5354) and an answering machine. The Fac-
ulty Asoclation has generously offered to supply coffee
and tea for 'MC functions. As soon as the furnishings
arrive the you will be invited to our open house.

[Faculty members have been enthusiastic in
their support for the MC.

Faculty umbers have been enthusiastic in their
support for the TRC. Fifteen faculty members volun-
teered to facilitate 'MC forums and workshops this spring.
I was impressed by the high quality of their efforts and the
diversity of their interests and skills. We have a superb
resource in each other. A number of faculty rimmbers
attended these sessions. All participants indicated they
found the sessions enjoyable, informative and helpful fn
their teaching. I was encouraged by the interaction among
faculty members from different divisions. Participants
expressed the need for more experiences like this.

( Continued on page 5 )
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McNeely (from page 4)
The TRC has attempted to increase use of campus

technological =mess by providing faculty with infor-
mation and instruction to expand their teaching capabili-
ties. The TRC offered campus-wide workshops/presenta-
tions on spreadsheets, downloading from the Vax to PC
and interactive videodisc, one presentation for the nurs-
ing department on dassroom overheads and several per-
sonal consultations on the use of campus technological
TESOufees.

The MC is now working with the Faculty Associa-
tion to plan Fall orientation for new faculty. We recog-
nize that new faculty members have spedal need for
information and peer support. We are planning orienta-
tion as au ongoing event through the Fall semester. If you
would like to be involved in this please let me know.

There are several objectives that have not been met
this semester, but will be addressed in the Fall. Little has
been done to connect facultywith campus resources, such
as the Learning Resolute Center, Publications Center,
Computer CY.ater, and AV Department, to enhance teach-
ingor prepare effective instructional materials. IteTRC
has not established a mechanism for recognizing faculty
contributions to teaching excellence. Your suggestions
and ideas for meeting this objective would be greatly ap-
predated.

=11,11,

I hope you will utilize the resources the
TRC has to offer and recommend ways that
it can meet your needs as an educator. The
TRC is there foryou and its succeu rests on
your involvement.

We took on a mighty project. I will feel more
comfortable next semester when the MC becoma a
physical reality. I hope you will utilize the resources the
'MC has to offer and recommend ways that it can meetyour.needs as an educator. The IRC is there for you and
its success rests on your involvement. The TRC advisory
board and I welcome your participation, suggestion and
ideas.

The Skill of Teaching, a Bibliography
Greta Wingate, librarY

This is a short bibliography of books and articles
that discuss the skills that we use in teaching; often,
practical suggestions are offered. Items marked with an
asterisk (8) are available in the BCC Library.

"Decade of the Student; Universities are Redis-
covering the Virtues of Undergraduate Teaching."
NEWSWEEK 10 Dec. 1990: 71-72.

Donnelly, J.P. "A Term Paper Project in Large

Survey CA3.1 rs." THE H ISTO RY TEACH ER 212 (Feb.
1989): 117-124. *

Eble, K.E. THE CRAFT OF TEACHING. 2nd ed.
1988. *

Fines, J. "Teaching with Documents: A Personal
View." THE HISTORY TEACHER 22.3 (May 1989):
317-32.1. *

Fiske, EB. "How to Learn in College: Little Groups,
Many Tests." NEW YORK TIMES 5 March 1990: 1,1.

Gullette, M. M. THE ART AND CRAFT OF
TEACHING. 1984. *

Hilbert, B. "Finding the Call to Teach; Across the
Continent and Home Again." CHANGE March/April
1989: 6+ .(experience of visiting professorship) *

Hoffert, S.D. "Toward Solving the Term Paper
Dilemma."11{E HIM:MY TEACHER 20.3 (May 1987):
343-348. *

Juzzawalla, F., ed. "Excellent Teaching in a Chang-
ing Academy: Essays in Honor of Kenneth Eble." NEW
DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING
44 (Winter 199))1-118. *

Korobkin, D. "Humor in the Oassroom: Consid-
erations and Strategies." COLLEGE TEACHING Fall
1988: 154-158. *

Lyons, P.R. "Assessing Classroom Participation."
COLLEGE TEACHING Winter 1988: 36-38. [includes
performance scale chart) *

Megginson, WJ. "Problems of Community College
Teaching." COMMUNITY COLLEGE SOCIAL SCI-
ENCE JOURNAL 4.2 (Winter 198142): 61-67.

Palmer,P.J. "Good Teaching:a Matter of Living the
Mystery." CHANGE Jan/Feb. 1990: 11-16. *

THE PROFESSOR BUSINESS: A TEACHING
PRIMER FOR FACULTY. On order for the BCC

Library.

Reynolds, R.C. "The Long Walk to Room 114: The
Realities of Teaching Remedial English in College."
CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 10 October
1986: point of view.

Rice, P. "Grading the Teacher: How to Get High
Marks." CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 7

Continued on a e 7



Summer Reading
Lawrence Jenkins, Jane Rawoof, Deborah Spanfelner, Suzanne

Suthvan, Greta Wingate, Library

The following books were recommended as favor-
ites by one or more of the librarians at BCC. If you are
looking for some fun or intriuging summer reaJing, takc
a minute and see what they suggat.

Alone After School. A Self-Care Guide for Latch-
key Children and their Parents. Swan and Houston. Pren-
tice-Hall, 1985.

Everything you need to know to determine if your
family is ready for this. Feelings are considered - parent's
feelings of guilt and children's feelings of fear and loneli-
ness. HQ777.65.S93 1985. (SS)

Because It Is Bitter and Because It Is Mv
Oates, Joyce Carol. In 1958, in a small town in upstate
New York, a young black man rescues a young white
woman from an assailant, whom he murders. That mur-
der casts a shadow over and influences both their liveshe
carries a burden a guilt and she, gratitude. From then on,
their lives are intertwined, although they don't see each
other often again. The book carries us through the pre-
Civil Rights years and switches back and forth between
their two families. I felt very close to these very human
characters, through their feelings about and reactions
toward the circumstances of their individual troubles.
Basically character studies, the book was unforgettable.
(JR)

The Burden of Proof. Scott Throw. Farrar, Suaus,
Giroux, 1990.

The best revelatory mystery story I have
ever read.

The best revelatoty mysterystory I have ever read. It
is intelligent and well written. (SS)

The Cairo Trilogy. Najib Mahfuz. The Nobel Prize
winner chronicles several generations of an upper-middle
class Emitian family, through the twentieth century. The
story positions the various family members against the
change, modernization, and cataclysmic events of modern
Egyptian history and politics. P.17846.A46Q313 1991
(vol. 1) and PI7846.M6B313 1991 (vol. 2). (JR)

Classroom Assessment Techniques. A Handbook
for Faculty. K. Patricia Cross, and T. Angelo. Univ. of
Michigan, 1988.

Practical suggations which come from feathers
rather than measurement "experts", giving pros, cons,
and caveats. You will surely find something here that you
would like to try. FRR LB 1025.2.C757 1988. (SS)

The Encyclopedia of Bad Taste. Stern, Jane and

Michael.
This book is meant to be browsed and is a must for

your summer reading list! It talks about various fads, i.e.,
bell bottoms, troll dolls, and Elvisiana, just to mention a
few. Written on the inside cover of the book, "The
Encyclopfxlia of Bad Taste is a definitive source book for

I... a definitive source book for collectors
and scholars of bad taste ...

collectors and scholars of bad taste and a delightful com-
pilation for anyone who's ever secretly (or not so seaetly)
loved the not-so-good, the bad, and the ugly in Ameri-
cana." PN6162.S78 1990. (DS)

Holding On To The Air, An Autobiography. Far-
rell, Suzanne. New York: Summit Books, 1990.

Suzanne Farrell was one of the famous dancers in
the New York City Ballet. Her autobiography provides
insight into the character and genius of the famed chore-
ographer, George Balanchine, who first had a tremen-
dous impact on her life and work It provides a firsthand
account of the conflict between their professional and
romantic relationship offstage. (DS)

In Our Defensethe Bill of Rights in Action. Alder-
man, Ellen and Caroline Kennedy. (on order)

A collection of court cases illustrating each of die
first ten amendments to the Constitution. Each amend-
ment offers a variety J1 interpretations which deal with
such issues as the death penalty, gun control, and the right
to privacy. (DS)

Joshua New York Macmillan, 1983. Girzone, Joseph
F. and,

Joshua and the Children: A Parable. New York
Macmillan, 1989. Girzone, Joseph F.

You just feel better after reading these books, they
are like written warm glasses of milk. In both books, the
character Joshua is a modern version of Jesus Christ but
he's not preachy nor full of fire and brimstone. These
books make Christ real for anyone of any faith. Joshua,
the book, crates the character and deals with established
religion. Joshua and the Children is about northern
Ireland. After reading these Joshua's you will want to give
them to someone you care about. (LJ)

Life On The Road. Charles Kuralt. Putnam, 1990.
A well known anchorman traveLs the US in an RV

looking for stories. His photographer catches signs: "No
loafing after 10:00 pm. No congretating on driveway.
Vialtors will be proscuated."

Kuralt gives advice to those about to embark on the
road: Tell the desk clerk you want "Down and out, and up
front." Every clerk knows that you want a first floor room,
near an outside entrance, and away from the diesel refrig-

( Continued on page 7 )
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Librarians (from page 6)
erator trucks that run all night. Pack a Swiss knife, a large
safety pin to close drapes that let in too much light, and a
rubber sink stopper because so many drains do not work
properly. Buy LARK luggage, the kind that expands.

You will want to start packing after reading this
book. (SS)

Love in the Time of Cholera. Gabriel Garcia Mar-

quez. Knopf, 1988.
This is the kind of novel in which you feel totally

immersed in the smells and colors of life and love in
tropical countries. (SS)

Mama Poc. LaBastille, Anne. 1990.
ht the 1970's Ms. LaBastille travelled toGuatemala

and studied the giant grebe, which lived only on one
particular lake. This flightless water bird was called the
"poc" by the Indians, after its call. She documented its
behavior, and from her census, found there were only 80
left. The population rose to several hundred, through
various ecological measures and government coopera-
tion; then, such things as stocking the lake with bass
(which broke the food chain) and sewage dumping has
rendered the species extinct. This is a sobering look at
how the fraffileweb of nay tre can be disturbed soeasily. Is

it possible that Saddam's ecoloffical terrorism in K3wait
might have similar far-reaching effects in the future?
QL696.P586L33. (JR)

Mary Reilly. Valerie Martin. 1990.
A novel written as journal entries of the housemaid

of Dr. Jekyll. As the mystery of Mr. Hyde deepens, the
curious and perplexed Mary is drawn further into the very

private life of Dr. JekylL PS3563.A7295M37. (OW)

The Spiritual Life of Children. Cola, Houghton
Mifflin, 1990. (on order)

This is the book I plan to read this summer. It is a

serious study of ten year old children's ruceptions of
God. I am especially interested in those views of children

who have not had religious training. (SS)

Submarine Diary. Mendenhall, Corwin, (Adm.
U.S.N., Ret.) 1990.

As a junior officer in the U.S. Navy during World
War II, Mendenhall served on two submarines in the
Pacific. His fascinating diaty of several submarine patrols
comes alive with thedescriptions of fellow crew members,

combat, and details of life aboard a submarine. D783.M46.

(JR)

Take It Off And Keep It Off. Anonymous. 1989.

Based on the successful methods of Overeater's
Anonymous. It describes the experiences of people who
have overcome their problem of overeating. Appendix C
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contains a short list of suggested readings. Avery inspira-
tional self-help book. RM222.135. (1)S)

What I Saw At The Revolution. Noonan, Peggy.
New Yoric Random House, 1990.

Peggy Noonan shares her experiences as a speech
writer for Ronald Reagan and George Bush from 1984 to
1989. The author's style is witty, sensitive, and humorous

as she writes about Washington's political bureaucracy.
Ms. Noonan's frankness in describing such events as her

first encounter with former First Lady Nancy Reagan is
refreshing. Highly recommended. (DS)

When Living Huns. Sol Gordon. Dell, 1988.

The author, a Syracuse University professor and

renown lecturer on sexuality, has written many books on
this subject for children, teens and parents. In this book,

as in all his books, he makes us laugh and feel good about
the predicaments that might otherwise do us in. (SS)

Witntssa From The Grave: The Stories BonesTell.

Christopher Joyce and Eric Stover. 1991.
The story of forensic anthropologist Clyde Snow.

Highlights are the identification of the remains ofJoseph
Mengele and new techniques to identify the "disappeand
ones" of Argentina. GN69.8..169. (GW) ED
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Holding the Line
Margaret Deys, Writing Center

Recently, a colleague stopped to commiserate with
me about the declining literary standards required of
students to attend college these days. A familiar com-
plaint. Before he moved on, he added a vitriolic rebuke:
"It's because of people like you."

As an English teacher, I am often erroneously per-
ceived as a high priestess of the English language, charged
with "correcting" society% deviations from standard English.
Inevitably, the bemoaners cite students' problems with
spelling, punctuation, and "grammar," by which they
usually mean usage, as signaling the decline of western
civilization as we know it. As Acting Writing Center
Coordinator, I bear too many "if-only-those-writing-teach-
ers-would-do-what-they are-supposed-to-do" sighs.

Mycolleague's rebuke rests on several assumptions:
that people like me do not have "standards"; that people
like me try to educate any old student; that people like me
have no more expertise in writing theory and writing
pedagogy than any other literate person.

Since others have expressed similar views, I would
like to address these assumptions one by Jne. Fust is the
assumption that people like me are not upholding stan-
dards. It's true that we do not assign the same value to a
spelling error as we do to evidence of critical thought in an
essay. Writing instructors have, for the most part, aban-
doned the skill and drill method in favor of more =light-
ened practica. However, this does not mean that we do

Indeed, enlightened practices insist that writ-
ing instructors are not the only ones respon-
sible for writing standards.

not address basic literacy problems. Indeed, enlightened
practices insist that writing instructors are not the only
ones responsible for writing standards. Instructors in all
disciplines are encouraged to reject poor student writing
and send students to The Writing Center.

Second is the assumption that people like me try to
educate any-old-student. It's true. We enjoy,diversity, in
gender, age, class, and ethnic groups. We are, as convoca-
tion guest speaker Charles Vert Willie pointed out,
"marginal" people, people who live and work between
and among the arbitrary lines drawn by society. I believe
that although every person cannot be expected to earn a
higher education degree, all people (and our society) will
benefit from continuing education. The primary mission
of a community college is to extend opportunities for

growth to all people.

Finally, the assumption I find most insulting of all is
that all literate people know how to teach writing as well
as people like me. The reasoning goes something like this.
"I know how to write. I was taughtina traditional manner.
Since today's students are not taught in this manner, they
cannot write." This faulty reasoning undermines and
devalues what I do. Research in writing has revealed that
most of the traditional practices don't work, though some
students can learn in spite of them. The research, which
in part studies the behavior of successful writers, has
generated a process pedagogy that has proven to be very
effective. This pedagogy teaches students how to write
and revise in a scrim of drafts. Inherent in this pedagogy
is a "top-down" approach to editing. This approach
insists that only afterwriters have found something mean-
ingful to say and have wrestled with a structure to commu-
nicate that meaning to a specified audience are they
prepared to addras editing skills. Colleagutz who have
not studied this body of research do not know this.

I believe the strength of an institution like BCC
depends on that precarious balance between demanding
high standards of achievement and providing sufficient
support for students to achieve those standards. As an
institution we need to embrace the challenges of a chang-
ing society. In response to my colleague's rebuke, I wish
to say, yes; it's true. It is because of people like me.
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The next issue will be out on August 15, just in
time for the start of the fail semester. The topic will be
'Why I became a Teacher.' If you would like to share
your motivations with your colleagues, please contact
the editor as stated below.

Articles are usually 500 words, but maybe longer
or shorter. Please submit a typed, double spaced copy
along with an electronic copy on disk (ASCII format)
or via electronic mail. Articles are due no later than
July 19, 1991.

,

Center Stage is published monthly in cooperation with
the Teaching Resources Center.

Send correspondence and contributions to the editor:

Paul aileron
Mathematics Department, T-215
Phone : 771-5232
E-Mail : ()HERON)) (All-in-One)
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